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Murray Ledger & Times Staff Writer
The second annual Kentucky State
Charity Horse Show gets into full swing
tonight with the first of two nights of
performances in the Western Kentucky
Livestock and Exposition Center, just
off College Farm Road near Calloway
High School.
Show time tonight and Saturday is
7:30 p. m., and general admission and
reserved seat tickets may be purchased
at the door. General admission tickets
are $3 while the reserved seats go for $5
for each night's performances.
Patron ticket holders who purchased
their tickets during the first days of
preparation for the showings may park
adjacent to the center. All other
spectators must park on the Calloway
County High School parking lot.
Tonight's performance will feature
half of the classes for the show, with the
remainder being shown Saturday.
Almost 200 horses are expected to be
shown during the two nights, competing
for $3300 in cash prizes and another $500
in taophies.
The sponsors for the horse show are
the Sigma Department of the Murray
Woman's Club and the Murray Rotary
Club.
Competing tonight will be the
following classes:
Open Pleasure Pony, Amateur Three
Gainted Horse,. Amateur Roadster
Pony to Bike, Equitation for junior.,
exhibitors under .14, Slow Racking
Horse, Junior Five Gaited Horse,
Amateur Harness Pony, Equitation for
the junior exhibitors 14 to 17 years old,
Junior Three Gainted Horse, Open Fox
Trot florse, and the Amateur Five
Gaited Horse.
Saturday will see competition in the
following classes following the official
dedication of the Center.
American Saddlebred Three-Gaited
Pleasure Horse, Open Roadster Pony,
American Saddlebred Five-Gaited
Pleasure Horse, Style Racking Horse,
Open Fine Harness Pony, U. P. H. A.
Challenger Cup Equitation, Class.
Chapter 9, Open Three-Gaited Horse,
Fine Harness Horse, Open Racking
Horse, Road Horse to Bike, and Open
Five Gaited Horse.
U. S. Senator Wendell Ford is ex-




WASHINGTON (AP) -- The federal
government will look at keeping sac-
charm -sweetened diet soft drinks on the
market for diabetics, but admits the
chances are slim.
"Lots of folks would like to find a way
to do that," FDA commissioner Donald
Kennedy says, but "the difficulty is how
to make it available to those people
without spreading the risk (of cancer)
throughout the country."
Kennedy clearly was impressed by
the parade of diabetics, parents of
diabetics and doctors who told two days
of hearings that ended Thursday of the
plight of diabetics under the FDA's
saccharin ban, tvhich will take effect in
July.
"We're going to look at it," the
commissioner said as he left the
hearings on the ban of saccharin from
foods, beverages, drugs and cosmetics
but permit its sale as a single-
ingredient, over-the-counter drug.
"The drug and toothpaste issues are
fairly easy to deal with," said one FDA
official. "But how do you say you'll
permit a dangerous food additive on the
market for diabetics but not let other
people have it? It just wouldn't stand
up."
Diabetics must severely restrict their
intake of sugar and carbohydrates to
avoid a condition known as
aketoacidosis, which can lead to such
complications as kidney disease, heart
failure, stroke, blindness and gangrene.
The toothpaste industry and dentists
joined the fight against the ban, saying
that the tiny amounts of saccharin
ingested as people brush their teeth are
insignificant. Banning the sugar sub-
stitute would increase tooth decay
because people wouldn't brush if their
toothpaste didn't taste good, the wit-
nesses said.
Some 600 prescription drugs also
contain saccharin to make them more
palatable, and the drug industry wants
inside today
its products to be exempt from the ban.
The FDA can make exceptions for
drugs and cosmetics if it decides the
benefits outweigh the risks. But no such
legal option mats for food addinves,.
where products must be safe and free of
cancer-causing ingredients to be
marketed.
The FDA based its ban on a study by
Canadian scientists that showed high





Miss Emily Susan Imes, a student at
Calloway County High School, has been
selected as the winner of a statewide
essay contest. She has won first place in
the Annual Civitan Citizenship Contest
sponsored by the Kentucky District of
Civitan International.
The Callowily student was awarded a
$100.00 savings bond at the recent state
council meeting of Civitans at
Hopkinsville on May 13 and 14. Ben
Lindsey, Bowling Green, , chairman of
the Kentucky District Civitan Essay
Contest said in his presentation, "As
long as we have such young people as
Susan Imes our country can still have a
positive future."
Miss Imes is the daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. John Imes of Almo. She had
previously presented her award win-
ning essay at a meeting of the Murray
Civitan Club where she was awarded a
check for $25.00 for her first place
county award. Miss Imes is sponsored
by the Murray Civitans and her essay
will be placed in the international essay
competition for further possible
awards.
Two Sections —26 Pages
A salute to the graduating seniors at Calloway County
High School and Murray High School appears on pages 8,
9, 10 and 11.
clear and mild
Mostly clear and mild tonight.
Mostly clear and warm on
Saturday with a good chance of
afternoon showers and
thundershowers. Lows tonight in
the mid 60s. Highs Saturday in
the low to mid 80s. Winds
becoming light and • variable
tonight. Rain chances 30 per cent





















Murray Civitan president Elbert Thomason left, presented an Award of Ap-
preciation to Constantine Corns, center, president of Murray State University.
Dr. Curtis spoke to the Murray Civitans and their guests on the place of the
University in the community, some of the school's construction and finance
problems, and some areas of growth and service to western Kentucky. -"We
need to be reminded frequently of the exchange of benefits that takes place
within this community between the county and the University as well as the
problems that are shared," commented Elbert Thomason. Coffield Vance,
right, Govempr of Kentucky District of Civitan International, looks on at the




FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Projections indicate about 23,400
housing starts in Kentucky this year, a
figure that Gov. Julian Carroll said
would rank Kentucky seventh '
nationally and would represent "close
to a remarkable upturn" in the
construction industry.
Carroll's comments canie during a
Thursday speech before the 82nd an-
nual meeting of the Kentucky Savings di
Loan League, Inc.
The 1977 projection of housing starts
would signal a sharp reversal in con-
struction levels from the 1972-75
recession period. For instance, 17,200
houses were started in 1975, he said,
While the new projections are en-
couraging, Carroll said the figures are
still well below the construction levels
of the early 1970s.
"The great American dream is still to
own your own home, but if we're not
careful, that dream could be shat-
tered," said Carroll.
The national average price of a new
home is $53,300, said Carroll, but "I
don't believe that national average
applies in Kentucky, and estimates by
my staff put the average cost in this
state at anywhere between $38,000 and
845,000.
The governinent is taking steps to
help both the housing industry and
related fields, as well as the consumer,
to keep the state below the national
average, Carroll said.
The Kentucky Housing Corp. and the
itate Department for Local Govern-
ment, through the University of
Louisville's Urban Studies Center, are
preparing to update the first
comprehensive analysis of statewide
housing needs, Carroll said.
The result will be a data bank
showing housing needs and monthly
production levels in each county, said
the governor.
The governor's office is studying
several methods to reduce "delays and
redundancies in state agencies that
directly affect housing construction,"
Carroll said.
The Commission on the Future of the
South has estimated that Kentucky will
need more than 300,000 new housing
units by 1980, said Carroll, who added
that he feels that goal would have





Hospital Board of Commiss'oners has
voted to at least partially co, Vete the
third floor of a proposed doctor's office
building, and ground will be broken on
the project next month.
Meeting in regular session last night,
the board was told that the second floor
of the medical arts building is already
at capacity with nine physicians signed
up for offices. The board decided to go
ahead with plans to complete a third
floor on the building.
Interim financing has been secured
from the three locai banking in-
stitutions, and permanent financing has
Garland Found
Guilty On Charges
Bruce Garland, of Calloway County,
was found guilty on six counts dealing..
with an alleged moonshine still in
federal district court Thursday.
Garland was found guilty in the jury
trial on possession of an unregistered
still, failure of distiller to file ap-
plication for registration of plant,
failure to give bond by distiller,
unlawful production of distilled spirits,
possession of distilled spirits in con-
tainers without a tax stamp, and failure
to post required sign. ,
The trial was held in U.S. District
Court, Western District, of U.S. District
Judge Charles M. Allen in Paducah.
Formal sentencing will be made June
27. A spokesman for the defense said an
appeal will be made.
al5o been offered through those in-
stitutions. The board has not yet
determined which method of per-
manent financing to use.
Architect Pat Kerr will let bids in 10
days on the foundation for the building,
and all plans are to be completed in six
weeks. Work will start sooner; bids will
be let on the steel in about two weeks.
John Wilson, the construction
manager on the project, was also at the
board meeting, and said a guaranteed
maximum price on the project will be
ready when the plans are completed.
The estimated cost on the medical arts
building is about 41.5 million.
In other businZss, the board heard a
progress report on- the current ex-
pansion of the hospital facilities. The
southeast portion of the project is 75 per
cent complete, but the entire project is
about 2 months behind schedule, due to
weather problems and delivery of
materials.
The cost accounting firm of Laven-
thol and Horwath wis hired by the
board to work in conjunction with the
hospital accountants to help determine
costs and to cut costs where possible in
the operation of the hospital.
The board expressed concern over
President Carter's proposed nine per
cent ceiling on hospital rate increases,
saying that it is very possible that coats
.to the hospital will increase at a higher
rate than that figure.
Hospital administrator Stuart Poston
also told the board that the hospital has
received a Kentucky Hospital
Association "Award of Merit," for
employe relations work at the hospital.
Local Woman Dies Of
Injuries In Accident
Mrs. Richard (Marion ) Davis, 35
year old resident of Hamlin, died at 3:35
a.m. today from injuries sustained in a
car-truck accident on U.S. Highway 68,
two miles east of Fairdealing in
Marshall County.
Kentucky State Trooper Albert
Stinson said Mrs. Davis, driving a
Volkswagen, going east on Highway 68,
crossed the center line and hit a semi
truck, driven by James Brady, Jr., of
Mapleton, Ga., as he was going west on
Highway 68.
President's Response Is Quick
To Nixon Claims On Presidency
WASHINGTON ( AP) — Richard
Nixon's claim that a President is above
the law finds no favor with Jimmy
Carter and draws no response from
Gerald Ford, who pardoned Nixon for
all crimes because it was "the right
thing to do."
White House reaction to Nixon's
statement that "when the president
does it, that means it's not illegal" was
swift.
"President Carter does not feel that
any president has the right to break the
law," said spokesman Rex Granurn.
"He feels very strongly that it is a
tragic mistake to follow that
philosophy, as past events have shown
so dramatically."
Hamilton Jordan, the President's
chief aide, said "if we haven't learned
from Watergate that the president and
the people around him are not above the
law, then we've learned nothing."
And Ford, here Thursday for -a
Republican fund-raisere, said: "As far
as any questions about Mr. Nixon are
conterned, his wards speak
themselves."
Throughout the 90-minute program
third in a five-part paid-for television
series with David Frost, Nixon
defended his actions in the Vietnam
war and said that without division it
home "the war would have been ended
one to two years earlier."
He called Pentagon Papers leak,.r
Daniel Ellsberg a "punk": referred t,
the "pipsqueak Watergate thin.
labeled , Democratic hawksturncd-
doves as hypocrites, and said
cracked down on dissidents to speed tl,e
end of the war. •
He admitted to having parar
about his critics, "but paranoia
peace isn't that bad."
And he said bitterly that he and
wife "were never invited to the White
House, to a dinner or to a lunch" by the
Kennedys or the Johnsons in the eight
years of their administrations.
During their discussion of that
dissent, Frost brought up Nixon's
approval of the so-called Huston plan
calling for use of wiretappings,
burglaries, mail openings and in-
filtration of anti-war groups.
"Wouldn't it have been better here
though, to have done what you were
going to do legally, rather than doing
something that was illegal ... rather
than adding another crime to the list7
Frost asked.
"The proposition you've just stated in
theory is perfect," Nixon said. "In
practice,-it just won't work."
Frost suggested Nixon was saying in
certain situations "the president can
decide that it's in the best interests of
the nation ... to do something illegal."
Nixon: Well, when the President does
it, that means that it is not illegal.
Frost: By definition?
Nixon: Exactly. Exactly. If the
president ... approves something,
approves an actiOn, because of the
national security or in this case becau.se
of a threat to internal peace and order
of significant magnitude, then the
president's decision in that instance is
one that enables those who carry it out,
to carry it out without violating a law.
Otherwise, they're in an impossible
,decision.
White House spokesman Granum
said Carter feels "there are adequate
judicial means to prevent danger to the
country."
Nixon's belief that the presidency
bestows a legal umbrella over Ms ac-
tions runs counter to court decisions
and to the findings of the House com-
mittee that recommended his impeach-
ment.
The Supreme Court, in ordering
Nixon to release his White House tapes
— the action that speeded his
resignation in 1974 — said in no sense is
a president "above the law." Aides on
trial for Watergate abuses were not
permitted to use presidential sanction
as a defense.
The House Judiciary Committee
determined Nixon had committed
-high crimes and misdemeanors,"
including abuse of his presidential
powers and not seeing that the laws
were faithfully executed.
See NIXON,
Page IS. Column 7
Charges Made
In Thefts
Local - officials have charged a
Springfield, Tenn man in connection
with an alleged theft earlier this month
at Boone's Laundry.
Gary Sager. 19, has been charged
with theft by unlawful taking over $100,
theft by unlawful taking under $100. and
possession bf burglary tools. Murray
Police said two more warrants have
been issued in connection with the in-
cident, but no arrests have been made.
Sager is being held in the Murra47ity
Jail in lieu of $1,000 bond.
County officials have charged 20-year
old Tommy M. Olivr, Route Five, and
a 17-year old juvenile with theft by
unlawful taking_over $100 in connection
with alleged thefts of automobile tape
player's and citizens band radios. Oliver
is being held in the county jail on $1,000
bond.
Marshall County Coroner Jesse
Collier pronounced Mrs. Davis dead at
the scene of the accident. He said the
victim was trapped in the car for
sometime before her body was
removed from the wreckage.
The truck driver was reported not to
have been injured, according to
Trooper Stinson and Coroner Collier.
Mrs. Davis was an employee of the
Holiday Restaurant at Aurora. She and
her children were planning to join their
husband and father in 'Waukegan, Ill.,
as soon as school closed this year. He
had resided here until just ii—Short time
ago.
The Hamlin woman was a member of
a Catholic Church at Waukegan, Ill.,
and was born in Escanaba, Mich., the
daughter of Mrs. Anne McCann,
Murray. and the late Edward Boyle.
Her stepfather, Lester McCann, died
here in February of this year.
See ACCIDENT,




Auditions for the first production of
the Murray-Calloway County Com-
munity Theatre Arts, will be held
Tuesday. May: 24. from 600 to 8:00 p.m.
at the Calloway County Public library
The production will he -Curse You.
Jack Dalton!" which is a standard "boo
the villain, cheer the hero" script,
according to Theatre Director Richard
Valentine who will conduct the
auditions for the four roles for women
and the three roles for men.
Scripts are on reserve at the library
for those who desire to read over the,
- show prior to auditions.
The play. an old fashioned
melodrama, will be performed at the
old freight depot on Railroad Street on
June 16, 17, and 18. The depot will later
be moved to the Murray-Calloway
County Park for renovation as a theatre
and community-use building Music.
concessions: and-amateur acts will be a
part of the festival that runs in con-
junction with the theatre's membership
Ellen Spencer, chairman of the
production, said the auditions are open
to any interested persons and not
limited to adults She also said anyone
interested in the -technical aspe(ts of
the productiOn or any other project of
the community theatre is welcome to
attend the auditions on Tuesday
Kentucky State Charity Horse Show Begins Tonight
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The.. North ,Murray
Homemakers Club met in the
home of Mrs. Charlie
Crawford on Friday, May 10,
at 1:30 p. m. with the
-president, Mrs. Edgar Morris,
presiding.
MM Charles Humphrey
gave the devotion using the
selection, "The Seeking
Mother." Eleven members
answered the roll call by Mrs.
Crawford,. secretary.
Foods chairman, Mrs.
Charles Robertson, gave a
report of the tasting luncheon
held. on April 72, and also
presented ''Bake A Bread
Day" leaflets.
The Issues and Concern
•
.North Murray Honiernakers Club
Holds Meet At The Crawford Home
Chairman, Mrs. John Work-
man, presented an article
stressing the use of fire ex-
tinguishers and smoke
detectors.
Mrs. Greene Wilson and
Mrs. Humphrey presented the
main lesson on "Discipline."
The landscape notes on
pruning shrubs were read by
Mrs. Bailey Riggins.
Mrs. Esc() Gunter conducted
the recreational period.
Refreshments of peach
cake, gelatin, and tea were
served by the hostess, Mrs.
Crawford.
The next meeting will be in
the home of Mrs. Charles
Robertson on Friday, June 10,








requirements of a jailer-
- The jailer's primary duty is the keeping of the
jail and care of the inmates. A great many of the
inmates are young first offenders and the treat-
ment by the jailer can effect the persons attitude
for years to come.
In a temperant and tolerant manner he must
imply that he expects the correct attitude .from
the inmates. He must be a leader but he must
never show that he has been angered by being
profane, vulgar or abusive in any manner.
The jailer's -first responsibility to the newly
committed is to determine his physical con-
dition. A prisoner may be brought in under the
influence of alcohol, yet at the same time he
could be a narcotic addict, diabetic, 'epileptic,
psycotic or could have been injured before
being brought to jail. The jailer must recognize
the symptoms then take whatever steps are
needed to secure medical help.
Unless a matron is present the jailer must not
enter the quarters in which a female prisoner is
detained, under any circumstance.
He has to transfer the prisoners to and from
the court house. He must be a quick thinkin&
alert person. In some instances the jailer as well
as the inmate is in an extremely hazardous
position.
The jailer is required to attend County Courts,
Circuit courts and after Jan. of 1978 District Cour-
ts also.
Another important duty of the jailer is being
superintendant of the public square and county
buildings. These as well as the jail must be kept
in repair, dean, comfortable and presentable. I
have always felt that my duties reach far beyond
that of the Ky. Revised Statutes. I have done my
best to be councelor, advisor, a Christian exam-
ple and etc. I show no favoritism, reguardless of
walks of life, color, relatives or total strangers.
With your support and cooperation and the
cooperation of the fiscal court, which I have
always had, we will maintain the first Gass rating
for Calloway County Jail.
Thank you in advance for arty help extended in
my behalf.
Huel Wimpy Jones
No. 1 On The Ballot
Political ad paid for by tee ren4nit.4te
August Vows Planned
Miss Deborah Lynn McMillen
and James H. Pasco
Mr. and Mrs. Charles McMillen of Murray announce the
engagement and approaching marriage of their oldest
daughter, Deborah Lynn, to James H. Pasco, son of Mr. and
Mrs. John 0. Pasco, Sr. of Murray.
Miss McMillen is a 1975 graduate of Murray High School and
is presently a junior at Eastern Kentucky University majoring
in medical technology. She is a member of Pi Beta Phi social
sorority.
Mr. Pasco is a 1973 graduate of Murray High School. He at-
tended Murray State University for two years and is presently
a senior at the University of Kentucky studying electrical
engineering. He is a member of the Sigma Chi social frater-
nity.
The wedding vows will be solemnized at the First Christian
Church, Murray, at 4:30 p. in. on Saturday, August 6. All frien-
ds and relatives are invited to attend. Only out-of-Own in- •
vitations will be sent.
Students Appear
In Piano Recital
The piano students of Mrs.
John C. Winter entertained
their parents and friends with
a recital of piano music on
Sunday afternoon, May 15,-at
the Price Doyle Fine Arts
Center.
Students of all ages, from
young beginners to high school
seniors, participated in the
demonstration of their
musical progress.
Students playing the group
titled "A BIT OF BACH AND
BEETHOVEN — MOSTLY
-MOZART — AND A TOUCH
OF THE ROMANTIC" were:
Donna Dean, Eric Miller,
Suzanne Pitman, Teresa
- Ford, Kellie Overbey, Jacque
Dean, Charlotte Shroat, and
Jennie Smith.
Those playing in "THE
AMERICAN SCENE" were:
Laura Cella, Lori Caldwell,
Margy Burchfield, Stephen
Malone, Diana Adams, Wilson
Simmons, ,Leslie Adams,
Robin Adams, Emily Ap-




OF PEOPLE AND PLACES"
included twentieth century
music played by: Leslie
Franklin, Mary Ann Gordon,
John Bowen, Laurie Mcln-
tosh, Lisa Russell, Kathy
Walston, Karen Bowen, Karen




The women of the Murray
Country Club will hold the
regular ladies day luncheon on
Wednesday, May 25, at noon
with Mrs. Dan C. Hutson as
,chairman of the hostesses.
Reservations should be made
with Mrs. Hutson by Monday.
Other hostesses for the
luncheon. will be Mesdames
Stark Erwin, Stanford Hen-
drickson, Walter L. Apperson,
E urie Garland, Ron
Christopher, Stephen Sanders,
Virgil Harris, Kenneth Imes,
John Ed Scott, Sam Spiceland,
Ralph McCuiston, and Cedric
A. Benson.
Special activities will start
at 9:30 a. m. with bridge with
Mrs. Donald Jones and Mrs.
Max Brandon as hostesses,
with tennis with Janet
Housden and Ellie
Christopher as hostess, and










slaw, hot rolls and
butter, all for just $2.49
Now that's a feast!'
RESTAURANTS
Ol.,gOodAPrIl251tWOU9IJUflS 1977
. Mon through Frt after 4 p m
Sat. and Sun. alter 11 am
South 12th Street







By Abigail Van Buren
1977 r, The Cnicago Tr b9ne N V News Synd Ir1C
DEAR ABBY: After years of reading your column you
finally pushed the "write" button.
To PUZZLED IN FLORIDA who can't find anyone to do
her repairs or remodeling, here are some reasons for the
shortage of good professional craftsmen.
Many people have the idea that people who wear work
clothes should work for peanuts. I charge $12 per hour and
do top-quality work. After I pay the expenses of my truck
and tools, license fees, insurance, etc., I'm lucky to have $9
left. And considering the time I spend, without
compensation, making up bids, talking to customers and
material suppliers, and doing paper work, I might net $7
per hour before taxes for the 2,000 or so hours I spend
working hard in a year's ,,time.
People who ask for estimates on remodeling or repair
jobs are sometimes slow to make up their minds. They
think my time should be free, but they gladly pay $30 to
$50 per hour to talk to a doctor, lawyer or accountant.
When people learn to treat professionals in work clothes
with as much respect as they treat professionals in suits
and ties, good craftsmen will be easier to find.
TIRED OF YEANUTS
DEAR TIRED: Hooray for your.side. I couldn't agree
more.
DEAR ABBY: My wife's widowed mother has made her
home with us for the past 22 years. She was not a built-in
babysitter for our children or a servant. (Fortunately we
have always. had help.)
Lately my mother-in-law has become difficult to live
with, and even violent. Her health is failing fast, and she
constantly accuses us of trying to do away with her for her
"money." )She doesn't have any.)
She has made such a madhouse out of our home that our
teenage children can no longer have their friends over. My
wife and I have discussed putting her mother in a fine rest
home, but my wife's only worry is, "What will people say if
I send my own mother away to be cared for by strangers?"
If you have a comment on this, I would like to see it in
print.
NAMELESS, PLEASE
DEAR N.: Elderly people who pose such problems in the
homes of their children should be cared for in a rest home,
if possible, for their own sakes and those of their children.
Of all the reasons for refusing to send her, "What will
people say?" is by the far the poorest.
DEAR ABBY: I am tall, handsome, intelligent, sincere,
divorced, 43 and broke.
I would like to remarry. The woman's age, shape or
looks are of no consequence...as long as she's rich. -
I hope you11 agree to play matchmaker. And you may




DEAR HON: Sorry but you'll have to find another way
to find a rich woman who would marry a man with your
qualifications and desire to sell himself to the highest
bidder.
For Abby's booklet, "How to Have a Lovely Wedding,"
send SI to Abigail Van Buren, 132 Lasky Dr., Beverly Hills,
Calif. 90212. Please enclose a long, self add d, stamped
(24f) envelope.
 Frances Drake
SATURDAY, MAY 21, 1177
What kind of day will SCORPIO
tomorrow be? To find out what '(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22)
the stars say, read the forecast A special way of saying the
given for your birth Sign. right thing at the right time will
be rewarding. Be cognizant of
. "tricky" situations and handle
as required.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. Z3 to Dec. 21)
Your perceptions may need
some keening now. Be sure to
take all factors into account
when sizing up unexpected
circumstances.
CAPRICORN qr-
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) 1,66
Single-handedly you can
institute improvements in many
areas, tie up loose ends and plan
new undertakings, but minor




(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)
Matters on the immediate
agenda should be taken care of
as expected. Give a little where
it would ease tensions, but not at
the expense of principles.
TAURUS
( Apr. 21 to May 21)
Good stellar influences favor
a new appiaach to difficult
problems, consoltdation of
gains made in the past Start
looking now — for improved
returns.
GEMINI
( May 22 to June 21)
Dedication to obligations will
pay — especially when you have
resisted the temptation to veer
off, let things go. Inventiveness,
originality stimulated.
CANCER
(June 22 to July 23) .10
A new approach may be
necessary in some areas, in
order to cope with unusual
circumstances but day, on the
whole, should prove
stimulating, satisfying.
(July 24 to Aug. 23) 412‹
LEO
Solar influences beneficent.
Rouse yourself to that added
effort which brings sweet
compensation for extra-
curricular work. Stay alert,
aware.
VIRGO
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 23)
Admonitions for this day:
Don't be so overly cautious that
you lose out on advantages and
don't rely on help from others.
This will be a period when your
own grit must see you through.
LIBRA
(Sept 24 to Oct 23) n
You have 'an exceptionally
good planetary set-up now but
must toe the line, nevertheless,
to avoid friction with those who
are not in so comfortable a spot.
FV-1
sit,&




plans and outdoor pursuits. A
good day!
PISCES
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
Mixed influences. You can
hold your own through
thoughtful management — plus
a dash of imagination. Take
possible changes of plan In
stride.
)(
YOU BORN TODAY MT
endowed with great dexterity,
both mental and physical, a
rare understanding of your
'fellowman and a delightful
sense of humor. If you do not
choose business as a career
(which may be in the areas of
banking, real estate or
promotion), you will probably
incline toward such professions
as writing, medicine, the law or
teaching. The stage would also
be an excellent outlet for your
talents. You like frequent
changes of scenery and, to the
Taurus-Gemini cuspal ( one.
born at the change of Signs),
even pleasure travel can lead to
professional achievement.
Birthdate of: Alexander Pope,
Eng. poet, critic: Dennis Day,
singer.
I.
gio Mr. and Mrs.
James W. Barclay
take this opportunity
to announce the sale of
POOL




Mr. and Mrs. Cagle will carry the same
good merchandise. We are sorry
to leave but must, due to ill health.
Some Of Your
Favorites Are Back!






Late Show Fri. L Sat. 11:40
(X)










Sun. - 2:30, 7:30
Mon.-Thar. - 7: 30 Only
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haernietliate Group Pairings .4re Listed
The pairings .for the In-
termediate Group of WomerVo
Teems of the Murray Country
Club for play on Tuesday, May




PoWool Ad PoM Dr Cat Moe
released as follows:
9:00 a.m. Court No. One —
Lochie Landon, Jane Prince,
Donna Keller, and Charlotte
Gregory.
9:00 a.m. Court No. Two —
Pat Thompson, Jana Hughes,
Lynn Stout, and Patsy Miller.
10:30 a.m. Court No. One —
.Kay Ray, Sharon Wells,







LET YOUR VOTE COUNT
ART CARL JEWELL
I am a candidate for the office of Calloway
County Coroner. I live at 1512 Henry Street in
Murray with my wife Barbara and son David. We
also have a daughter, Carol and a grandson Troy.
My parents are John Henry and Ruby (Steele)
Jewell also of Murray.
We own and operate the Poppy Shoppe Florist
and hive been in business over six years. We at-
tend the Seventh and Poplar Church of Christ.
I taught at the Murray Vocational School for
two years and was the president of Murray Band
Boosters.
I will be available anytime day or night to serve
all the people of CilloWay County. I am mature,







Political ad paid for by the candidate
Melanie Wilson Married
To Mark Wesley Clark
Mr. and Mrs. Ronald E.
Jones, formerly of Murray,
announce the marriage of her
daughter, Melanie Wilson, to
Mark Wesley Clark of
Somerset. Mr. Clark is the son
of Dr. and Mrs. Noel Clark and
the maternal grandson of Mrs.
Lawrence Russell of
Somerset, and the late Mr.
Russell.
The Reverend L. D. Fisher,
personal friend of the groom's
family and a retired Christian
Church minister, performed
the doable ring, candlelit
ceremony in the home of the
bride's parents on Lakeshore
Drive in Burnside on April 23,
at seven p. m.
A program of nuptial music
was presented by Miss June
Wallace. The traditional
wedding marches were played
for the entrance of the bride
and for the recessional.
Bride's Dress
The bride, given in
marriage by' her step father,
was attired in a formal
cathedral train gown of white
imported Chantilly lace and
peau de sine with dramatic
pull through white satin
ribbon trim. Sheer illusion
Bishop sleeves and bodice and
back insets were enhanced by
dainty hand sewn pearls. The
dress featured an empire
waistline, a high neckline
accented by pearls and a
delicate illusion yoke. The
skirt was gracefully full with a
repeat of the bodice trim of
Chantilly lace, satin ribbon
and pearls from waist to
hemline in front and from
waist to end of cathedral train.
Her white veil of silk illusion
was fashioned with bouffant
tiers designed elbow length
overlaying a formal silk
illusion veil attached to an
enchanting face framer of
Venise lace delicately beaded
with seed pearls. The veil was
embroidered with Chantilly
lace motifs in lusterous pearl
beading. Her shoes were of
white peau de soie.
The bride's only jewelry
consisted of diamond earrings
which are a family heirloom
once belonging to the bride's
Maternal great, great
grandmother. She carried a
crescent bouquet of white
roses surrounded by baby's
breath and accented by satin
streamers.
The matron of honor, Mrs.
Alan Thomas Camp, sister of
the bride, was radiant in a
formal floor length empire
line gown of petal pink silk
organza featuring a bodice of
Venice lace with long illusion
sleeves. The bodice and wrists
were adorned with seed
pearls. She carried a crescent
bouquet of pink carnations
surrounded by baby's breath.
William Wilson, brother of
the bride, servecka& best man
for Mr. Clark.
Silver candelabras with tall
%/0"t4K
From James Ken rob..
lighthearted summer
separates, making you look
as fresh as the proverbial
daisy. Sizes 6 to 18.
Solid color boucle pull-on
sweater skirt,
Solid color novelty knit belted
pull-over sweater,
Solid color novelty knit cardigan,






Ur+. hark Wesley Clark
white tapers and





A reception was held in the
bride's home following the
ceremony.
The wedding cake was in
Cornation design featuring
white swans and Roman
columns. The top tier,
traditionally saved for the
first anniversary, was
adorned with a miniature
bride and groom accented
with tiny roses and greenery
matching the wedding
bouquets. Finger sandwiches,
bon bons, canapes and hor-
d'oeuves were served along
with frosted holiday punch.
The bride is the grand-
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
William Aubrey Hatcher of
•
• FASIE BOY
Jerold Blake is the name
chosen by Mr. and Mrs. Jim
Elsie of Grand Ledge, Mich..
for their baby boy, weighing
eight pounds seven ounces.
born on Thursday, April 28. at
the Sparrow Hospital at Grand
The maternal grandparen,s
are Mr. and Mrs. Blake
Blankenship of Grand Ledge.
Mich. The maternal great
grandparents are Mr and
Mrs. Headley Swift of Benton
Route Three near Kirksey
SUPPER SANDWICH
Looking for a quick and
tasty supper sandwich' Top
buttered rye toast with hard-
cooked egg slices, add just a
bit of finely chopped onion.
then cap with a slice of tomato
...and Brick Cheese. Broil until
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Color
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Fees Parking In Rear
Murray and is in the real
estate business. The groom is
employed by Lear Siegler,
in Somerset.
Jut of Lown guests included
Mr and Mrs. Hatcher, Mr.
and Mrs. Camp, and Dr. and
Mrs. Clark.
Following a short
honeymoon, the couple is
residing in the fbrmer tefme of
the groom's parents who have
moved to Melbourne, Florida,
at the retirement of Dr. Clark.
Tet. C OM MUNI TY
CALENDAR
Friday, May 20
Twin Lakers Good Sam Club
will have its monthly campout
at Columbus Belmonte State
Park with Charlie and Gayle
Adams as wagonmasters. A
potluck supper will be held
Saturday night. Note change
from dates listed from wrong
information on Saturday.
Hardin Senior Citizens will
have a work day from 9:30 a.
m. to three p. m. and-a fun
night at six p. m.
Play, "It's Cold In Them
Thar Hills," will be presented
by Speech and Drama Class at
East Calloway !elementary at
7:30 p. m.
Reservations for the dinner
.meeting on Monday of the
Murray Woman's Club should
be made today with the
department chairmen.
Nocturnal Discovery Walk
will start at Center Station,
Land Between the Lakes, at
8:30 p. M.
Murray Chapter No. 50 of
the Disabled 'American
Veterans will meet at the
American Legion Hall at 7:30
p. m.
Saturday, May 21
Murray Shrine Club will
have a dinner meeting at the
Colonial House Smorgasbord
at 6:30 p. m.
Tryouts for both boys and
girls will be held at the
Kirksey Baseball Club field
with the girls at ten a. m. and
the boys at eleven a. m.
Saturday, May 21
Cruising Class Regatta will
-open with registration at eight
a. m. at Kenlake Sailing Club
marina.'
Little River Canoe Tour will
start at Lake Barkley Marina
at 8:30 a. m.
Seniority Salute for senior
citizens will start at Center
Station, Land Between the
Lakes, at ten a. m.
Chapter M of the PEO wilt
have a luncheon at twelve
noon at the home of Mrs. H. I..
Oakley with Mrs. I .e w s
Bossing as cohostess.
Square and round dancing
will be held at the Woodmen of
the World Hall at 7:30 p. in.
Eagle Court of Honor for
Boy Scout Troops 13 and 45
with Senator Wendell Ford as
special guest will be at the
First United ,Methodist
Church at 330 p. m.
'.1" lea market will.ke held by
the Martin's Chapel United
Methodist Church Women at
the church starting at eight a
in
Sunday, May 22
Mr. and Mrs. Chester
Robinson of Hazel will be
honored at a reception in
celebration of their 50th
wedding anniversary at the
Dees Bank of Hazel from two
to four p m.
Murray Assembly No. 19
Order of the Rainbow for Girl
will have an installation of
new officers at the new lodge
hall at two p. m.
Kentucky Little Miss
Pageant, sponsored- by Tau
Phi Lambda Sorority of the
Woodinen of the World, will be
held at the I.ovett Auditorium,
Murray State University.
Monday, May 23
Murray Woman's Club will
hold its general meeting and
installation of officers at 6:30
p. m. A memorial service for
deceased members. Reba
Oyerbey and Louise Dick, will
be at 5:30 p. m. on the _Club
house lawn.
Pap Smear Clinic will be
held at the Calloway County
Health Center from one to































(Poi Ad paid for by supporters of John E Scott for Mayor. Dr John Querterrooda. treasurer
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Life Savers Did Good
Job Dispelling Rumor
The Great Spider Egg Myster
remains unsolved but it may
yel have several happy en-
dings. The mystery concerns
Bubble Yum, a popular new
bubble gum that has, in a yeAr,
overtaken such synitOls of
earlier childhoods as Dubble
Bubble and Bazooka. A few
weeks ago came toil and
trouble: the unexplained
spread of lurid rumors among
children in New York area that,
gasp!, Bubble Yum contained
spider eggs (or, according to
haughtier youthful accounts,
caused canceg).
Stores which had up to then
been unable to stock enough to
"meet demand suddenly saw
sales plummet. Last week, the
manufacturer, Life Savers,
Inc.,. took out full-page ads in 30
area newspapers to combat the
rumors.
This is not the first time the
bubble gum business has been
beset by evil rumor. When Jim-
my Carter was a boy,
youngsters in Sumter County,
Ga., were scored off by reports
that bubble gum was made with
snake- oil — until they were
Kentucky Close-Ups
reassured by an ad in the
Americus Times-Recorder.
Nor is bubble gum normally
regarded as the stuff of moral
lessons. Its history, since it was
invented by Walter Diemer in
1928, is' marked by such(
milestones as packageing it
with baseball cards (1933) or
making it squeakless (1953).
But there is something more
significant, and appealing, to
the open way in which Life
Savers has chosen to deal with
its problem. We hope the spider.
egg rumors are expunged as
succesfully now as the snake oil
rumors were then. And there
will be a happer ending still if
the subject is properly un-
derstood to be not bubble gum
but canard. No consumer is too
young to learn the malign ef-
fects of rumor or to understand
that there will always be
someone, not always in youth-
ful innocence, eager to raise the
cry — whether about Com-
munists in government, en-
vironment, energy or bubble
gum — of "spider eggs."
*From the New 'fork Times
Knocking On Doors
By GEORGE W. HACKETT
Associated Press Writer
LOUISVILLE, Ky. ( AP ) — How long
has it beensince a politician knocked on
your door and asked for your vote?
It's a forgotten art, probably a victim
of television. But remember the good
old days in Kentucky when candidates:
Stopped people on the streets, passed
out a package of needles to the women
and a book of matehes to the men.
Worked the crowd of courthouse
loafers for their votes.
Made sure that every church
received a.supply,of-carboard fans with
wooden handles. Churches weren't air
conditioned then.
Furnished the local baseball team
with shirts that carried their name in
bold letters.
Debated each other at the town hall.
Would do almost anything to secure
your support. Like the man running for
state representative in a Central
Kentucky community.
He called upon a housewife one day,
solicited her vote, then asked if there
was something he coyileio for her.
Yes," she replied. "You can hang
,Today In History
By The Associated Press
Today is Friday, May 20, the 140th
day of 1977. There are 225 days left in
the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On this date in 1862, President
Abraham Lincoln _ signed the
Homestead Act, providing millions of
acres of free land to settlers in the
American West.
On this date:
In 1507, Christopher Columbus died in
Spain.
, In psi, North Carolina voted to
secede from the Union.
In 1834, the French hero of the
American Revolution, Marquis de
Lafayette, died.
In 1927, Charles Lindbergh began his
solo flight across the Atlantic to Paris.
In 1943, during World War II, the
United States and Britain ratified a
treaty abolishing extra-territorial
rights in China.
In 1974, U.S. Judge John Sirica
rejected White House arguments and
ordered President Richard Nixon to
turn over Watergate tapes and other
records subpoenaed by the special
prosecutor.
Ten years ago: Communist MIGs
challenged U.S. jets over North Viet-
nam, and American pilots claimed that
five, or possibly six, of the MIGs were
shot down.
Five years ago: President Richard
Nixon left on a mission to Moscow.
Bible
Thought
As the Father hath loved me, so
have I loved you: continue ye in
my love. John 15:9.
The assurance of God's love in a
world so devoid of love is what
keeps God's people going
out the washing for me. Your opponent
is in the back yard now chopping fire
wood."
On election day, crowds would gather
at the polls and jokingly remark that
the broken hearts "going price for a
vote is $2 and a half-pint." Old timers
would brag that they'd been in the
voting booth three, four or five times
that day.
Maybe it was true.
A --precinct worker once displayed
enough booze to guard him and several
- friends against colds and other hazards
of winter and against snakebite when it
came time to do the spring yardwork
and gardening.
Today's politician may have lost the
personal touch but his promises are as
intriguing as those hi srd 20 years ago.
A candidate for constable in a mining
town, famed for its bootleg whisky, has
been running this advertisement the
past week:
"I would not have you ignorant. I am
the first cousin to the most notorious
torn raiser this district has ever
produced, and a first cousin to the most
notorious constable this district has
ever had. I plan to continue his law
enforcement steps.
"I will get you more shopping cen-
ters, air condition the hospital for the
sick, build new roads faster, and spread
the rain out mote evenly so it doesn't
come down all at once. We can get a
better corn crop that way. I will mend
all identifying himself as a friend of
Jimmy Carter, the candidate said "I
will work very hard to get President
Carter to revise the black lung law so
the people can enjoy the benefits now
before they
The would-bevonstable admitted that
he wasn't financially able to purchase a
gun but he has a solution for ending
bootlegging.
"I promise to dry this district up," he
said, "even if I have to drink it dry
myself."
10 Years Ago
Martha Robbins, senior at Murray
High School, has been named as
recipient of the $100 scholarship
presented by the Murray Business and
Professional Women's Club.
The Kentucky Highway Department
has approved the surfacing of the Mt.
Carmel Church Road.
Tech Sgt. Leslie N. LaFever is now
serving with the Air Force at Goose
Bay, Labrador.
Tommy Steele, son of Mrs. Louise
Steele, has received his commission as
an ensign with the U. S. Navy at Pen-
sacola, Fla.
Marriages announced include Jo
Bennett to Charles Carter Mathis on
April 28.
Jan Cooper and Sharon Lockhart of
Murray High School chapter of the
Future Homemakers of America have




'Peace I Leave With You'
By Martin Mattingly
St. Leo's Catholic Church
It may be very comforting to read the
words of Jesus: "Peace I leave with
you, my peace I give to you; not as the
world gives do I give to you. Let not
your hearts be troubled,* neither let
them be afraid." Yet it happens that
many of us are not at peace. Even
though we profess Christianity, we
don't experience the peace Jesus
promised.
Psychological studies have found that
our own attitudes often cause anxieties
and inner turmoil. For example,
parents who constantly nag their chil-
dren, or pressure them to be what the
PARENTS want them to be — will be
constantly upset and will not ex-
perience the peace of Jesus. Children
who whine for the things that will not
really make them happy, who try to
escape all responsibility to their
families, will not be at peace. Men who
are never satisfied with their own
achievements in their business or
profession, but are constantly making
unfavorable comparisons with those
who are apprently more successful,
can't have the, peace promised by
Jesus. People who bring to their church
communities only criticism,
judgements, and unwillingness to
participate will not have inner peace. In
these examples, the attitudes of the
•
persons themselves prevent their en-
joyment of Christ's peace.
What will bring peace? It is the
practice of love; the power and beauty
of our Christian lives reside ultimately
in love. Christian love will keep parents
kind and patient with their children,
through their worst moments of
rebellion. Love will keep all of us
searching for ways to love a spouse,
parent, or friend — through sickness,
niisunerstanding, boredom or
restlessness. It will keep us wanting to
believe that He exists, is near, loves
and helps us, in spite of temptation to
believe otherwise. Christian love will
make us want tO believe that there is
more to life than keeping up with the
Joneses, or satisfying every whim of
our minds and bodies.
We have to keep acting in love,
though, to keep the spirit of love
vigorous and healthy within us. It may
mean that we have to give up un-
necessary activities that keep us from
our families, or leave us without energy
to give them the guidance and loving
pitsence they need. We have to take
time for prayer, to seek God's will for
us and His presence in our lives. We
have to give time and energy to serve
the needs of others, who cry out for
attention and love.
The practice of Christian love will
bring us the peace of Christ.
Humanely Spec.
Written By The Humane Society Of &noway County
"Pepper Comes Honte"
In Jane of 1975, the David Foley
family decided they could not longer
keep the family cat "Pepper" when
they moved from their home on
Woodlawn Avenue to Glendale Avenue.
They called the local Humane Society,
which agreed to take in Pepper, a
rangy, blue-gray female, with three
lively tiger gray kittens.
Keith Heim, who boarded the kittens
and their mother for about two weeks
until suitable homes were found for
them, remembers them well. Pepper,
he recalls, was an exceptionally in-
telligent cat. "You could almost believe
she could ready your mind," he says.
Ultimately, pepper was given to Eddie
Cook, who needed a good mouser on his
farm about three miles south of
Murray.
About a -year later, one of the in-
dividuals who had adopted one of
Pepper's kittens called Dr. fleirn to ask
"Pepper"
whether he could find its mother. The
kitten he had adopted was remarkably
intelligent, and he wanted another or
her kittens. When Heim checked with
the Cooks, however, he learned that
Pepper had disappeared from their
farm a few days after her arrival, and
had never returned.
This week, only a few days short of
two years after the Foleys had given
her up. Pepper returned to the house on
Woodlawn Avenue! She became quite
upset when she learned that anothercat
and other children now lived there, and
she attempted to chase them from
20 Years Ago
A group of Murray citizens interested
in a water and sewerage disposal
system returned yesterday from
Atlantic City, N. J., where they at-
tended a special meeting concerning
the systems. They were Rob Hale
superintendent of the Murray Water
and Sewer System, H. W. Wilscrn, Galen
Thurman, Jr., and Phillip D. Mitchell,
Murray City Council members.
Murray State College captured the
Ohio Valley Conference Tennis title
with John Powless sweeping all the
championships for the second straight
year to help Murray post 28 points.
In the published financial statenlent
of the Murray Hospital Association, the
assets are listed at $332,99.44.
Approximately four hundred students
of Murray Training School will be
heard in a Pop Concert-Ice Cream
Supper on May 21 on the east driveway
of the sehool. Olivia,Barnett, recently
elected Miss Murray Training School,
will be crowned.
"Jubal" starring Glenn Ford and Rod
Steiger is stglwing at the Varsity
Theatre.
"her" -yard. "She really threw a fit," a
neighbor says. The neighbor recognized
the cat as the Foley's pet, and the
Foleys came to pick her up. On seeing
her "Folks," she immediately ran to
greet them, and has been purring ever
since. J•
Although Pepper had only four or five
miles to travel to find her old home and
cats have been known to find their way
hundreds of miles, perhaps the most
intriguing question is what she has been
doing for nearly two years. And why did
she suddenly appear on Woodlawn after
such a long time' Only Pepper knows,
and she's not talking. •
Pepper's oddyssey is an indication of
the devotion cats, which are often
thought of as being unaffectionate,
have for their owners. The story has a
happy ending. The Foleys have decided
that since her home means so much to
Pepper they'll keep her. It doesn't seem
to matter much to her that her home
has moved across town.
If you would like to adopt a dog or
puppy from the Humane Society, please
call 753-3535. If you would like to adopt a
cat or kitten, please call 753-3994. If you
would like to ask questions about or
comment on these columns, or if you
would like to join the Society or con-
tribute to its work in relieving the
suffering of animals in-this community,
please write The Humane Society of
Calloway County, PO Box 2934,
University Station, Murray, Kentucky,
42071.
Isn't It The Truth
We are .suffering an oversupply of
politicians that buzz us and sting us,
and sometimes poison us. We need
relief. The simplest method of ridding
the environment of pests is also the
most effective: clap them between both





U.S. Sen. Welter "Dos" Muddiest*. (D)
3327 DIrlison Beildiag
Wiishingtor, D. C. 20510
U. S. Sea. Honda N. Ford (D)
4121 Dirties lopidiag
Ithothinghia, D. C. 20510
U. Slop. Carroll Hubbard, Jr. (0)
• 201 Canoe Nome Mc* Reid*
I Washlowhia, D. C. 211515
All U S Senators and Representatives
may be reached by telephone by dialing
202 724.3121 where a U S Capitol
operotor will connect you wo h the of-
lino! of your choice
State Level
Stets Sea. Richard Woisoaborgar
Ste* Capitol %Win .
Freekfort, Ky. 40601,
or
Rowto 7, MayficW, Ry. 12066




201 S. 3rd St., Murray, Ry. 42071
State lop. Lloyd C. Chip? (0)
Store Capitol
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HEARTLINE is a service for senior
citizens of all ages. Its purpose is to
answer questions and solve problems —
fast. U you have a question or a
problem not answered In these
columns, write HEARTLINE, 114 E.
Dayton St., West Alexandria, Obio
45381. Senior citizens will receive
prompt replies, but you mast include a
stamped, self-addressed envelope. The
most useful replies will be printed in
this column.
HEARTLINE: I have been reading
quite a bit lately on different types of
drugs and I keep seeing the term "OTC
drugs." I don't know exactly what this
means and wondered if you could tell
me. J. C.
ANSWER: There are two basic types
of medicines: over-the-counter (OTC )
drugs and prescription (11x) drugs.
Over-the-counter medicines (also
known as home remedies and patent
medicines) include such common
remedies as aspirin, laxatives, and
antacids. If used according to the
directions on the label, they are
relatively safe. You can buy OTC
medicines without a prescription in
drugstores, supermarkets and many
other stores.
Prescription drugs can be ordered or
prescribed only by a doctor and can be
sold only by a registered pharmacist.
Generally more powerful than OTC
medicines, prescription drugs are also
more likely to cause side effects.
HEARTLINE: I am drawing Social
Security benefits and have just started
to work fora company part time.
I now purchase health insurance on
my own, but this company has-a group
health insurance plan. Is there any
advantage to me joining this? J. C. K.
ANSWER: There are certain ad-
vantages to group insurance.
1. Premiums are lower because in-
surance companies can administer
group plansmore economically.
2. The employer or .other group
policyholder often pays part or all of the
premium.
3. Payroll deduction is usually
available for paying your portion of the
premium, 'in the case of an employer-
employe relationship.
4. Individuals are eligible for group
protection regardless of physical
condition. (Normally, there must be 10
or more people involved before this is
true.)
For people who have problems un-
derstanding their health insurance,
Heartline has developed "Heartline's
Guide to Health -Insurance." It covers
Medicare supplements, disability in-
come policies and regular health in-
surance policies. There is also a policy
check list which will help you in asking
questions if an insurance agent calls on
you.
To order, send $1.50 to "Heartline's
Guide to Health Insurance," Box 4994,
Des Moines, Iowa 50306. This book is
completely guaranteed. Please allow
six weeks for delivery.
HEARTLINE: I am 57 years old and
am still working.
I have worked at many different
companies in my lifetime and have no
idea how much money I have paid into
the Social Security fund.
Since I am nearing retirement age, is
there any way that I can receive this
information? J. C.
ANSWER: You need the Social
Security form OAR-7004, "Request for
Statement Earnings."
Heartline feels people working under
a Social Security covered job should fill
one of these forms out every year to
insure that your record has been given
the proper credit.
These forms are available at your
local Social Security office or by
writing to Heartline, Dept. R. E. S.
Please enclose a long, self-addressed,
stamped envelope:
Mirrray Ledger & Times
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,Sundo- School Lesson
By Dr. H. C.CHILES
Based on cops righted outlines produced Is the Committee on
the Undomi Series and used Is permission
GUIDELINES TO FAITH
James 4:1-10, 13-17
Taking bete of the fact that the
friction, wrangling, quarreling, and
strife which existed among the
believers of the dispersion were
notorious, James opened this chapter
with a question which was designed to
probe his readers to the depths. His
question had to do with the source or
cause of the conflicts 4nd quarrels
among them. James referred to the
general condition of hostility within the
ranks of believers as "wars," and to the
bad outbreaks of their hostile feelings,
which followed their heated agruments,
as "fightings." He understood fully that
such things have their source in lust, or
an unsatisified desire for praise and
preeminence.
In spite of their longing for
recognition, honor, and power, the self-
centered church members to whom
James was writing did not get the
things which they coveted. When one's
life style is in keeping with the world
system which is built without any
recognition of God, it always fails to
produce the desired results. Lusting
after that which belongs to others
causes wars.
James' answer to his thought-
provoking question, with which he
opened this chapter, was to the effect
that such an unhappy condition was the
result of their carnal desires. The real
remedy for them was earnest prayer to
God. Advancement in the work of the
Lord always comes through prayer and
never by strife. God is aware of every
need of His children, and He wants
them to talk to Him'about all of them.
Verse four informs us that God will
not condone His children walking in
worldly ways and living in worldly
fellowships, for such is contrary to His
and proves that they are at enmity
with Him. Unfaithfulness to Christ on
the part of believers is spiritual
adultery. A Christian who forsakes
Christ and walks in the ways of the
world is compared to a woman who
leaves her husband in order to go with
other lovers.
To live victoriously we must resist
Satan, who is the enemy of God .and
destroyer of men. Satan will flee from a
child of God who resists him in the
name of God and with the strength
which He imparts to him. Drawing near
to God and having daily communion
with Him will prove to be a very ef-
fective weapon against the wiles of
Satan. Communion with God must be
preceded by the cleansing of the hands
and the purifying of the heart, or both
the external and the internal life. Sin in
our lives, in the lives of others, and in
our environment can cause much
sorrow, mourning, and weeping. But
when one humbles himself before God
and commits himself to Him, he will be
blessed greatly and used effectively by
Him Who expects us to obey His
commandments. Voluntarily and truly
humble yourself before God and "he
shall lift you up."
In the lag section of this lesson,
verses 13-17, James warned against the
terrible sin of presumption. It is foolish
and tragic for anybody to presume to
have control over the todays and the
tomorrows of life. All should avoid the
presumptuous attitude, which is so
prevalent in our world today, or
planning for the future without due
consideration being given to the will of
God, both discovering and doing it.
Whether it be through speaking, or
through an attitude, a Christian is not
justified in boasting about what he is
going to do in the future.
To remind us of the brevity and
transiency of life, James compared life
to vapor or mist. In verse fourteen we
are reminded that life, like a vapor, is
here for a very short period and then it
vanishes or goes away. Since we are
only passing through this world, let us
spend each day in the service of our
Lord, whether those days be few or .
many. Instead of trying to control your
life yield it to Christ and let Him control
it, and you will be glad that you did.
From verse seventeen we learn that
to know the Word of God is not enough;
we must do what it teaches. This is
perhaps the most striking verse in the
Bible on the sin of omission. To know
what is right and not to do it is sinful.
Knowledge of God's will calls for the
doing of it, otherwise we sin. It is very
definitely our responsibility to live in
accordance with God's expressed will. .
Doing so pleases Lod and results in our
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WHA Expected To Trim
Down On Size Of League
By FRED ROTHENBERG
AP Sports Writer
Call out the Royal Canadian
Mounties. Bring in the CIA
and the FBI. They're sure to
smoke out whatever's going
on in Quebec and Winnipeg.
Although unconfirmed,
sources revealed to The
Associated Press that the
activity-in Canada involves ice
and some quality hockey
players who are competing for
the World Hockey Association
championship — whatever
that is.
Gary Clark, public relations
director for this—so-called
WHA, -maintains that the
Quebec Nordiques are playing
the Winnipeg Jets in the best-
of-seven final playoff series.
He says Winnipeg leads 2-1
going into tonight's fourth
game.
You could have fooled us.
In virtual secrecy, the WHA
is finishing its fifth season. To
most people, the WHA is that
other league, the one that isn't
the National Hockey League.
The most publicity the WHA
seems to get involves stories
of its ultimate den'.
"We'll either merge or
continue independently," said
Clark of the WHA's plans for
next season. ''But some sort of
consolidation makes better
sense. Both leagues are being
conducted on an unprofitable
basis. No more than six teams
made money in the NHL this
year. None made money in the
WHA.
"We've been saddled with
other ' people's ABA
( American . Basketball
Association) mentality. We-
realize we've had problems
similar to the ABA and that
the ABA eventually folded.
But we have stronger
ownership and better at-
tendance. It's an entirely
different situation."
While merger meetings with
the NHL are ongoing, they are
not 'expected to produce one
major North American
league. In that case, Clark
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next season with from 8-10
teams, down from the 12
which began this season and
the 14 that started last season.
The variables are San
Diego, which might be sold to
a group headed by Jerry
Saperstein and then -moved to
Florida, and Calgary, which is
having building problems.
Clark says if the sale is not
made the San Diego franchise
will disappear. Although not
mentioned by Clark, the
Houston franchise is not
particularly solid, according
to sources.
The WHA, hurt by thelsick
of a New York franchise, is
moving its headquarters to
Hartford, Conn., next year
with the hopes of reaching
New York's media centers.
The league presently has four
Canadian teams and six
American teams, but gets
little attention in the U.S.
outside the league cities.
"Our image is not built quite
as well in the states as it is in
Canada," said Clark. •
So it seems to be a blessing
that the WHA's finalists are
Quebec and Winnipeg, the
defending league champion.
The match-up is a competitive
one. Both teams play wide-
open, fast hockey. Every
game has been a sellout.
Room Dedicated
BOSTON (AP) — A new




Center, the site of the first
World Series in 1903.
The World Series Room,
which will be open to the
public, commemorates the
former Huntington Avenue
Baseball Grounds, picked by
Connie Mack as the home for
Boston's first American
League team in 1901.
The Boston team, originally
called , the Pilgrims before
becoming the Red Sox in 1907,
used the field, now the site of
Northeastern's sprawling
campus, until 1912 when
Fenway Park was built a short
distance away.
In 1903, the Boston
Americans defeated the
Pittsburgh Nationals five
games to three in baseball's
first World series.
BASEBALL
OAKLAND — Pitching ace
Vida Blue filed suit seeking to
nullify his contract with
Oakland A's owner Charles a
Finley. Blue also is seeking
$1.5 million in damages.
TENNIS
ROME — Vitas Gerulaitis
defeated Jan Kodes of
Czechoslovakia 6-4, 6-3 and
advanced into the quarter-
finals of the $185,00 Italian
Open tennis tournament.
We the undersigned earnestly solicit your
support in the endorsement of the record of
Marvin Harris
County Court Clerk
We feet that we know first hand of his
Christian character and we think his record as
County Court Clerk speaks for itself and is
worthy of endorsement.
We, as individuals, are supporting Marvin
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GIRLS' CHAMPIONS—Southwest Calloway was the girls' winner in the County Track Meet lieW earlier this week. Top row, leftto right, are Mary Calhoun, Cindy Gibson, Laneso Jones, Shed Miller, Tommy Garland, Kin Erwin, Shelia Olive, Brenda Capps, LoriEdwards and Coach lion Greer. Front row, Renate Collins, Jan* Barrow, Susan Crittenden, Brenda Murdock, Missy Ferris, LisaPhillips, Lori Murdock, Dee Dee Rogers and Donna Miller.
Rift







BOYS' WINNERS—North Calloway was the boys' winters in the County Traci Meet held earlier this week at Stewart Stadium.Top row, left to right, are Coach John 'Goghs, Keith Edwards, Jimmy Cochrum, Mike Pearson, Wesley Bowden, Mork Roberts,Gary Lawrence, Kevin kentell and David Garland. Second row, Jeff Ramsey, Dervin Stem, Dale Smith, Brad Bryan,- Shawn Jones,Randy Neal, Tommy Workman, Terry PActloagal and Bobby McKinney, manager. Front row, John Smith, manager, Craig Daniell,Berry Alexander, Greg Darnell, Todd Harrison, kirk Stakrs, John Hopkins, Jeffrey Piercie and Keith Leech.





Tigers Could Do Well In State Meet
, It's almost a certainty the two local higli schools will
make their presence known at the State Track Meet which
Is being held today and Saturday at Lexington.
The action today will consist of a few finals in field events„
plus qualification heats in the track events.
Only five places will be given in the meet with the scoring
on a 6-4-3-2-1 basis.
In the girls' 2-A meet, it's a cinch Felicia Pinner will
come away with some glory.
Pinner is the defending state champion in the 440-yard
dash and was fifth last year at Lexington in the 100-yard
dash. In addition, she has qualified in the 220-yard dash this
year and will also be eligible to run in the mile-relay.
In fact, Pinner might skip the 100-yard dash, which is the
weakest of the three sprint races she runs. Her presence on
the mile-relay team might be enough to get the Laker girls
a place in that event.
At Murray High, the story is the same as last week.
Last week, we said that depth would be the key if Murray
were to win the Regional Track Meet held at Fort Camp-
bell. The Tigers had the depth.
They came away easy winners and qualified for the state
in 11 of the 17 events. It was the first Regional title for
Murray High in track since 1969.
Richie Richardson appears headed toward his second
consecutive state championship in the high jump.
Last year, he won the Class A title with a clearance of 6-2.
which certainly won't be good enough this year.
Richardson had cleared 6-3 this season but last week in
the Regional, he set a new personal best and a school record
with a 6-5 for first place at Fort Campbell.
Ironically enough, 1Richard.son's toughest competition
may come from rim Rose of Fulton City.-Rose has beaten
Richardson already this year in a triangular meet held at
Murray High.
Tim Lane threw the shot over 47 feet last year and placed
second in the event at the state meet.
He is expected to finish somewhere in the top three. His
best throw this year has not been over the 47-0 mark so if he
were to match his career best, it might be safe to assume he
could win first.
Besides Richardson and Lame, Murray High got one more
place last year in the state meet. That was a third-place
finish from Claude Johnson in the low hurdles. Both Claude
and Craig Johnson have a good cpance of placing among
the top five in the low hurdles.
The two Tiger relay teams could well be among the top
three teams or so and Bill McHugh could finish in the
money in both the pole vault and 880-yard run.
'Michael Skinner, who has been struggling somewhat with 
his form, is also a threat in the long jump and triple jump
and if Grettis Bumphis can break 53.0, he too could place in
the 440-yard dash for the Tigers.
In 1969, the Tigers placed fifth in the state meet and that
is the best a Murray team has ever done in the Class A
finals.
There is a good chance thellgers .can top that this
weekend.
Cancels Meet
Unlike last year, there will be no track meet between
Murray Middle School and the All-Stars from the three
county elementary schools.
The meet was to have been held Monday on the Murray
High track but the three county schools will be finished with
school that day and thus the meet is called off.
Lee Hook, the track coach at Murray Middle. had not had
a meet for two weeks and his team along with the girls'
•team had been practicing for the meet .
Hook said he hopes to schedule one more meet for his
team.
The Middle School and All-Star track meet it the
highlight of spring sports for the track programs at the four
schools.
sports
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Under New Management 5-Points






from baseball has been upheld
by a federal judge who said a
casual observer' might call the
case "a comedy of errors" or
"an Indian massacre in
reverse."




had the power to suspend the
outspoken owner of the
Atlanta Braves, but voided
Kuhn's elimination of the
teams first-round choice in
next month's amateur draft.
"In their encounter with the
commissioner, the Braves
took nary a scalp, but. lived to
see their own dangling from
the lodgepole of the com-
missioner, apparently only as
a grisly warning to others,"
Edenfield wrote.
Turner said he had no
intention of appealing the
portion which upheld his
suspension, but that Kuhn
might want to appeal the
decision denying his authority
to remove Atlanta's first-
round draft pick.
"He wanted a total victory,"
Turner said.
Meanwhile, in New York,
Kuhn declined to comment on
the order, saying he would
have to see it first.
Kuhn suspended Turner last
Jan. 18, relying on a clause in
the Major League Agreement
authorizing him to act against
any matter he considered "not
in the best interests" of
baseball.
The commissioner con-
tended Turner violated a
directive prohibiting owners
from talking money to op-
posing teams' players before
the free-agent draft last Nov.
4.
Kuhn said Turner violated it
when he told San Francisco
owner Bob Lurie at a cocktail
party during the World Series
last October that he would
outbid the Giants for out-
fielder Gary Matthews, who
was playing out his option with
San Francisco.
Turner did sign Matthews
after the draft, and the
contract was approved by
Kuhn. who used the Sdspen-
non and removal of the draft
choice as punishment._ 
Edenfield wrote that Turner
had asked for the suspension
as punishment in lieu of
cancellation of Matthews'
contract.
"The cOnunissioner also did
some inexplicable things," the
judge said. l'He approved
Atlanta's signing of Matthews,
apparently the only intangible
mischief resulting from
Turner's remarks, but having
approved the act of signing he
then punished Turner for
publicly suggesting in ad-
vance he intended to do it."
-Edenfield said Kuhn could
determine better than .. the
court matters "not in the best
interests of baseball," but he
said the removal of the draft
choice wasn't included in such
a clause.
"Denial of a draft choice is
simply not among the
penalties authorized for this
offense,- he said.
GENERAL
TROY, Mich. — Johnny'
Bacon, 26, a jockey at Hazel
Park Race track, was killed
when his car collided with a
pickup truck.
GOLF
DUBLIN, Ohio - Bobby
Wadkins and rookie Mark Lye
shared the first-rouund lead
with four-under-par 68's in the
$225,000 Memorial Golf
tournament.
HI GASH IM A-TS13 TAMA,
Japan — Australian Billy
Dunk and Japan's Masaharu
Kusakabe fired two-under-par
70s and tied for the first-







Then Hire a Vet
i Ad Paul for to I 'arolo1.0.-
ARE YOU CONCERNED
About The Future Of Calloway County?
DAVID BALENTINE IS!
The future of Murray and Calloway ( ountk is
bright and can be made even brighter. if we all
work together. David Balentine is interested in all
the citierfs, regardless of station, and will gi‘e his
best efforts to uphold the law and PREVENT ( RIME
if elected Sheriff. His experience will be ot great
value toward that goal. There is NOTHING 81111K
THAN ON-THE-JOB TRAINING. As chief Depot'.
Sheriff David Balentine has learned well, and is lea r
fling every day.
Petty Theft, Vandalism, Nar(ffics and a host ol
crimes must be stopped as far as possible ()awl
Balentine s,ill pled/e his every effort toward that
goal.
With your help, and your vote. this «immunih,
can be made better and will be. Vote tor a trained
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PA(
IN STATE MEET-Five members of the Murray High girls' track team will be participating in the
State Track Meet this weekend in Lexington. Left to right ore Coach Tommie Turner, Brenda
Adams, Jaina Washer, Barbaro Campbell, Staff Jones and Tammy Campbell. Walther is going to
state in the long jump while the other four are members of the 8110-yard relay team.
(Staff Photos by Mike Bruntion)
Ramsay Partial Reason




The matchup of Portland
Coach Jack Ramsay against
the Philadelphia 76ers for the
National Basketball
Association title is a study, in
irony.
It was Ramsay and former
owner Iry Kosloff who
destroyed the champion 76ers
of a decade ago, trading such
, stars as Wilt Chamberlain and
Chet Walker, allowing Billy
. Cunningham to lump to the
American Basketball
Association.
years with Ramsay as
- either general manager or
general manager-coach or
just plain coach, the 76ers fell
from the top to the bottom of
' the NBA. In 1972-73,
;Philadelphia posted a 9-73
record, the worst in the
history of the league.
, It never really has been
clear who was responsible for
wrecking the 76ers of the late
.60s. The suspicion is that
"Ramsay and Kosloff share the
,blame.
Chamberlain left because he
, was tired of Philadelphia and
wanted the California scene.
.Ramsay says that the 7-foot-2
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chance to be his co-coach, that
nothing could have kept Wilt
here.
Ramsay has to bear the
onus of trading Walker, who
went to Chicago for Jim
Washington. Walker con-
tinued to be an NBA all-star.
Washington was just a jour-
neyman performer.
Cunningham wanted to




By The Associated Press
• HOUSTON (API - Tom
Nissalke celebrated his wife's
birthday Thursday, took his
driving test to get a Texas
driver's license and topped it
off by being named National
Basketball Association coach
of the year.
Nissalke, 42, already had
driven the surprising Houston
Rockets to the NBA's Central
Division championship and to
the Eastern Conference finals
with the fourth best record in
the NBA.
'After covering all that
hazardous territory without
an accident, the driver's test
should have been a breeze.
"Coaches in general get too
much credit when they win
and too much flak when they
lose," said Nissalke, who
turned the Rockets from a 40-
42 record to a 49-33 champion.
"This is the biggest personal
honor that has ever come to
me and it's a reflection of the
job the team did."
Nissalke beat out Los
Angeles Coach Jerry West by
a firstplace vote margin of 26-
21 and became the second pro
coach to win coach of the year
honors in both the NBA and
American Basketball
Association.
the 76ers refused. So, he
jumped to the ABA. Ramsay
blames Kosloff. Kosloff never
- has spoken out on the issue.
The 76ers have been rebuilt,
partly under Kosloff's
ownership before he sold out
last year to Fritz Eugene
Dixon. With Pat Williams as
general manager, the 76ers,
who are favored to beat the
Trail Blazers in the best-of-
seven series starting Sunday,
were rebuilt.
Doug- Collins, Lloyd Free,
Darryl Dawkins, Harvey
Catchings, all came via the
draft. George McGinnis also
was 76ers' draft choice but
went to the ABA. He jumped to
the 76ers,.. for the 1975-76
season. Caldwell Jones also
was an ABA refugee,
Originally cast aside by
Philadelphia,. Steve Mix was
signed as a free agent. Henry
Bibby was acquired in a trade.
So was Joe Bryant. Mike
Duneavy and Terry Furlow
were draft picks.
Free for the Asking!
write
BIBLE CORRESPONDENCE COURSE
Box 307, Murray, KY 42071
And then there Is Julius
"Dr. J." Erving, acquired in
that momentous $6 million
deal last fall from the New
York Nets. Dr. J. was the icing
on the cake. Basketball's
greatest oneon-one combatant
meshed into Coach Gene
Shue's system.
The 76ers have almost
completed the cycle from
champion to doormat to
champion. Only Ramsay and
his Trail Blazers stand in the
way. It would be irony if
Ramsay "had a hand in
destroying them again, this




Morris of Stockton, Calif.
defeated Virginia Norton of
Southgate, Calif. 248-203 and
captured the $6,000 first prize
in the Bowling Proprietor's
Association of America's U.S.
Women's Open.
BASKETBALL
NEW YORK - Tom
Nissalke, who guided the
Houston Rockets to the
Central Division cham-
pionship, was named the
National Basketball
Association's Coach of the
Year for the 1976-77 season.
Wadkins, Lye Sharing
Lead In Memorial Play
By GEORGE STRODE
AP Sports Writer
DUBLIN, Ohio (AP) - "I
was five over par after six
holes. I thought about walking




younger brother of tour
veteran' Lanny Wadkins,
exploded for an eagle 3 on-the
next hole, triggering a nine-
under spree over the last 12
holes.
His improbable back nine of
29, a course record by two
shots, swept the younger
Wadkins to a four-under-par
68 Thursday and a share of the
first-round lead with rookie
Mark Lye in the $225,000
Memorial Golf Tournament.
The pair of leaders, still
searching for their first tour
victories, had won a combined
$21,000 this year. They were
not even in the top 90 money
winners.
Still, they were at least two
shots up on the world's
greatest shotmakers and 19
ahead of Ben Crenshaw.
Crenshaw, last week's winner
at Fort Worth, ballooned to an
87 on the muggy, 88-degree
day. "I haven't shot an 87
since I was 15," said Cren-
shaw as he stalked off.
Gary Player and Bruce
Lietz.ke, the year's- No. 2
Major League'
Standings



































Minn 24 12 .667
Chicago 22 12 .647 1
Texas 18 14 .563 4
K.C. 17 18 486 6,-2
Oakland 17 19 .472 7
Calif 17 20 459 7',2
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May 20 and 21
each person '3.49
*Kansas City - Cut Thick & Juicy  $3
.49
*8 oz. Ribeye '3.49





2: Shrimp () 
Texas Toast,
3 Oysters(6) nGood Order French Fries
$275
Try Our Fabulous Salad Bar!
Thursday's Results
Milwaukee 5, Toronfb 3
Seattle 3, Oakland 0
New York 9, Baltimore 1
Chicago 8, Kansas City 3
California 5, Minnesota 3
Only games scheduled
Friday's Games
Milwaukee (Travers 3-4) at
Boston (Tiant 2-2), (n)
Baltimore ( R.May 4-4 I at
New York ITorrez 5-21, in )
Toronto (Garvin 5-1) at Texas
Blyleven 4-3), (n)
Cleveland (Eckersley 3-21 at
Kansas City (Splittorff 1-41, n
Detroit (Roberts 3-5) at Chi-
cago (Brett 5-2), (n)
Minnesota (Thormodsgard 2-
1) at California (Tanana 6-1i,
(n)
Seattle (R. Jones 0-2) at Oak-
land (Ellis 1-4), (n)
Saturday's Games
Baltimore at New York
Milwaukee at Boston
Seattle at Oakland
Detroit at Chicago, (n)
Cleveland at Kansas City, n1
Toronto at Kansas City, (nl
Minnesota at California, in ,
Sunday's Games
Baltimore at New York 2
Milwaukee at Boston 2
Detroit at Chicago
Cleveland at Kansas City
Minnesota at California
Seattle at Oakland
Toronto at Texas, In)
National League
East
W L Pct. GB
Pitts 24 10 .706
Chicago 21 12 .636 rt
S Louis 21 13 .618 3
Phila 17 16 .515 6'4
N York 14 20 .412 10
Montreal 13 19 10
West
,406
Los Ang 28 9 .757 -
Cinci 15 19 .441 11!os
Houston 15 21 ".417 12,42
S Diego 15 24 .385 14
S Fran 13 22 .371 14
Atlanta 13 24 .351 15
Thursday's Results
San Diego 5, Montreal 2
Atlanta 6, Chicago 0
Pittsburgh 6, Los Angeles 5,
10 innings
New York 4, San Francisco 3
Houston 3, Philadelphia 2
Only games scheduled
Friday's Games
San Diego (Spillner 1-01 at
Montreal (Hamialas 1-4), (n)
Chicago (Burris 5-4) at At-
lanta (Messersmith 2-1), n
Los Angeles (Hooton 3-1 , at
Pittsburgh (Demery 3-1), min
New York (Seaver 4-2i at
Cincinnati (Nolan 2-0), ( n1
Philadelphia (Carlton 5-1 , at
Houston (Richard 2-41, (n1
San Francisco (McGlothen 2-
4- at St. Louis (Falcone 1-4),
(n)
Saturday's Games
San Francisco at St. Louis
New York at ,Cincinnati
Los Angeles at Pittsburgh,
(n)
San Diego at Montreal, in
Chicago at Atlanta, (n)
Philadelphia at Houston, r 11)
• Sunday's Games
New York at Cincinnati 2
Los Angeles at Pittsburgh
San Francisco at St. Louis
Chicago at Atlanta
San Diego at Montreal
Philadelphia at Houston
money earner, shared second
with Chi Chi Rodriguez and
Jerry McGee at 70. Masters
champion Tom Watson, the
leading money winner, and
Tom Weiskopf were in an 11-
player snarl at 71.
Even Jack Nicklaus, the
creator of this $7 million,
7,101-yard monster, settled for
72. Also at par were defending
champion Roger Maltbie, Lee
Trevino and Hale Irwin.
Johnny Miller had 74 and
Arnold Palmer 79.
Wadkins got into this se-
cond-year tournament as an
alternate. "I got the word I
was in while I was playing the
sixth hole in practice Mon-
day," said the East Tennessee
State product, winner of less
than 811,000 in 17 tour stops in
1977.
Wins Scholarship
KANSAS CITY (AP) -
Darrel Johnsrud, a • junior
shortstop from St. Olaf's
College, has been named
winner of a scholarship award
by the National Association of
Intercollegiate Athletics.
Johnsrud, a three-year
letterman from Albert Lea,
Minn., will receive the 1977
Gene Waldron Memorial
Scholarship Award as the
outstanding junionotudent
baseball player in the 445
schools participating in the
NAIA's baseball program.
Johnsrud established a
school record of 38 hits•in 1976
and compiled a .437 batting
average. Although hampered
by injuries through part of the
1977 season, his batting
average was around .300.






The Murray High girls'
tennis team got another
shutout Thursday.
The Tiger girls won 9-0 at
home over Caldwell County.
It marks the 10th con-
secutive win as a team for the
girls who are unbeaten this
season.
In addition, the Tiger girls
have now won 60 consecutive
individual matches and have
won 90 of 92 matches on the
season.
At number one, Kathy
Outland won 8-3 over Mitzi
Nichols while at two, Candy
Jackson won an 8-0 match
over Cindy Frailex.
Jill Augtin won 8-3 at
number three ,over Dinah
Schaper while at four, Robyn
Burke won 8-0 over Lisa
DelBueno. Carol Dick won 8-0
over Cheryl Hughes.
In doubles play, Outland-
Jackson won 8-3 over Nichols-
Frailex at one, Carol Dick and
Burke won 8-1 at two over
DelBueno-Schaper and at
number three, Catherine Dick
and Susan Stripling won 8-4
over Boyd-Hughes.
The Tiger girls are now
finished with their regular
season play and will practice
next week for the Regional
Tournament which begins
May 27 and the Murray State
Tennis Complex. ,
sports
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Gossage Strikes Out
Eight Of Nine Hitters
By KEN RAPPOrORT
APSports Writ&




"It's hard to believe how
hard Gossage throws that
ball," said Pittsburgh
teammate Rennie Stennett.
"He's fast, fast, fast."
Nobody kept the precise
time on Gossage's favorite
pitch Thursday night - but
nobody hit it, either, and the
result was a 6-5, 10-inning
victory for the P4.ates over
the Los Angeles Dodgers.
"He can throw that ball -
man, can he throw that ball!"
said Los Angeles Manager
Tom Lasorda after watching
the Pirates' relief pitcher
strike out eight batters in
three overpowering innings.
That gave Gossage 24
strikeouts in the last 40 batters
he has faced.
In other National League
games, the Atlanta Braves
blanked the Chicago Cubs 6-0,
the Houston Astros edged the
Philadelphia Phillies 3-2, the
San Diego Padres beat the
Montreal Expos 5-2 and the
New York Mets nipped the San
Francisco Giants 4-3. .
While Gossage was
throwing the ball by the
batters, Stennett was hitting
the ball through the fielders.
He broke a tie onth a 10th-
inning, bases-loaded single for
the winning run. Stennett's
game-winning hit, a bouncer
through the right side, came
off reliever Charlie Hough.
The Pirates had loaded the
bases with two out off Hough
on walks to pinch-hitter Ed
Kirkpatrick, Omar Moreno
and Willie Stargell.
The victory was the 15th in
18 games for the National
League East-leading Pirates,
while the West Division-
leading Dodgers sustained
only their fifth loss in the last
16 games.
Braves 6, Cuba 0
Knuckleballer Phil Niekro
fired a three-hitter, recording
his first victory as a starter
this season in pitching Atlanta
Sign Two Players
SEATTLE (AP) - The
Seattle Seahawks of the
National Football League
have signed two more free
agents, wide receiver Forry
Smith and linebacker Mike
Spejcher.
Smith andSpejcher will join
Seattle's other first-year
players at the club's orien-
tation camp, which opened
today. They were signed
Thursday.
Smith was an 11th-round
draft choice by Buffalo last
year after a standout career at
Iowa State. Spejcher was a
quarterbck at North Central
College in Illinois, but the
Seahawks will try him at
linebacker.
over Chicago. The victory
"snapped a six-game Chicago
winning streak and was only
the Cubs' second setback in 14
games. Atlanta, which had a
17-game losing streak earlier
this year, extended its winning
streak to four.
Astros 3, Phillies 2
Willie Cravrford's sacrifice
fly capped a two-run uprising
in the eighth, boosting
Houston over Philadelphia. A
walk to Cesar Cedeno, a-single
by Cliff Johnson and an error
by losing pitcher Gene Garber
on Joe Ferguson's sacrifice
loaded the bases for Houston
with none out.
After Bob Watson struck
out, Ken Boswell beat out a
slow roller to third base,
scoring Cedeno. Crawford
then lifted his sacrifice fly to
right, scoring Johnson.
Winner Joaquin Andujar, 3-
3, scattered 10 hits in eight
innings before leaving for a
pinch hitter.
Padres 5, Expo.!
'Jerry - Turner slammed a
two-run homer and winner
Randy Jones got four innings
of sparkling relief help as San
Diego handed the Montreal
Expos their ninth straight
loss._
Mets 4, Giants 3
Home runs by John Milner
and Lenny Randle led New
York and rookie pitcher
Jackson Todd over San
Francisco. Todd, a 25-year-old
right-hander, was working on
a shutout until the eighth
inning when Terry Whitfield
slugged a three-run homer for
the Giants. That finished Todd





I am against increasing taxes by
the addition of a payroll tax.
I will, if elected, work with other council mem-
bers to prevent spending of tax dollars for certain
individuals or small groups for persord gains.
I will work to prevent the spending of tax dollars
without council approval or by deliberately un-
derestimating the cost of a project to get counal
approval.
In short I will do everything in my power to hold
down city spending to prevent increased taxes, yet
at the same time will work hard to keep Murray the
progressive city it should be.
If you believe that conservative planning, hard
work and honesty, will help in Gty Government -






Thank you in advance for your vote and in-
fluence.















Size L Lead OUR FIT.
Type Rouge PRICE and old
tire
700-15 TT pC 53600 $285
750-1811 C $41 00 $300
800-16.5 TL C $3900 $326
875-16.5 TL 0 5i,203 $3.94
• Go,dr•ar R.voor,n9 C,a,9a • OW Ore. Cullt0•141•1CMckl PIO, • Mos*. Charge
• BantAmtocard • Arner,ca," ExpreSs mono" Cord • Gans 144rtc.• • 0••••r1 Club
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OFF TO STATE—Twelve members of the Marray High track team qualified for the State Track
Meet which wiN be Iseld today and Saturday in Lexington. Top row, left to right, are Coach John
Nina, Richie Richardson, Bill Mcflugh, Randy OR, Kerry`Thonipson, Craig Johnson, Be Reed and
Henry Greer. Front row, Matt Bartholoiny, manager, Michael Skinner, Tim Lane, Brett Harcourt
Claude Johnson and Grettis Bumphis.
(Staff Photos by Wks Brendan)
White Sox Continue To
Chase Twins In West
By FRED ROTHENBERG
AP Sports Writer
Steve Stone was a 1976 free
agent who didn't have to
change his address when he
changed teams. He went from
the Chicago Cubs to the
Chicago White Sox.
The difference, however,
has been like night and day —
and it has nothing to do with
the Cubs' Wrigley Field
having no lights.
"The key to my success has
been our offense," said Stone,
who, was supported by three
White Sox homers in
Chicago's 8-3 victory over the
Kansas City Royals Thursday
night. "It's been
devastating."
Stone, 3-6 with a 4.08 earned
run average in 17 games with
the Cubs last season, is on a
hot streak of his own right
now. He has hurled five
complete games, compiling a
4-3 record and a 2.34 ERA.
Jorge Orta, Oscar Gamble
and Chet Lemon each slugged
solo homers for the White Sox,
who moved within one game of
first-place Minnesota in the
American League West.
The Royals, last year's AL
West champions, slipped a
game below .500 with the loss.
Mariners 3, A's 0















lb Oa Immo lo•• • ••
history, giving the expansion
club its first shutout victory
with a six-hitter against
Oakland.
Pagan struck outeight and
walked one in gaining his first
major league shutout and only
his third complete game in 15
career starts.
The Mariners scored twice
in the secend inning on a,
double by Dan Meyer, a run-
scoring single by Bill Stein
and a double by Bob Stinson.
Yankees 9, Orioles 1
Thurman Munson led the
way for the Yankees,
knocking in four runs with a
single, triple and homer.
Munson leads the Yankees
with eight homers, seven of
them in his last 15 games.
Willie Randolph scored four
runs and contributed four of
New York's 14 hits in 'support
of Ed Figueroa, 5-2, who
coasted to his fifth straight
complete game triumph with
a six-hitter while lowering his
league-leading ERA to 1.22.
Brewers 5, Blue Jays 3
Milwaukee scored four runs
in the third inning on six walks
and a two-run single by Cecil
Cooper.
Toronto starter Bill Singer,
2-6, was the victim of the big
inning in which two runs
scored on bases-loaded walks
and another as Mike Hegan
reached base on an error and
camearound on a balk, a
passed ball and a wild pitch.
Angels 5, Twins 3
Nolan Ryan tied a strikeout
record while fanning 12
Minnesota batters, snapping





Cheerleaders for 1977-78 at
Murray --High -School have
been 'elected.
Varsity members of the
squad will be Jill-Austin, Julie
Billington, Laurie Crass,
,Jenny Francis, Amanda Holt,
Mary Smock, DeeAnn
Thorpton, and Becky West.
B-Team cheerleaders in-
clude Tracey Brown, Dana
English, Stacey Fulton,
Debbie Geurin, Debbie Henry,
Michelle McGehee, Kathy







Fairness To Al! •
Your Vote o'nd Influence Will Re Appreciated
Political Advertisement Paid for byCalididate
_ Favored Slew To Break From Eighth Spot
Run Dusty Run.Could Upset




Trainer Smiley Adams can't
pull another major Preaknesi
surprise Saturday, but there
are indications his entry is
again being overlooked.
Two years ago, Adams
- saddled Master Derby to
victory in the second-trace of
the Triple Crown series, with
the son of Dust Commander
going off at 2371 despite having
finished out of the money only
twice in 20 starts.
Now Adams is back at
Pimlico Race Course with Run
Dusty Run, another Dust
Commander colt who has
finished worse than second
Ryan now has fanned 10 or.
more batters in 74 games",
matching the American
League mark --set by Satn
McDowell, who also struck out




By The Associated Press
American League
BATTING (75 at batsl—Bail-
or, Tor, .381; Carew, Min, .370;
AWoods, Tor, .363; Burleson,
Bsn, .341; Page, Oak, .340.
R U N S—Carew, Min, 27;
Hisle, Min, 27; Baylor, Cal, 26:
Bonds, Cal, 26; Page, Oak, 26.
RUNS BATTED IN—Ruth,
Cal, 36; Hisle, Min, 34; Zisk,
Chi, 30; Velez, Tor, 29; Mun-
son, NY, 27.
HITS—Carew, Min, 54; Page,
Oak. 48; Burleson, Ban, 44;
Munson, NY, 43; Zisk, Chi, 43;
McRae, KC, 43; Sanguillen,
Oak, 43.
DOUBLES—Page, Oak, 11;
Bailor, Tor, 10; Velez, Toe; 10;
Lemon, Chi, 10; McRae, KC,
10; Carew, Min, 10.
TRIPLES—Carew, Min, 5;
Moore, Mil, 4; Randolph, NY,
4; Remy, Cal, 4; 10 Tied With
3.
HOME RUNS—Zisk, Chi, 10:
Gross, Oak, 10; Hisle, Min, 9;
Munson, NY, 8; Bonds, Cal, 8;
Page, Oak, 8; Williams, Oak, 8.
STOLEN BASES—Remy, Cal.
18; Patek, KC, 14; JNorris, Cle,
10; Bonds, Cal, 10; Hisle, Min.
9; North, Oak, 9.
PITCHING (5 Decisions)—
Tanana, Cal, 6-1, :857, 2.70;
Zahn, Min, 6-), .857, 3.46; Gar-
vin, Tor, 5-1, .833, 3.59; Knapp,'
Chi, 5-1, .833, 4.25; Burgmeier,
Min, 5-1, .833, 2.23; DAlexnder,
Tex, 5-1, .833, 2.19; Castro, Mil,
4-1, .800, 4.58; Linen, KC, 4-1,
.800, 1.7).
STRIKEOUTS—Ryan, Cal,
89; Tanana, Cal, 70; Blyleven,
Tex, 55; Palmer, Bal, 43; Blue,
Oak, 42.
National League
BATTING (75 at bats)—Mat-
thews, At!, .382; Parker, Pgh,
.380; CJohnson, Htn, .370; Sim-
mons, StL, .365: Scott, StL, .364.
.364.
RUNS—Smith, LA, 33; Win-
field, SD, 31; Garvey, LA, 30;
Burroughs, At], 2E; Lopes, LA,
28.
RUNS BATTED IN—Cey, LA,
42; Winfield, SD, 35; Bur-
roughs, AU, 34; Parker, Pgh.
31: Garvey, LA, 28.
HITS—Parker, PO, 54; Win-
field, S„ 52; Russell, LA, 47;
,Gst-vey, LA, 46; Burroughs,
At!, 45.
DOUBLES--Cromrtie, MU,
14; Luzinski, Phi, 13; Rose,
CM, 13; Yeager, LA, 13; Reitz,
StL, 11; Monday, LA, 11.
TRIPIF-S—Brock, StL, 4; Al-
mon, SD, 4; Trillo, Chi, 3; Mad-
dox, Phi, 3; Cabell, Htn, 3;
JCruz, Htn, 3; Winfield, SD, 3;
Foli, SF', 3.
HOME RUNS—Cey, LA, 13;
Smith, LA, 10; Burroughs, AU,
.9; Kingman, NY, 8; C.Johnson,
Htn, 8.
STOLEN BASES—Taveras,
Pgh, 17; Lopes, LA, 16; More-
no, Pgh, 15; Cabell, Htn, 13;
Cedeno, Htn, 13.
PITCHING (5 Decisiona)—
DSutton, LA, 6-0, 1.000, 1.73;
Candlria, Pgh, 5-0, 1.000, 1.27;
Denny, StL, 5-0, 1.000, 3.18;
Rau, LA:' 5-0, 1.000, 3.75:
RForsch, StL, 6-1, .857, 2.93;
Rhoden, LA, 6-1, .857, 4.26;
Carlton; Phi, 5-1, .833, 3.30;
Rooker, Pgh, 4-1, .800, 2.65.
STRIKEOUTS—Rogers, Mtl,
54; Koosman, NY, 52; Seaver,
NY, 47; PNiekro, AU, 47; Rich-
ard, Htn, 47.
just once in 15 career starts
but is listed at onlY 8-1 in the
early odds.
Run Dusty Run has finished
second in his last four outings
including the Kentucky Derby
May 7, leading many ob-
servers to conclude the colt
merely is a perennial runner-
up. But Adams disagrees.
' think I've .gdt a good
shot," • the veteran trainer
said. "Only this time, I don't
want to be 10 or 12 lengths
back."
That was in reference to the
Kentucky Derby when Run
Dusty Run came from far off
the pace and lost to unbeaten
Seattle Slew by 144 lengths in
the 11e-mile classic.
Forthe Preakness, one-
sixteenth of a mile shorter,
Seattle Slew is expected to be
on the lead along with two
colts who missed the Derby
because of illness, Cormdrant
and J.O. Tobin.
"But I can't let them steal
it," Adams said. "We've got to
lay close, so nothing happens
when we ask him to run. Time
deans nothing. I don't' care if
it's the slowest Preakness in
history, as long as we win."
Seattle Slew will break from
the No. 8 spot, just inside Run
Dusty Run in the nine-horse
field, and is a 3-5 choice in the
early line to continue his quest
of becoming the 10th Triple




Built-in automatic clock and timer
means coffee's read, .1-len you are
Also has regular, non-timer brewing.
Brews 2-1'0 cups. Use permanent









Most stable trike design
available. Nov.,
steel hand brake and
carry-all saddle bag.
Age. 4 to 9.
Cormorant, the second
choice at 4-1, drew the No. 1
post position—an excellent
spot in view of his front-
running tendencies and the
speedy condition just off the
rail at the current Pimlico
meeting.
"No. 1 is all right if he can
maintain that position at the
finish," trainer Jim Simpson
joked about Cormorant, who
had a seven-race winning
streak snapped last Saturday,
losing the Withers by a nose to
Iron Constitution.
Mickey Taylor, whose wife
Karen is listed as the owner of
Seattle Slew, saw no reason to
be concerned because the colt






Great for picnic's or













Limit Rights Reserved Acres of Free Parking
753 8777
drew an outside post.
"It's no problem," Taylor
said. "Out there, he'll spend
less time waiting in the gate.
There's a quarter of a mile
before he gets to the turn, and
there can't be nine horses
taking the lead."
At the Derby, when he broke
from the No. 4 hole, Seattle
-Slew .rocked a bit in his stall
while the remainder of the 15-
horse starting field was loaded
into the starting gate.
"In the Derby he could have
started behind the gate ...
which he did," Taylor
cracked, referring to Seattle
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Most Likely To Succeed
411, • "1 •
LARRY WATKINS













to each Graduating Senior!













WHAT TO BUY FOR GRADUATION??

























510 Main Store 753-3901





ill Jewelry 20% OFF
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There's a bright future in store and you've got what
it takes to make good things happen! We wish you
a life time of happiness!
Corn-Austin
Court Square - Murray'
gado liatats Itagoiling








So they'll have music










































Until now. for $7500 you could afford only an ordinary
watch. Now, for 575 00, you can afford Bulova
Accutron the time-tested electronic watch that never
needs winding •
And you have a choice of styles For men and women.
Select yours today
A. Tran,ess steel nan,te enamel d.a, 471111
I. Sorrrtone finnan Sate Ante And 4.W $70.011
C. Stalniess sleet tai,e Black strap 0500
Furches Jewelry
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Stand Up And Take A Bow!
You've earned our pride and respect








































214 N. 15th 753-3242
Plenty of free Parking
* *
* Gifts For Him... *
* *
* Gifts for her... *
* *




502' 1 Maple puts15 ;53-4087
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Commencement exercises for the
Murray High School, graduating class
will begin May '29 with baccalaureate
services, to be held at the First Baptist
Church.
Rev. C. E. Timberlake will be the
baccalaureate speaker. Graduation
will be held on May 31, and the final day
of school is set for June 3.
Honor graduates for Murray High
include Deanna McMillen, valedic-
torian. Deanna is the daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Charles McMillen, 1600
Keeneland. Miss McMillen has a grade
average of 97.24 for her four years at
Murray High.
Salutatorian is Steve Hancock, son of
Mr., and Mrs. Roy Hancock, 1505
Belmonte. Hancock holds a grade
average of 96.31.
Third honor graduate is Ken Farley,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Max Farley, 316
Woodlawn, 'with an average, of 95.97.
Fourth is Jan Outland, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Charles L. Outland, Route
Four, with an average of 95.92. Fifth is.
Sherry Runyon, daughter of
Marjorie Myers, 801 Meadow Lane,
with a grade average of 95.76.
]Ittccr
















Free Recliner.,To Be Given AwayJune 18th,
<
The Day Before 
Fathers Day
' COME IN AND
REGISTER NOvw<,N
Reg. NowIm<
I, Odd Tables 399418.80
Odd Tables „95$26.00W
Mirrors 33 08$20.00
Swivel Rockers 89 95$59.95
>
Vinyl Sofa & Chair 3..$229.95 *..E.
,N4 FAHide-A-Bed 29g oo $169.00













It's Time To Move
On To Bigger And Commencement
Better Things!
/'You've earned our pride
90' and respect, Grads, for the
perseverance and determined
efforts you've made toward
reaching your goal.
Now that you're graduating,
you'll be able to put your years
of learning to the test.
We know that you've got the
makings to go farther still
... to accomplish many things
in the years ahead. And we




"The" Store For Men





MONOGRAM YOUR WALL—go creative
with one' showy ,nt-ttal, two or three
or a whole name! Hand-carved
of solid kiln-dried wood with smart
bUrnt.grain finish, just like








Next To Tucker Tv service) ( Opt, n S un 1 -5
Congratulations Grads
We're under New 0% tierShip!
We have ',our best interests at heart —






All of us in your community
just want you to know that





One hundred and eighty-five seniors
at Calloway County High School will
receive their diplomas in com-
mencement exercises to be held at the
Jeffrey gymnasium on Monday, May
23, at 8:00 p.m.
The presentation of the diplomas will
be by Dr. Jack Rose, superintendent of
%Calloway County Schools, and Joe
Dyer, chairman of the Calloway Board
of Education. Ron McAlister, principal
of Calloway County High School, will
present the senior class.
The Valedictory Address will be by
Kevin Bowen, and the Salutatory
Address will be by Patricia Melvin.
Special music will be by the school
band, directed by Terry Goodwin, and
the school mixed chorus, directed by
Dan McDaniel.
Renee Tobey, president of the senior
class, will give the welcome; Jerry Don
Morris, class vice-president, will give
the invocation and benediction; and
Terri Erwin, class reporter, will give
"Moments of Reflections."
The Rev. Lawson Williams, minister
of the Sinking Spring Baptist Churdh,
will be the speaker for the Bac-
calaureate services to be held Sunday,
May 22, at 8:00 p. m. at Jeffrey-gym.
The invocation and benediction will be
Bro. Kenneth Hoover, minister of the
University Church of Christ.
Angela Manning will play for the
processional and the recessional. The
Girls Chorus, directed by Dan
McDaniel, will sing "Seek Ye First."
Graduates
You deserve a lot of credit.
Anyone who has worked as hard as
you have for an education deserves
more than a pat on the back. If you're
old enough to vote, hold a job and sup-
port yourself, you're old enough to
establish a bank relationship and get d
new point of view on how much help a
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UAW Plans Fall Convention
By OWEN ULLMANN
Associated Press Writer
LOS ANGELES ( AP) — The
United Auto Workers union
has made tentative plans for a
special fall convention to
decide whether the 1.4-million
member organization should
reaffiliate with the AFL-CIO.
But opposition to a re-
merger with the labor
federation runs high within
the nation's largest industrial
union, and UAW leaders say
they won't assemble a con-
vention unless anti-
reaffiliation attitudes abate.
Approval of the special
conclave came Thursday as
6,000 delegates to the UAW's
national convention concluded
their five-day meeting.
That issue was the most
controversial to come before
the convention, which
otherwise was a model of
unity and harmony.
The late UAW president
Walter Reuther led his union
out of the AFL-CIO in 1968




regarded as too conservative
on domestic and foreign
policies. , ,,, the AFL-CIO.
In the past year, however, The resolution adopted
both Leonard Woodcock, just Thursday authorizes the
retired UAW president, and calling of a one-day session
his newly elected successor, within six months solely to
Douglas Fraser, have pushed vote on reaffiliation.
for reaffiliation in the name of Vice President Pat
a united American labor front. Greathouse, who presided
UAW officials — those on over the vote, asked for a show
the international executive of hands and declared the
board as well as those holding measure adopted 2-1. But
local office — are sharply delegates on the floor insisted
divided on the issue. the vote was closer.
Local leaders say they prize The resolution passed after
the political independence ' only brief debate, with most
they have enjoyed during the speakers arguing against
past nine years and fear a loss reaffiliation.
of autonomy if they return to "I'm in opposition to any
CONCIATUATIONS
MAIDS
It's Time To Move
On To Bigger And
Better Things!
You've earned our pride and respect, Grads,
for the perseverance and determined efforts
you've made toward reaching your goal.
All of us in your community just want you






Are in Your Hands
Commencement means begin-
ning. Now that you're moving
ahead to meet new challenges
... and greater responsibilities
...we wish you the best sliings
life can offer: good healfti, hap-
piness, dreams come true. The
futifre is yours to shape. Know
that our fond thoughts and
high hopes go with you. Make






type of merger," said Casimir
Walas of Local 501 in Buffalo,
N.Y. "I thought we learned
our lesson. I think the
delegates sitting here today




would be rejected if a vote
were taken this week.
But he said local leaders
may change their minds if it is
made clear to them that
reaffiliation nationally will not
_mean a surrender of
autonomy on a state or local
level. UAW locals have their
own political funds and
programs apart from the
UAW's national political
activites.
"Once you get the debate in
that framework, it (attitudes)
could change," Fraser said
Wednesday. "I don't say when
we come to making that
decision that the majority will
be in favor of reaffiliation, but
I dOn't think it'll -be quite as
bad as it now looks."
In other business, the
convention approved pay
raises of about 10 per cent for
top union officers. The
president's annual salary goes
from a current $49,000 to
$53,800. In addition, officers
will get three per cent annual
increases and_ cost-of-living
adjustments.
Delegates also voted 4-1 to
retain the convention system
of electing a president rather
than holding a national
election among rank-and-file
members, as is done by the




SCHOLARSHIP WINNER—Mrs. Sandra Gail Burt
Morehouse (left), formerly of Sedalia Route One, a
junior nursing student at Murray State University, has
been selected to receive the Allstate Foundation Nur-
sing Scholarship of S450 for 1977-78. Shown with her is
Dr. Ruth Cole, chairman of the Department of Nursing,
who accepted the Scholarship on behalf of Mrs.
Morehouse at the Kentucky League for Nursing con-
vention. Mrs. Morehouse, the daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Bill Burt of Sedalia Route One, is a Dean's List student at
Murray State. She was chosen by The Allstate Foun-
dation from among three nursing students nominated
by the Kentucky League for Nursing.
The Murray Middle School P. T. 0. met for the last
meeting of the 1976-77 school year in the school gym-
nasium on May 17. The Middle Scheel Stage Band
presented an outstanding program under the direction
of James Light. Robert Jeffrey, principal, told outgoing
officers how much the faculty appreciated the time and
effort they had expended on behalf of the school. New
officers for the 1977-78 school year were installed. They
are, pictured, president -Joe Pat lames, center. vice-
president - Mrs. Verni Shroat, right, and treasurer - Mrs.
Judy Hina, left.
Consumer Prices Jump 8%
During April Government Says
WASHINGTON ( AP ) — Another big
jump in the cost of food pushed con-
sumer prices up eight-tenths.pf 1 per
cent in April, the third big monthly rise
in consumer prices this year, the
government reported today..
Food prices rose 1.5 per cent during
the month, more than twice the March
Increase of six-tenths of 1 per cent. A
major cause of the food price rise was
the 13.1 per cent increase in the price of
ground coffee, the government said.
The April increase in consumer
prices, equivalent to an annual rate of
nearly 10 per cent, showed inflation will
continue to be -a- major et onomic
problem for the Carter administration
.in the months ahead.
However, administration economists
remain confident' that spiraling food
costs will slow dosin later this year,
easing the over-all pressure on con-
sumers' pocketbooks.
The Labor Department said its
consumer price index for April stood at
179.6 of the 1967 average of 100,
meaning that goods priced at $100 10
slears ago cost $179.60 last month.
Consumer prices last month were 6.8
per cent higher than' in April of 1976.
The April surge in consumer prices
followed a six-tenths of 1 per cent gain
splarch, when food prices also in-
creased by six-tenths of I per cent. The
April increase put the price rises back
at the worrisome levels of February
when they rose I per cent and January -
when they rose eight-tenths of 1 per
cent. For the year, consumer prices
have increased 3.2 per cent.
But the Labor Department saw some
good news in the report. It said that
excluding food and energy items, prices
rose six-tenths of 1 per cent in April,
about the same as in February and
March and less than in January.
In addition, commodities prices other
than food increased four-tenths of 1 per
cent, matching the March figures and
considered by economists to be an
acceptable increase.
Economists look to prices of nonfood
commodities, tor evidence of the un-
derlying rate of inflation in the
economy, since food prices are volatile
and subject to wide swings from month
to month.
The, Carter administration now is
forecasting an over-all increase in
consumer prices this year of 6.7 per
cent, compared with a 4.8 per cent
consumer price hike in 1976.
The effects of the severe winter
showed up in the April price index in
sharply higher prices for onions,
cucumbers, green peppers and
tomatoes. The Labor Department said
supplies of these foods from Florida
were limited due to the freezing
weather earlier this year.
Besides higher prices for coffee and
vegetables, costs also increased for
pork, cereal, bakery products, sugar
and sweets. Prices of eggs and fresh
fruits declined.
There were also higher Kites during
the month for transportation Services,
up 1 per cent, and for medical care
services, up nine-tenths of 1 per cent.
The increase in transportation services




LEXINGTON, Ky. AP) —
A moratorium on building as
part of a "controlled growth
plan" would raise unem-
ployment while causing many
contractors to "go broke,"
according to the president of
Lexington's largest bank.
"I feel we have some
warped thinking in our own
Metro Urban Council," said
Walter W. Hillenmeyer Jr.,
chairman and president of
First Security National Bank
and Trust Co.
Hillenmeyer said he was
concerned about reports that
the urban county government
might hire Dr. Robert
Freilich, a University of
Missouri law professor, as
consultant to the Growth
Planning Advisory Task
Force.
.-A controlled growth plan
would cause a mqratorium on
residential and industrial
aonstruction for 18 to 24
months, said Hillenmeyer.
But other advocates of con-
trolled growth say the plan
would merely prevent
haphazard development.
Prices of fuel oil and coal rose nine-
tenths of 1 per cent and used-car prices
advanced four-tenths of 1 per cent,
which in both:cases was less than in
recent months.
The price index tor new cars declined
one-tenth of 1 per cent. The Labor
Department also said the purchasing
power of workers' paychecks declined
one-tenth of 1 per cent in April, largely
because of a rising tax bite on workers'
salaries.
Courtenay Slater, the Commerce
Department's chief economist, said
she's confident that at some point
-around the middle of the year the rise in
consumer prices ivill begin easing off.
Wholesale prices in recent months
have increased even faster than con-
sumer prices. The Labor Department's
wholesale price index rose 1.1 per cent
in April, the same as in March and the
third big monthly increase in a row.
Higher farm and food prices have
been a major factor in the price in-
creases. Charles L. Schultze, chairman
of the President's Council of Economic
Advisers, said Thursday he thinks the
increase in food prices will taper off in
the second half of the year.
The Commerce Department said the
upward revision in the Gross National
Product for the first quarter, which was
announced Thursday, was largely due
to a big buildup in business inventories.
The Commerce Department said the
GNP grew at an annual rate of 6.4 per
cent for the first quarter, up from the
5.2 percent gain reported earlier.
Contract Awarded
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
The awarding of a $2.6 minion
contract for grade and
drainage construction along
2.4 miles of Interstate 24 in
Livingston County has been




nouncement leaves only a
four-mile section of the new
route in Lyon County still
awaiting final state approval.
The Livingston County
project was awarded to R.R.
Dawson Bridge Co. of
Bloomfield, Ky., and Jim
Smith Contracting Co. of
Grand Rivers, Ky., on a joint
venture bid of 82,687,558.
qrahatn & Jackson
FOR TNII PARTICULAR MAN
Cleland To Be
Keynote Speaker
FRANKFORT, Ky. ( AP ) -.
Max Cleland, the first
riam veteran to head the
Veterans Administration, will
be the keynote speaker at the




Cleland, a former Georgia
state senator who lost both
legs and an arm in the war, is
at age 34 the youngest person




Franklin Fiscal Court has
postponed a decision on hiring
a solid waste disposal con-
sultant and instead set -a
special meeting on the subject
for May 27.
County Magistrate Jack
Goins also asked Thursda
that each magistrate
nominate a person trserve
a citizens' advisory com-




Gov. Julian Carroll has
announced the creation of the
Office'. of Developmental
Planning and Research to deal
with long-range econormi
develapthent in Kentucky.
As part of the Thursday
announcement, Carroll named
Claude Vaughn Jr. of
Lexington as the executive
director. The .new office will
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State Supreme Court Reverse Lindbergh's Flight
Rape Conviction With Ruling
FRANKFORT, Ky.
API—A rape conviction in
I ,eklie Circuit Court was
reversed today by the Ken-
tucky Supreme Court, which
declared that the defense
lawyer needed more than one
day to prepare his client's
case..
In effect, the schedule
prescribed by the trial court
was such as ,ti? effectively
deprive the defense attorney)
of any time to prepare for the
trial of 1Herman) Maggard,"
Justice Robert Lukowsky said
in the unanimous decision.
Maggard was indicted Nov.
14, 1975 for rape in the first
degree and pleaded innocent.
On March 15, 1976, he ob-
tained a public defender,






Leslie court set the case for
trial two days later.
But, the high court said,
Collett was engaged in the
trial of another case before the
same court, and the trial did
not end until just hours before
Maggard's trial was to begin.
Collett asked for a con-
tinuance, the motion was
denied and Maggard was
convicted and sentenced to 20
year in prison.
"No human being
possessing the dedication and
zeal required of an advocate
could possibly engage in the
trial of one criminal case and
prepare for the trial of
another," Lukowsky com-
mented.
.The trial court abused its
discretion when it denied
Maggard's request for a
continuance."
The supreme court ordered
a new trial for Maggard.
The high court also handed
down these rulings: .
—It said the nine-cent sales
and use tax is not collectible
on gasoline sold for operation
of motorboats, upholding
Franklin Circuit Court. The
state Revenue Department
lost that case.
—It affirmed the conviction





I am the son of Mr. and Mrs. Johnny Ramsey.
Johnny has served you as a Magistrate and Road
and Bridge Supervisor for 12 years in. Calloway
County. And now I would also like the op-
portunity to serve you.
Your Vote and Influence WiN Be Greatly Appre
ciated.






in the Democratic Primary Election, May 24
Native of Murray and Calloway County




Practicing Attorney for Four Tears
Former Nigh School Teacher
El Experienced criminal trial lawyer
Admitted to Practice in all courts of the Common
Wealth of Kentucky.
Admitted to practice in the United States District
Court for the Western District of Kentucky.
Member of the American Bar Association, Jef-
ferson County and Calloway County Bar
Associations.
Member of the America. Trial Lawyers
Association and the Kentucky Trial Law*:
Association.
Pol ad paid for by the Max Parker Osunpaign. Gail Parker
Treasurer, Rt, 4, Box 152, Murray. Ky.
for murder and other crimes
in the abduction and death of a
three-year-old boy, Eddy Belt,
in the Paducah area.
Timmons, sentenced to life
imprisonment, contended,
among other things, that the
closing argument by the
Prosecutor in McCracken
Circuit Court exceeded legal
propriety. .
''The legitimate scope of an
argument to the jury is af-
fected to some extent by the
nature of the evidence," the
high court said.
"Outrageous conduct
warrants stronger words than
might otherwise be justified
...We do not think it could have
added much fuel to the fire
anyway," it added.
—The high court affirmed a
Franklin Circuit Court order
which upheld issuance of a
state license for a branch bank
of the Peoples Bank of Bagdad
in Shelby County.
Citizens Union Bank of
Shelbyville and the Bank of
Shelbyville had appealed the
order. Thg case dates back to
1971.
—The Supreme Court sent
back to Madison Circuit Court
a dispute over whether a
private agreement or possibly
state law was violated when a
man, Murray Smith Jr., was
selected—instead of a
woman— to the board of
directors which controls the




picked by churches to be
women, and the association
consequently refused to seat
Smith.
The high court called for
further proof on the issue.
It said that if the mem-
bership restriction violates
state law, it should be voided,
but if the association's actions
are found private in nature,
the case should be dismissed.
The association is pitted
against the First Presbyterian
Chruch of Richmond.
—In a Pike Circuit Court
case involving demotion of
certain county public
schoolteachers, the high court
said the county school board's
action was arbitrary and
capricious.
The ruling agreed with the
lower court that the demotions
"were poorly . concealed
political reprisals against (the
teachers) for supporting the




MAYSVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
A Banner Tobacco Warehouse
Co. employe was found in-
nocent of paying illegal
rebates to tobacco farmers
because he was given wrong
legal advice.
He stopped the practice
when he learned otherwise.
Sanford Parker, Mays Lick,
Ky., was acquitted Thursday
by special judge James
Clarkson. Mason County Juge
Austin Wenz had disqualified
himself because he also lives
in Mays Lick.
Parker contended he gave
the rebates to farmers who
sold Banner large quantities
of tobacco because he had
been advised by a lawyer that
it was legal to do so.
When informed otherwise,
Parker said, he learned the
truth from the Kentucky
Department of Agrigulture




FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Six Japanese businessmen
will visit Frankfort Saturday
as part of their one-week tour
of Kentucky.
The trip is sponsored by the
Rotary District of Japan in an




Through a morning mist 50
Years ago today, a 25-year-old
Midwestern mail pilot
bounced his frail monoplane
down a Long Island runway
and headed, alone, for
Newfoundland and then the
sea.
Thirty-three and a half
hours later he arrived in
Paris. He asked for a bath and
a glass of milk. He introduced
himself — "I am Charles
Lindbergh." He thought the
frenzied welcomers migh
mistake him for someone else.
But he was a legend
already, this shy, practice
man who had to borrow a sin
for the ceremonies. If only a
a harbinger of the future, th
people of the time could sens
how his feat had brough
Europe and America close
and had stimulated the futur
of aviation.
Fifty years later, Lind
bergh's epic solo flight is wel
...remembered — in San Diego
where the Ryan Airlines Co
built his plane, "the Spirit o
St. Louis;" in St. Louis itself
where businessmen had put up
the money for the flight; a
Roosevelt Field on Long
Island, where the fligh
began; and in New York City
where businessman Raymond
Orteig had offered the $25,000
prize that prompted the flight
and where Lindbergh wa
welcomed later with a
triumphal parade.
The flight is remembered
too, in Paris, the city where
Lindbergh stepped bone
weary into the limelight. The
celebrity that began that day
never left him, and it brough
great tragedy as well as
rewards.
The ceremonies in St. Louis
and the New York area both
began at 7:52 a.m. today, with
the ascent of tiny airplanes
into the air.
'In St. Louis the plane-is a
$100,000 replica of the Spirit of
St. Louis, which will later tour
a number of American cities.
At the eastern end of what
was Roosevelt Field on Long
Island, now a shopping center,
and near the spot from which
Lindbergh took off, the plane
is a sister ship of his
monoplane, a Ryan Brougham
recently purchased fori75,000
by the Friends of the Nassau
County Museum.
It will appear in another air
show on Long Island Saturday
and Sunday, and will be
shipped to France for the
Paris Air Show, which starts
June 2.
Another replica, the one
used in the film "The Spirit of
St. Louis," will fly past a
theater in East Meadow, L.I.,
at 11 a.m. today. Anne Morrow
Lindbergh, the aviator's
widow, will christen a new
Pan American plane, "The
Charles A. Lindbergh," at
Kennxly airport in New York.
The christening' is one of
three appearances tin New
York for Mrs. Lindbergh —
the climactic one a speech at a
dinner tonight to raise funds in
Lindbergh's name for
scholarships in aerospace and
the environment. Other
Lindbergh Fund dinners are
being held tonight in Los
Angeles and Saturday night in
Royston.
A major celebration today
and Saturday is planned at the
Smithsonian Institution in
Washirrgton, where Lind-
bergh's original plane is on
permanent display.
Both the United States and
France are issuing
commemorative stamps.
Tonight NBC broadcasts the
1957 movie "The Spirit of St.
Louis," with James Stewart
as Lindbergh; ABC is showing
a special featuring people who
were with Lindbergh in the
1920s; and PBS is showing
"From Kitty Hawk to Paris."
Next Friday, CBS will air an
interview by Eric Sevareid.
In France, President Valery
Giscard d'Estaing is
scheduled to lay a wreath on
June 3 at the plaque marking
Lindbergh's landing site at Le
Bourget airport — the spot
where he was mobbed 50 years _
YOU TAKE NO CHANCE WHEN YOU
TRADE WITH
PARKER FORD, Inc.
753-5273 — Murray, Ky.
LARGE VOLUME - LOW PROFIT
"Service Built Our Business'
IT WILL PAY YOU TO SEE US ON A
NEW OR USED CAR
ago. American officials and
Lindbergh's son Scott will lay
a wreath there June 4, the day
the French government issues
a Lindbergh commemorative
stamp.
Two American pilots in
modern small planes plan to
retrace Lindbergh's route,
taking off today. They are
David Gray, 27, of Lakeland,
Fla., and Texas lawyer Phillip
Hardberger.
In San Diego, surviving
members of the 53-man crew
that built the "Spirit of St.
Louis" were honored at a
Rotary Club luncheon
Thursday.
The re-enactment of Lin-
dbergh's takeoff in St. Louis
kicks off a weekend of
celebration that includes a
parade, a banquet, an air
show and a fireworks display.
The replica airplane is built
from the same materials as
the original — the only con-
cessions to modernity being
brakes on the landing gear
and a radio.
It. Gov. Stovall Officiates-it
At Swearing In Ceremonies
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Lt. Gov. Thelma Stovall of-
ficiated at swearing in
cerethonies for officers of the
newly formed Kentucky State
Police Professional
Association and later called
the organization a "good
idea."
Mrs. Stovall administered
the oaths Thursdays at her
residence.
The organization, charted
Feb. 14, is designed to give
troopers a voice in the ad-
ministration of the state police
force and to guarantee its
professionalism, according to
the group's president, Sgt.
Clyde Thomas of Morehead.
The organization claims
about 470 members out of the
nearly 1,100 officers and
dispatchers in the state police
force.
Thomas said he expects
about 90 per cent of the force
will eventually join the group.
State Police Commissioner
Ken Brandenburgh has said
that he opposes the group's
effort to have an input in state
police policies, but has
promised he will take no
action against those who join
the group.
Besides Thomas, other
officers sworn in include
Trooper George Hall of
Somerset, vice president; U.
Thomas Rakestraw of
Hazard, secretary; Lt.
Richard McQuoun of Frank-
fort, treasurer; Capt. Edgar
Moss of Harlan, sergeant at
arms; and U. Ernest Bivens
of Frankfort, chaplain.
Why Change?
The efficient operation of the office of a County Clerk in any Kentucky county
is an involved, complicated procedure. It takes considerable time and untold
hard work to become proficient in its operation and to become fully qualified
to provide the high degree of fast, courteous, competent service that the ,
people of the county deserves.
.10
Calloway County has just such a clerk in Marvin Harris, who has served you
faithfully and well for these past eight years. He has become proficient and fully
knowledgeable in the operation of the office,,and he is assisted by a con-
scientious, capable, service-minded staff.
Many Kentucky counties, and particularly those nearby — Graves, Marshall,
McCracken and Trigg, have recognized the value and wisdom of retaining
capable, experienced individuals in their offices of County Court Clerk ft is sim-
ply good, sound, common sense to do so.
So, citizens of Murray and Calloway County, why change?
We have an honest, capable, experienced person and staff in the County
Court Clerk's office in Calloway County.
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It Is Time For A Change Let's Elect
JOE BEAR
The Next Sheriffof Calloway County
Let's Take A Look At Experience & Records
Some candidates say they have experience and some say
they have none.
Joe Beard has 7 years experience at M.S.U. and some at Ed-
dyville State Pen.
Some say they will take training in law enforcement if AI
elected. '1,0. 9
Why should you as taxpayers have to pay for this?
Joe Beard has very extensive training in law enforcement.
Some say that if elected they will hire someone with drug
training. Why hire someone else at taxpayers expense?
When Joe Beard has already been through very numerous
drug schools.
Some candidates hold other county jobs while asking tax-
payers to elect them to another job.
Joe Beard has not held a county office while seeking elec-
tion. _
There are 4 former deputies seeking the office of sheriff.
We think Calloway County has had enough of former
deputies.
So let's look at experience and elect a sheriff that already has the training
in law enforcement and drugs.
Let's elect a man that will be fair to everyone and capable of performing the duties of sheriff.
Let's Elect Joe Beard The Next Sheriff Of Calloway Co.
'h., ad pad for by tho com— .4* to elect Jo. lowd Jon.-
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Mondale, Vorster Fail To Agree
On Efforts To Change Policies
VIENNA, Austria (AP) —
U.S. Vice President Walter F.
Mondale and South African
Prime Minister John Vorster
said today they had failed to
agree on U.S. efforts to change
South. Africa's race
segregation policies.
Mondale told a news con-
ference that Vorster agreed in.
two days of talks here to help
achieve black rule in Namibia
and Rhodesia, but had stub-
bornly defended his gover-
nment's policy of apartheid.
We hope the South
Africans will naLrely on any
illusiont that the U.S. will in
the end intervene to save
South Africa from the policies
it is pursuing," Mondale said,
"for we will not do so."
Vorster, in a news con-
ference immediately
following that of Mondale,
said there was a "vital dif-
ference" in the U.S. and South
African positions.
He claimed the United
States wants to equate the
position of the American
Negro with that of the South
African black man and said,
"This is where the difference
comes in."
Vorster said the black South
Africans were never slaves
and have never been deprived
of their nationality. He
claimed blacks in his country
have their own government
and the right to vote.
Critics of South Africa
dispute that blacks enjoy
rights and opportunities
comparable to that of whites.
Mondale said, "I think the
message is now clear to the
South African government.
They know that we believe
that perpetuating an unjust
system is the surest incentive
to increase Soviet influence
and even racial war, but quite
apart from that, is unjustified
on its own grounds.".
He said he hoped South
Africa would consider the
'American experience with
civil rights and reaggPcs its
apartheid policy of racial
segregation.
"But I cannot rule out the
possibility," Mondale said,
"that the South African
government will not change,
that our paths will diverge and
our policies come into conflict
should the South African
government so decide.
"In that event we would
take steps true to our beliefs
and values."
Mondale said he had not
threatened Vorster with a list
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tions if apartheid remains
intact.
The Vice President
described the talks as "quite
difficult at times" but they
retained a "basic civility."
Vorster, Mondale said,
agreed to support the U.S.-
British initiative to bring
about independence and peace
for Namibia, or South-West
Africa, and to achieve black
majority rule in Rhodesia by
1978. Namibia is a former
German colony administered
by South Africa under a
League of Nations mlaidate
now held invalid by the United
Nations.
"The policy which the
President wished for me to
convey was that there is need
for progress on all three issues
— majority rule for Rhodesia
and Namibia and a
progressive transformation of
South African society to the
same end," Mondale said. ,
The vice president said hi'
had stressed his argument
that the United States had
successfully dealt with the
problem of improving the lot
of blacks through civil rights
legislation.
"There has been a _tran-
sformation in American
society of which we are very
proud," Mondale said. "It
affects not only our domestic
life, but our foreign policy as
well."
"We cannot accept, let alone
defend, the government that
rejects the basic principle of
full human rights, economic
opportunity and political
participation for all of its
people, regardless of race."
Vorster said that, if the
'American vice president was
speaking of full political
participation of all people in
South Africa, "this is the case
now."
"My conscience is clear,"
he said, "taking into•eccount
the composition .of the' (South
African) population as a
whole, taking into account the
different people, that we are
doing the right thing by these
people, to ... allow them to
govern themselves without
Interference, same as we
whites wish to govern our-
selves without intervention
from the black people."
Dealing with the question of
Namibia, Mondale said the
South Africans had raised
"potentially important dif-
ferences over the structure
and the character of the in-
terim government" although
he described their over-all
position as moving in "a
positive direction."
He said Vorster had agreed
earlier this month with a five-
nation "contact group" to
allow free U.N.-supervised
elections to elect a constituent
assembly which would draw
up a constitution for the
territory
"They agree that all
Namibians inside and outside
the country could participate,
including WAPO," Mondale







Democratic Primary May 24
Sure Will Appreciate Your Vote and Influence
pa. ad paid for by the candidate
Spruce Up
Your Nest!
Spruce-Up Interior Acrylic Flat Wall Paint makes old rooms look young
again' Covers beautifully, dries quickly, with no painty order. Paint a
room in the afternoon, entertain in it that evening. Complements mar
furnishings, retains its colorful beauty for years. Qeans up easily with
...soap ma water. spruce-Up.. the moat beautiful paint a little money can
buy,.
Savo $2.50








shunned by the South African
government.
The point of difference,
Mondale said, is South
Africa's call for an interim
administration "based on
ethnic and tribal lines, and as
it stands it is unacceptable to
US.
"We have decided that any
interim administrative
arrangement must be im-
partial as to the ultimate
structure of the Namibian
government. Moreover, it
must be broadly represen-
tative in order to be ac-
ceptable to all Namibians and





interim government can be
arranged for Namibia,
Mondale said, "fair, free
elections will be difficult if not
impossible."
Mondale said the five nation
group- consisting of the U.S.,
Britain, France, West Ger-
many and Canada- would
meet again later this month to
continue their discussions.
On Rhodesia, Mondale said
Vorster had agreecttb support
British-American efforts to
get the country's various
parties to agree to a con-
stitution with transitional
arrangements, including





Office of Consumer Affairs .9
Department of Health, Education and Welfare, ,
"Heck, I'll fix it myself!"
Ever say that to yourself and then wonder how
to do it?
Maybe you need- a Federal "how-to" guide.
"How-to" guides are an example of how you,
the consumer, can be helped by the Consumer In-
formation Center (CIC) . The center works closely
with information sources in more than two dozen
Federal agencies to encourage and assist them in
writing practical, timely information for consumers.
Consumer requests for Center's warehouse in
information help the center Pueblo, Colo.
to determine which subjects The center also pub-
have the greatest and the lishes an annual edition of
least consumer interest. For Information pars el Con-
example, studies show that sumldor, a catalog listing
consumers continue to ex- approximately 100 of the
press strong interest in such best Federal consumer pub.
subjects as home-safety, lications that, have been
health, housing and self-help translated into Spanish. The
or do-it-yourself projects. Spanish catalog is distribu-
That is why the center tedz-to individuals and or-
works closely with other ganizations that work with
Federal agencies to make Hfspanic communities.
Information available in a There has been signifi-
number of specific areas cant growth in the number
such as crime 'Protection, of individual publications
warranties and guarantees, distributed to consumers
renting or selling a house since 1972, the first full year
and banking services, of the center's operation.
.The quarterly catalog During that year two mil-
Consumer Information is the lion publications were or-
center's primary means for dered. During the 12 months
increasing public awareness ending June 30, 1976, ap-
of .the availability of Fed- proximately 10 million pub-
eral consumer information. lications were ordered. An-
The center distributes 20 other 10 million publications
million catalogs annually. were ordered in the last six
Each catalog is a 16-page months of 1976.
descriptive listing of ap- For your free copy of
the catalog, send a card toproximately 250 Federal pub- Consumer Information Cen-
lications selected as being, ter, Pueblo, Colo. 81009—
of special interest to con- and And out what the Fed-
sumers. Many of the publi- eral Government has to of-
cations are free. All are fer you in pursuing your
available by mail order from hobbies, education and re-
the Consumer Information sponsibilities as a consumer.
Preparations Underway
For Retrial Of Boyle
MEDIA, Pa. (AP) —
Preparations are underway in
Delaware Count); Court for the
retrial of former United Mine
Workers president W.A.
"Tony" Boyle on charges that
he ordered the assassination
of a union rival.
Boyle was convicted in 1974
of ordering the murder of
Joseph "Jock" Yablonski,
who had tried to wrest control
of the union from Boyle.
Yablonski, his wife and
daughter, were killed Dec. 31,
1969 at their home in
Clarksville, Pa., near Pitt-
sburgh.
A Delaware County Court
employe, Louis Stetier, said
Thursday that President
Judge Francis J. Catania
ordered him last week to begin
making arrangements for
news coverage of the trial at
the courthouse in suburban
Philadelphia.
"When, and if, the trial is
held here, we want to be
ready,". Stetler said. He said
no trial date has been set.
Tourist Business
Being Lost
FRANKFORT, Ky. ( AP) —
A low bid of $125,950 to
renovate the Garrard Crit-
tenden House on Wilkinson
Street here has been accepted
by the state Department for
Finance and Administration.
A letter of acceptance was
sent to George Tucker
Construction Co. of Danville,
Ky.
The renovation project is to
restore the house for offices of
the Kentucky Arts Com-
mission.
Stetler said telephones
would be installed in the
courthouse press room by
June 13.
The state Supreme Court
ordered a new trial for Boyle
in January on the grounds
Catania, who presided over
the original trial, had not
allowed testimony that might
have aided Boyle's defense.
Boyle had been sentenced to
three consecutive life terms
for the slayings. But after the
Supreme Court ruling, he was
released from the Western
State Correctional Institution,
near Pittsburgh, on $25,000
bail.
Catania issued a gag order
before pre-trial hearings
earlier this month, prohibiting
all parties from discussing the
case with reporters. Boyle, 75,
appeared at the hearings with
his daughter.
Catania and Judge Domenic
D. Jerome, who presided at
the hearings, have refused tO
discuss the case or disclose










A framing shop owner writes..
"My cousin in California has
told me about a 'cancer con-
sultation service' there, and I
would like to know more
about it."
ANSWERline: In the San
Francisco area a number of
experts have formed a special
review panel to discuss dif-
ficult cancer_ problems with
any physician who requests
it. The experts are drawn
from many institutions and
serve on the panel for three
month-periods without pay.
fhis is another example of
today's team approach to
treating cancer when a
patient may require the skills
of several specialists from
surgeons to radiologists to
chemotherapists and rehabili-
tation experts. In the coif/
munities not far from the
nation's 19 Comprehensive
Cancer Centers there are pro-
fessional "Outreach"' pro-
grams, some using special
telephone arrangements which
offer local physicians expert
consultation. The primary
physician, the one who is
often the first to suspect
cancer, is crucial because
cancer is best treated in
an early stage, and the
primary physician is in the
best position to make the
earlier diagnosis.
.4 clothing manufacturer
asks: "Just what is ultra-




waves instead of x-rays to
locate tumors deep within the
body. It is a useful tool in
the diagnosis of cancer and it
may also be, helpful in treat-
ment. When a cancer patient
is being treated with radiation,
ultrasound may be used to
pinpoint a hidden tumor with
great precision in order to




A regular feature, prepared
by the American Cancer
Society, to help save your life The mother of two explains..from cancer. "1 am embarrassed to say that
I know only one of the seven
warning signals a lump or
change in the breast. What
are the others?"
ANSWE Rline: Your local
American Cancer Society
Unit will be glad to give you a
free leaflet about the seven
warning signals. Please note
that the first letter of each
one, when put together, spell
-.the - word, CAUTION. Here,
for all- the ANSWERline
readers, are the important
seven: Change in bowel or
bladder habits; A. sore that
does not heal; Unusual
bleeding or discharge; _Thick-
ening or lump in the breast or
elsewhere; Indigestion or dif-
ficulty in swallowing;2bvious
change in wart or mole; _Nag-
ging cough or hoarseness. If
you have a warning signal
please see a physician light
away. Most 'likely it won't
mean cancer, but if cancer is
present you may have helped
save your life. Please don't
wait for the signal to "go
away" because that can cost
precious time. Remember
that of the two million
Americans alive and well
today after a diagnosis of
cancer, most can be con-
sidered cured. There are
many effective treatments for
cancer but first it must be
dignosed properly. Help




FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
The City of Frankfort is losing
$2 million in tourist business
annually, according to the
president of the Kentucky
Chamber of Commerce.
In an attempt to remedy
that situation, Ed Janeway of
Frankfort has suggested that
a tourist center be built in the
capital city.
Nona
TVA BURMA FOR SAII
The Tennessee Valley Authority offers for sale six
(6) buildings, some masonry and otberkof wood con-
struction, located three within the old Golden Pond
Construction headquarters area and the remainder
located on the south side of US Highway 88 ap-
proximately one (1) mile east of Kentucky Lake; also,
four (4) lots of miscellaneous scrap will be sold. The
buildings were heretofore used as temporary field of-
fice, and are identified as follows:
(1) One (1) two-dory combination concrete block
frame house with asphalt shingle roof approximately
34' x56' divided into 8 rooms.
(2) One (1) one-story combination concrete block
frame, former dwelling house with asphalt shingle
roof, approximately 16' x48' divided into 5 rooms and a
front porch.
(3) One (1) garage building, 19' x 23' (located im-
mediately in rear of Item No. 2) of wood and concrete
block construction and metal roof.
(4) One (1) one-story wood constructed building with
flat-felt roof and wood floor 12'x 40'.
(5) One (1) oneooy two room building with can-
crete floor and flat-felt roof 10' x 16' wood constEucted.
(6) One (1) one story; building, wood 'constructed,
metal roof anchored on three-foot high wood pedestals
11' x 11'.
(7) Scrap, consisting of sanders, benchgrinders,
water pumps, sprayers, scales, etc. Located at the old
Golden Pond construction yard.
(8) Scrap, consisting of chain saws, skill saws, cir-
cular saws, brass couplings, etc. Located at the North
Shop.
(9) Scrap, consisting mainly of brass couplings
located at the former Presbyterian Center.
(10) Benches, church, constructed of hardwood, ap-
proximately 14' long. Located at the former
Presbyterian Center in north portion of Land Between
The Lakes.
All buildings will be removed from TVA premises
within Thirty (30) days from date of award and the site
left in an orderly condition.
Bid forms and detailed information may be obtainkid
from the Administrative Office, Land Between The
Lakes, Golden Pond, Kentucky 42231, Telephone Num-
ber 502-924-5602. Persons interested in inspecting the
Structures and material should contact the above office
between 7:00 a.m. and 3:45 p.m. Monday through
Friday. Sealed bids will be received for the described
Structures and material until 10:00 a.m. Daylight





*There is a need to continue and better our fire prevention and inspection programs
throughout the city, with better trained and educated personneL This could lower our
rating to that of a 4th class city which in turn would lower our insurance premiums.
*A work study is now in progress on a bicycle trail in Murray, which may be funded this
year. This is needed to insure the safety of our bike riders between all schools, parks, and
shopping areas.
*The city has asked the Department of Transportation in Frankfort to update our tran-
sportation study that includes an area between twelfth and eighteenth streets and from
Main to KY 121 bypass. The city is faced with a serious problem with the traffic flow of
residents, college students, and visitors in the university area. There is especially a problem
with parking during special events on campus on streets off campus.
The city is planning to put in effect the national emergency number 
1d911". This will include
the Are, Police, Ambulance, and Rescue Squad. Along with that the city hopes to have one
number for all departments of the city with one operator handling the dispatching of all ,
emergency services.
*The city is now working to add the electric system to the Central Billing of other utilities
and hope this will be accomplished by Fall. Also, we are consulting with South Central Bell
to add their bills with the city utilities.
*We have filed a grant to clean out and improve the creeks and streams that flow within
Murray. These streams have been a problem to the property owners and with this grant we
should be able to control the drainage problems that are now existing.
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I Deaths and Funerals I
Mrs. Will Miller
Dies; Funeral To
Be At Hazel Sunday
Mrs. Will Miller, widow of
Dow Miller, died Thursday at
the Johnson County Hospital,
Clarksville, Ark. She was the
daughter of the late Edwin
Dallas Miller and Laura
Elizabeth Miller.
Survivors include two
daughters, Mrs. Emma Lee
Ash, Bell Flower, Calif., and
Mrs. Derothea Trotheer,
LaMarr, Atii.; one sister,
Mrs. Rozelle slann, ln-„
dianapolis,. Ind.; four grand-
children; five great grand-
children. One son, Edwin
Dallas Miller II, is deceased.
Funeral services will be
held Sunday at 2:30 p.m. at the
chapel of the Miller Funeral
Home, Hazel, with Elder W.
H. Grotheer officiating. Burial
will be in the Hazel Cemetery.
Friends may call at the'





Presbyterian Church will hold
regular worship services at
eleven a.m. on Sunday, May
22.
The pastor, the Rev. T. H.
Sanders, will speak on the
subject, "Emmaus and
Beyond." He will also direct
the singing with Mrs. Don
Wells as pianist.
Sunday School will be at ten
a.m.
Mrs. ha Jones Is
Dead At Age 91;
Rites Are Today
The funeral services for
Mrs. Ila Jones are being held
today at one p.m. at the chapel
of the collier Funeral Home,
Benton, with the Rev. Mike
Gatton officiating. Burial will
follow in the Unity Cemetery.
Mrs. Jones, age 91, died
Wednesday at 1:45 p.m. at the
Community Hospital,
Mayfield. She was a member




Walston and Mrs. Lucille
Thomas, both of Benton; one
son, Oliver Jones, Detroit,
Mich.; one sister, Mrs. Ola
Travis, Benton; two brothers,
Java Ross and Homer Ross,
Benton; ten grandchildren;
twenty great grandchildren;
two great great grand-
children.
Hog Market
Federal State Market News Service May
20, IV?
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes I Buying Stations
Receipts: Act. 100 Est. 1103 Barrows &
Gilts mostly steady instances .25 lower
Sows steady 1.00 lower
US 14200-350 lbs... 843.75-44.00 few 44.25
US 1-3200-240 1bs. 543.50-43.75
US 2-4 240-260 1bs. 143.00-43.50
US 3.4260-200 lb. 542.25-43.00
Saws
US 1-2 270-33o1bs. 831 00-31.00
US 1-3301-430th..8313.00-30.50
US 1-3 450450 lbs. $36.00-37.00
US 2-3360-300 lb.. $34.00-35.00
Boars 24.0017.00
LAKE DATA
Kentucky Lake, 7 a. m.
359.3.
Below dam 302.1 down 0.7.
Barkley Lake, 7 a. m. 359.4.
Below dam 304.7 down 1.7.
Sunset 8:01. Sunrise 5:45.
Stock Market
Pnces of stocks of local intereal at
noon today furrushed to the Ledger &
Times by I 10 Simon Co are as follows
Indus Av 4.02
Airco . notate
Am. Motors  4k• Laic
Ashland Oil 361,  *4
AT&T it's uric
Ford Motor Co 55% -





Goodrich   31 +
Gulf Oil 27% -41
Pennwalt 35% -
Quaker Oats 23% +%
Republic Steel 31% -4a
Singer Mfg nut +4
TaPPan  unc
Western Union  17% unc
Zenith Radio 23'•
Prices of stock of local interest at noon
EDT, today, furnished to the Ledger &
Times by First of Michigan. Corp., of
Murray, wets follows
Heublein Inc  24'.
McDonalde Corp  43% +
Ponderosa Systems Ts. unc
Kimbell), Clark ▪ 45% -%




GAF' Corp '  112. A4
Georgia self ....... . „IS%
Pfizer 304 -%
Jim Walters 32% unc
Kirsch ... ...... 15,1 -44
Disney 35% J.




The Rev. James H. Byrn,
interim pastor of the West
Fork Baptist Church, will
speak on "World Missions" at
the eleven a.m. worship
services on Sunday, May 22.
He is a former pastor of the
Anitoch Baptist Church,
Roseville, Mich.
Alvin Usrey will direct the
singing and Mrs. Wayburn
Wyatt will be the pianist.
Subject for the six p.m.
services by the Rev. Byrn will
be "A Workman."
Sunday School will be at ten
a.m. with classes for all ages.
Teddy Futrell will lead the
singing with Jane Greer as
pianist. Nursery services are






has announced that the first
$1.8 million is committed for
an experimental plant in




studies, coat projections and
equipment procurement will
begin soon, Thomas G. Ayers,




The ordinance of The Lord's
Supper will be observed at the
eleven a. ni. worship services
on Sunday, May 22, at the
Sinking Spring Baptist
Church. Speaking will be the
pastor, the Rey. Lawson
Williamson.
"Holy Spirit Flow Through
Me" will be the selection by
the Adult-Choir, directed by
Tommy Scott with Mrs. Scott
at the piano and Mrs. Jim
Neale at the organ, at the
morning service. A duet, "Til
There Was Jesus," will be
sung by Tommy Scott and
Eddie Outland.
Jim Neale, deacon of the
week, will assist in the mor-
ning service.
The evening service will
start at seven p.m. and will be
over at 7:30 p. time for
persons to Mend the Bac-
calaureate service at
Calloway County High School
at eight p. m.
Sunday School will be at ten
a. m. Youth will meet for
practice at six p. m. - and
Church Training will be at
6:30 p. m.
utility. said Thursday.
The $167 million project.
theoretically will convert 20
tone of coal an hour into
natural gas for engines
capable of putting out 25,000
kilowatts of electricity, he
said.
"Our studies of coal
gasification have indicated
that the Lurgi process offers
the greatest promise of
providing in the shortest time
a workable system for con-
verting Illinois coal into a
clean fuel for power
generation," Ayers said.
Some 90 per cent of the
sulfur content of the coal is
expected to be removed by the
process, but the gas will have
only about one-seventh the
heating capacity of ordinary
natural gas.
Commonwealth Edison will
be negotiating during the
summer final contract terms
for the plant with the Energy
Research and Development
Administration,: which will
pay for the bulk of the project.
Accident
Charter Sunday Nixon . . I Continued From Page 11
Planned, Church
The eleventh anniversary of
Charter Sunday will be ob-
served by Immanuel Lutheran
Church at 10:30 a.m. on
Sunday. May 22. Fifty-tvd
adults officially organized the
congregation on May 22, 1966:
eleven of these charter
members are still listed as
members of Immanuel.
The official charter, pic-
tures from that Sunday, and a
complete listing of all
members from Charter
Sunday until the present are
among some of the display
items in the church lounge.
.For the second year, the
congregation will mark this
anniversary of Charter
Sunday by donating some
books to the Calloway County
Public Library.
The books this year are Just
As I Am, a book of prayers and
photographs for the pre-teens
years and Psalms Now, a book
of free flowing prayers ex-
pressing the beauty of the
Psalms in the words and
phrases of today, according to
the Rev. Robert A. •Brockhoff, 
pastor.
• • • t Continued From Page 1
Mrs. Davis is survived by
her husband, Richard Davis,
Waukegan, Ill., one daughter,
Tanuny Lynn Davis, and one
son, Richard Davis, Hamlin;
mother, Mrs. Anne McCann,
1616 Miller Avenue, Murray;
six sisters, Mrs. Lawrence
(Helen) Farrar, Murray
Route Three, Mrs. Balton
(Kathy) Spratling, Murray,
Mrs. Homer B.everlyl Kyrk,
Zion, Ill., Mrs. John (Ber-
nadette) McAdams, Wad-
sworth, Ill., Mrs. Patsy
Shonfelt, Waukegan, Ill., and
Mrs. Allen (Connie)Cameron,
West Columbia, S.C.; two
brothers, James McCann,




but friends may call at the
Blalock-Coleman Funeral
Home, Murray, at a time and
date to be announced.
And Ford said on Sept. 8,
1974, that Nixon had "become
liable to possible indictment
and trial." The pardon "for all
offenses against the United
States," he said, was to spare
Nixon further punishment and
degradation.
"What's the dividing line
between the burglar not being
liable to criminal prosecution,
and the murderer?" Firost
asked Nixon.
"There are degrees, there
are nuances which are dif-
ficult to explain," Nixon
replied.
The discussion turned to the
White House plumbers, so-
named because their duty was
to plug leaks.. Agents of the
unit broke into a plichiatrist's
office looking for dirt on,
Ellsberg.
Nixon couldn't recall John
Ehrlichman telling him E.
Howard Hunt and G. Gordon
Liddy had to go to California
to find information.
"He may well have," said
Nixon. "And if he had, I would
have said 'go right ahead.'
But, I recall no conversation
whatever with Ehrlichman
about their going to California
for the purpose of, what was
called a quote, 'covert




Frost brought up Nixon
statements, taken from his
White House tapes, in which
the conversation was about
political enemies — "those
who've tried to do us in."




the question: "a pafanoic
attitude?"
Then he launched into the
slights he suffered by not
being invited to the White
House in the Kennedy-Johnson
years. "I remember Rose
Mary Woods, my secretary
who made up the invitation
lists, went out of her mind
when I put Hubert Humphrey
on the list for White House
dinners," Nixon said.
"What I'm trying to tell you
that this whole business of 'am
I paranoic about hating people
and trying to di) them in?' And
the answer is: at times yes."
He recalled that after the
New York Times in May 1969
revealed that U.S. planes were
bombing Cambodia, he
suggested to Henry A.
Kissinger that someone on
Kissinger's staff_ Might have
leaked the information.
"And Henry said 'I will
destroy them," said Nixon.
"Henry's not a mean man....
We felt this way because
people on the other side were
hypocritical, they were
sanctimonious and they were
not serving the best .interests
of the country ....
"Call it paranoia, but









A Vote.For me Is A Vote For
Effecnye And Respectable
Low Enforcement
Paul For 13) The Cantintalt.
Open Letter To The Public . .
Several weeks ago, The Murray Ledger 8, Times
inquired as to why I was not seeking reelection
to the Murray City Council, and I explained my
reasons.
During that intervew several other questions
were asked and I answered those as factually has
possible, although admittedly, some were my
opinions. The Ledger & Times has since received
a letter in rebuttal, signed by five council mem-
bers and a former council member who asked
that I reply to their statements and questions.
They are to be congratulated on recognizing the
points made in my original comments.
Quite frankly, I do not know how the public
will read to this type of exchange because it ap-
pears immature to me (and makes me a part to
it) which has been characteristic of this Council
for the past sixteen months. But it is obvious that
I have nothing to gain and if an exchange of
comments will help clarify some of the issues I
raised, then the public may be in a better
position to assess the current City Council and
the actions taken.
A major consideration for any council member
or candidate is the ability to resist pressures from
any sources to influence his vote contrary to the
best interests of all citizens collectively. A coun-
cil member should never support or fail to sup-
port a program or action of the Mayor or the
Council because of personal likes or dislikes of
the present or past administration or any council
member or any department head or any citizen
who may have an interest in such action, it is
almost impossible for a member of the Council
to have a "constant axe" to grind and be ob-
jective.
Based on my observations of council members'
actions, I personally do not feel those who
signed the letter can make such a statement and
the "rubber stamp" reference in their letter
could possibly apply to themselves. Some exam-
ples of these thoughts will be mentioned later in
this letter.
While it was not my idea, I supported the
recommendation to the Mayor by the Sanitation
and Street Committees to consolidate those two
departments under one superintendent which
resulted in a reduction in personnel and ex-
pense. However, the job was greater than those
committees and other council members an-
ticipated and illness forced the untimely
retirement of the superintendent. That person
has stated to me pat he feels he could have
been more effective with less interference by in-
dividual council members. Mayor Scott has now
separated those departments, brought in two
outstanding men to head them and hopefully,
they can solve the problems created by earlier
council member expertise. These two depart-
ments are of major importance to the residents
of Murray, are subject to many problems, and
are thankless jobs. But the prospects are en-
couraging because of the leadership of Jerry
Wallace and Ray Clark, who are already putting
more effective methods into operation.
As each of those who signed the letter well
This Political Adviartisoment paid For By H EcYChrismon
know, the "missing bond money" was not a
Police Department function but the City Courts'
responsibility. Judge Stephen C. Sanders publicly
stated to the Council that it was his problem and
the entire Council knows the length and depth
of the investigation which followed. This in-
vestigation was underway long before the coun-
cil member called it to the Councils' and publics'
attention and Judge Sanders was following a
very rigid, daily investigation of the problem.
When any case is under investigation, public ex-
posure makes the investigation more difficult
and also alerts the person (s) who may be in-
volved. In this instance, the council members
who wanted credit for publicly exposing the in-
vestigation did not serve the best interests of the
City, the Police Court nor the Police Department.
Judge Sanders, with Council approval, had a
local C. P. A. firm set up an effective accounting
control system and in two recent audits, the
financial reports were favorable and one audit
indicated a recovery of $50200 which Judge
Sanders feels is part of the "missing bond
money"!
The Police Committe (Mr. Art Lee, Mr. Howard
Koenen and myself), not me alone, recom-
mended the purchase of 20 police patrol cars
because this system-has worked for several years
in a number of cities, including three in Kentucky.
The Mayor, Police Chief and Police Committee,
have watched those programs for two years and
estimated the savings at $26,000 minimum over
a three year period as the cars would have been
used three years. This. savings would have been
in gasoline and major repairs plus the increased
costs of cars during 1977-78-79 under the
present system of purchasing cars each year. The
Police Committee had the responsibility of
recommending that kind of savings to the Coun-
cil as we are supposed to save money wherever
possible. It was also puzzling as only a few hours
earlier, the majority of the Council (one member
was absent) had generally supported the
program.* However, if the proposal had not saved '
five cents, I still feel the recommendation was
justified because 20 patrol cars on the streets
will prevent and reduce crime, thefts and ac-
cidents, which cost our residents hundreds of
thousands of dollars. All twelve council mem-
bers knew that each police officer was respon-
sible for the care of his car, personally paid the
liability insurance costs and personally pur-
chased all gasoline used in the patrol vehicle ex-
cept for his eight hour direct tour of duty. Those
savings and objectives appeared in the best in-
terests of the people of Murray, rather than an
irresponsible expense as some council members
labeled it, for later campaign purposes.
For the record, I voted against the seating of
Mr. Buel Stalls, Jr., in 1976 because under the
Kentucky Statues (Chapter 85, Section 85.060,
Paragraph 2), he was not qualified then and the
seating was not and still is not valid. The Council
'has normally filled a vacancy during a term of of-
fice from the candidates during_thelast election'
•
with the highest number of votes, although this is
not a Mandatory procedure. However, as Mr.
Stalls was not qualified, he should not have been
considered nor seated and under the usual
procedure, Mr. Billy Ballentine should have been
seated. In fact, one of those who signed the let-
ter, was seated as a replacement under the usual
policy only a short time earlier. This is just one
example of the inconsistency of this Council and
a violation of the Kentucky Statutes.
There were at least two instances where con-
tinued interference by some council members
created unnecessary and unjustified problems
within two departments.
One question raised in the rebuttal letter asked
what contributions I have made to the Council
and City and quite frankly, these may have been
limited but hopefully at least one-twelfth. One
area of failure has been my position on zoning
because the majority of the council has sup-
ported zoning changes I feel are contrary to our
ordinances and constitutes "spot zoning"
(whatever "spot" might,mean). It is important
that the growth of Murray be orderly planning is
important as the City cannot permit the same
methods in the past to serve as a basis for the
future. Because of pressures and personal in-
terests quite often, two, three and four ex-
ceptions have not made a right, and I still feel
residential areas have some rights.
After 45 years in business, I believe my ex-
perience has taught me the importance of fiscal
responsibility as much as any council member
and I do not vote for spending taxpayers money
unnecessarily or %Itere the city will not receive
full value for each dollar spent. But I have never
seen private enterprise or a government agency
which could not be improved and I personally
feel the current administration has made any
number of improvements. Not one council
member nor any committee has been as respon-
sible for the city operating, within its revenues
for the past forty months as the Mayor, the city
clerk and the department heads. In fact, the
council members do not know where the city
stands until the city clerk prepares the figures
who actually is the "watchdog" for city finances.
rhe Mayor and the City Clerk are far closer to
the financial position of the city daily than any
council member or committee. With the depart-
ment heads most conscious of costs, the city is
operating well within it's revenues and there was
no more a deficit in 1975 than in 1974 or 1976. It
was a matter of what was paid out of revenue
sharing and what was not. Without any increase
in taxes by the city during recent years and with
the rapid escalation of costs, it is impossible to
offer the services to city residents without paying
someOl the expimse out of revenue sharing. The
tact that the Mayor has stayed well within
revenues for three straight years and ended 1976
with about $200,000, in the Revenue and
General Funds, indicates to me he understands
and practices fiscal responsibility and his con-
tinued progressive programs for the city.
1 am familiar with the Police Department and
credit for that department operating under the
budget in 1976 goes to Chief Manning and the
City Clerk and in a cooperative effort, he and the
City Clerk's Office, increased city revenues by
$10,000 to $12,000 in 1976 through one area of
responsibility which had been neglected in the
past. As a member of the Gas Committee, I can
also state that System has been extremely well
managed in spite of the energy proglems and a
constant reduction in the amount of gas
allocated to Murray. But the management of the
Police, and Gas Departments has been left
largely to their superintendents and the Mayor,
and as a result, there have been very few
problems to solve. Other council members feel
they have the right to personally direct the
department heads, and employees within the
departments; as a result, some department
heads have unnecessary problems, efficiency is
affected and even more of this type interference
has been prevelant in recent weeks.
I do not feel constant criticism for the purpose
of agitation, and harrassment and to create tin-
necessary problems, has any place in city gover-
nment. Independent thinkers are always needed
but not those who beleive that continued
harassment is the method to achieve all goals
and objectives. Some in positions of leadership
cannot accept that others are capable of carrying
out their responsibilities, and are quire proud
that they are special and apart from most. They
take pride in a negative attitude about every
detail whether necessary or not, can prove they
do not "yes- any man, but who appear to find it
necessary to have a number of "yes" men
around them.
I have enjoyed my time on the City Council
and will always be grateful for the opportunity to
serve, for the strong support of so many in both
elections and for the better understanding and
appreciation of those who sense local govern-
ment. I really did not know anyone in city gover-
nment very well when elected and had no
preconceived ideas as to the abilities of the
Mayor or any council merrther or department
head. But after closely observing the Mayor and
the council members for the past forty months I
know that if the Council will get on with those
things for which we were elected and permit the
Mayor and the department heads to carry out
their responsibilities without interference, then
as one-twelfth of a harmonious group, possibly
my contributions the remainder of 1977 will be
worthwhile. I do feel Mayor S«.itt has brought in
some of the finest depAment heads the city has
ever had, collectively and I anticipate continued
improved services and programs under MAvor
Scott and city personnel.
Congratulations to the new candidates who
filed for the Council and my personal thanks for
accepting some of thwespormibitity of directing
the afairs of the city. You Will find it rewarding.
• •Ihe +If
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I have demonstrated my legal background...
11 years criminal and trial practice;
4% years of prosecution...
have told you my views
ncerning vigorous prosecution...
IL MINNIIMP
Calloway County Needs A County Attorney With Experience And Background In Vigorous Prosecution
- A Man Who Has Practiced Law In Murray And Calloway County For The Last 9 years.
• :tr,
t * ,










Camp Fire Organization Widens
By RAND! ROSENBLUM
NEW YORK AP ) — Camp
Fire Girls isn't just for girls
anymore. It's for everybody.
The organization's half mil-
lion members now include
about 500 boys, says Dr. Hester
Turner,' Camp Fire's national
executive director. Although its
legal title still includes the
word "Girls," Camp Fire's new
program has extended mem-
bership to all young people up
to the age of 21.
"Our emphasis is still on
girls," Dr. Turner said. "That's
our field of expertise. But if a
local council wants to include
boys, that's okay:"
Camp Fire's new approach
gives the local councils consid-
erable autonomy in designing
programs that meet the needs
of the communities they serve.
In addition. . to coed groups,
Camp Fire Councils may spon-
sor day care programs, drop-in
centers, in fnl, anything they
feel will readft a larger and
more 'diversified youth mem-
bership, said Dr. Turner.
"What we want to end up
with is a better society where
the young may grow up," she
said.
Camp Fire Girls, the oldest
nonsectarian, interracial organ-
ization for girls, was begun in
1910 by Dr. and Mrs. Luther
Halsey Gulick. Today there are
Blue Bird, Adventure, Discov-
ery and Horizon Clubs in 30,000
communities across the United
States.Dr. Turner says there
are also a tew toreign councils,
-46%**4:41Art
CRAFTS MASTER—Leader._ Brad
Peterson helps members pf the
"Deka" group of Camp Fire Girls in
'the Kit No Ma Council, Bremerton,
but that they are not affiliated
with their American parent.
Several years ago, Camp
Fire began an evaluation proc-
ess to decide whether it should
still be in business. The an-
swer, according to Dr. Turner,
was yes, but with modi-
fications. "The old program
was fine and idealistic," she
liadtom Catfish' Threatens
Water Project In Tennessee
MEMPHIS t AP) — Reserve
a space for West Tennessee's
madtom catfish alongside the
snail darter. Like its en-
dangered species cousin to the
east, it, too, threatens to
tangle a federal water project.
The madtom catfish, known
scientifically as "Notorus
stigmosus," took center stage
earlier- this week when op-
ponents of the Obion and
Forked Deer River channel
Improvement project took
their fight into federal court
again.
The U.S. Corps of
Engineers' plans for making
new river channels in the area
have been involved in legal
controversy since 1970 when a
group of Nashville en-
vironmentalists and duck
hunters filed suit to halt the
project. They argued that the
channelization would harm
the wetlands and drive off
many species of ducks.
At a hearing Wednesday
before U.S. Dist. Court Judge
Bailey Brown, a Nashville
attorney representing the
envionmentalists said the
plaintiffs were amending their
complaints to claim that
channelization also would
harm an endangered species
— "the well-known notorus
stigmosus — or madtom
catfish."
Attorney Charles Warfield
said Dr. David Edinhover of
the University of Tennessee, a
member of the Endangered
Species Committee of the
American Fisheries Society,
had found the madtom catfish
in the Obion and Forked Deer.
Barrett Ashley of Dyer-
sburg, who represents persons




"Although I have never seen
one, those who have have told
me that our madtom catfish is
not the madtom catfish that is
an endangered species,"
Ashley said.
He said the madtom catfish
on the Department of
Interior's endangered species
list is the Scioto species, found
only in Ohio.
"You mean there really is a
rnadtom catfish?" Brown
asked.
"Oh, yes, that is my un-
derstanding. Although I could
not swear to it," Ashley
replied.
Brown, however, allowed
the plaintiffs to amend their
1.complaint to include the
madtom catfish but said they
would have to prove the Obion-
Forked Deer variety was
endangered.
"Haven't found any snail
darters there, too, have you?"
Brown asked. The
multimillion dollar Tellico
Dam project in East Ten-
nessee was halted after en-
vironmentalists found the
endangered snail darters in
tKe area.
Dr. Kenneth Davis,
associate professor of biology
at Memphis State University,
described the madtom catfish
Wash., with a crafts project. From
left to Fight are Holly Leahy, Donna
Gordon, Susan Boehl, Sara Stone,
Vicki Watilo and Kathy Corcoran.
said, "but it did not fit children
from different settings with dif-
ferent problems."
The Camp Fire New Day pro-
gram, begun this year to help
deal with these different set-
tings and problems, allows lo-
cal councils to design actiyities
that meet individual needs.
"A youngster from California
ts Scope
is different ,froin a youngster
from Boston who is different
from a youngster in Dallas,"
said Dr. Turner -There is no
average girl. We don't want to
adjust people to standards. It
would be dreadful to take a
person and cut off the edges to
make her fit into a mold. The
new Camp Fire program tries
natelabtatWntriatAtitreiraanaMSar
as small with an almost black
back and white underside.
"A six-inch madtom would
be a large one," he said.
to give a strong sense of identi-
ty ."
Earlier this year the Lilly
Endowment of Indianapolis
awarded Camp Fire Girls a
$161,200 grant, to support a new
training program for the execu-
tive directors of local councils.
The 356 local councils and
thousands of Camp Fire groups
are run mostly by volunteer
staff. The national organization,
now in the process of moving
headquarters from New York
to Kansas City, leaves decision
making at the local level, al-
though it does offer guidance
and advice, researches new
prograins and writes the nu-
merous books that Camp Fire
uses.
With the new program, said
Dr. Turner, all the books will
have to be redone not to slant
too much toward girls. "Maybe
we'll end up doing two separate
books," she said.
Camp Fire started admitting
boys to their high school organ-
ization, the Horizon Club, in
1971. Then a group in Hawaii,
enthusiastic about the flexibil-
ity and interest of the Blue
Birds program, started a Blue
Jays club.
Dr. Turner said that the deci-
sion to go coed or not, like
most things in Camp Fire these
days, was up to the individual
council, but she added that
there are a mutter of coed
Camp Fire programs.
"We are anticipating the day
when youth will be youth," she
said.
Mi!ierray Ledger 8r Times





• Elect a man who has worked as a deputy sheriff.
• fled a man who knows All cif Calloway County
• fled a min who will make your county a better place to live
• Elect a man who will keep the sheriff's office open on Saturday
during the tax season
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Baptist
scorn GROVE





1 OD a . m.
Evening Worship .30p.m.
FIRST BAPTIST
Morning Worship 10,45 a. m
Evening Worship 7 00 p. m
WEST FORK
Mornineworship 11 00 a m
Sunday Evening 6 00 p m
Wednesday Evening 7.00p in
SINIONG SPRING
Morning Worship 11 00a.m.
Evening Worship 7:15p.m. Nazarene
NORTNSIDE
Morning Worship 11.00 a in. MURRAY CHURCH




HAZEL BAPTIST N Y P. S Worshi . . . p
Morning Worship 11.00a. m Evening Worship
Evening Worship 7:309.m Wednesday Worship
POPLAR SPRINGS
Morning Worship 11,00 a_ m. LOCUST GROVE CHURCII
Evening Worship • 6399. 03'.• Mortung Worship • •
Sunday School
GRACE BAPTIST Evening Worship
Sunday- School 9:45 a m N. Y.P.S. Worship
Morning Worship 10:45a m Wednesday Evening
Singing. Evening Wers 5 30,6.00 p.m
BLOOD RIVER
Morning Worship 11:00a. in.
....vening Worship 6.30 p.m. Pentecostal'.
kIRKSEY BAPTIST
Morning Worship 1100 a m. MAIO HEIGHTS
Evening Worship 730p m. Morning Worship
. Evening Worship
MEMORIAL BAPTIST UNITED, NEW CONCORD
Morning Worship 10:50 a m. Sunday ScAool, . _
Evening Worship 6 : CW P m. Wonallfp Services 1100
NEW MT. CARMEL MISSIONARY CALVARY TEMPLE
Morning Worship 1100a m. Sunday School
Evening Worship 7:00 p m. Worship Services 11.00
FLINT BAPTIST HRST ASSEM It Y
Morning Worship 11.00a m. OF GOD
Evening Worship 645 p m. Sunday 
Morning Worship
CHERRY CORNER SundayEvening
m_ urs. niteMorning Worship 1100a Th
Evening Worship 700 p m. UNITED, 310 !IVAN
ELM GROVE Sunday School
Morning Worship 11:00 a m. Evening Worship
Evening Worship 700 p m. DEWARDS CHAPEL
SALEM BAPTIST Sunday School
Morning Worship 11,00am. Worship Service
Evening Worship 7.15 p. m. Evenirag Worship
FIRST UNITED
- . SUGAR CREEK Sunday1Yorship 1000 a.m
Morning Wor:Ship 11:00a. in_ Tues. & Thurs.
Evening Worship 7:15p.m.
OWENS CHAPEL
Morning Worship 11:00 a. m:
Evening Worship 5 30 p. m.
MOUNT NORF.' FREEWILL BAPTIST
Sunday School 9:30a. Iti. Christian
Worship 11:00 a. m.
LONE OAK PRIMITIVE FIRST CHRISTIAN
1st Sunday 200 p. m. Worship Services 10 : 45
3rd Sunday ' ' 10:30 a. m. MURRAY CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP
OLD SALEM BAPTIST ,- • Worship
Sunday School 10:00 a. m. 'Bible gch001
Worship Service 11:00a. m. E"ning Serviie
'esper Service 5:00 p. in. CHURCH OF JESUS CHRIST
COLDWATER Of LATTER DAY SAINTS
Sunday School
Morning Services 11:00 a. m.
Evening Services 6:00 p. m ST. LEO CATHOLIC
CHURCH
FAITH BAPTIST Sunday Mass 8 a. rn., 11 a.
Morning Worship 1100 a. in. Saturday Mass 630 p.m.
Evening Worship 6:30p.m. CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
LOCUST GROVE SERVICES -
Morning Worship 11,00 a, m. Farmer Ave. and 17th St., Murray.
Evening Worship 7,00 p, m. days 11:00m. m. Testimony.
CHESTNUT STREET GENERAL 
Wednesday 8 p. rn.
Sunday School 10.00 a. in. JEHOVAH'S WITNESSES
Morning Worship 11 -00 a. m. 
Watchtower
Bible Lecture
LEDBETTER MISSIONARY BAPTIST WYMAN'S CHAPEL A.M.E.
Sunday School 10:00 a. m. Worship Services 1100
Preaching,. 11:00 a.m. &COD p.m. ST. JOHN'S EPISCOPAL
Wednesday night 7,00P. m• Worship Hour
' SPRING CREEK Church School
BAPTIST CHURCH IMMANUEL LUTHERAN
Morning Worship 11:00 a. m: SundaY Sch°°I
Evening Worship 7.00 p m. Morning Worship
ST. JOHN BAPTIST CHURCH 
SEVENTH DAY ADVENTIST
Sabbath School
Morning Worship 10:45a. m Worship Service
Sunday School 9,30 a. m.

























































































m. day., 10:00 am.
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- - - Monsingmorship
a.m. Stmday School








1st & 2ni Sundays
Ist & 3rd & 401
00a m. Worship Service:. 
a. m. 11:00 a. mlOrd
& Wed- 
a. m. lst Sunday
a. m. Worship Service
a. m. II :00 a. m. 4th




- BROOKSa.rn. • 1st & 3rd Sunday,
Evening
945 am Znd & 4th Sunday
a. m. No Evening Worship
:go g.tn. 1st ar3rdSunday
7 p. in. 2nd & 4th Sunday
Evening
SOUTH
,._ . Sw3dati School
a. m. Morning Worship
p. m. Evening
STOREY'S








11 a.m., 1st Sunday, 10:00 a.






' • 10:00a. m.
UNTIED







II:00 gin. tat & 2nd Sun-
3rd & 4th, Sunday School
















1st., 3rd. & 5th Sundays
6:30 p. In.
CAMPGROUND






10:00 a. m. 1st Sunday &
Sunday: Sunday School 11 : OD
. . , ,-10:00 a m 2nd 3rd & 
4thsmday
MT. CARMEL
1000 a. m. 2nd Sunday.
Sunday Sunday School 10:00
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Psalms 23:1. we 
I walk through
shadow of death,
: for thou art with
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By The Following
Purchase Tire Mart
Your Complete Tire Service Center
We Service Them All-Large or Small"
Max Keel
E. Mein I. Indy/trial Rd. 753-7111
Bags & trjit i>one Beauty
Beads Salon
"For The Complete Look"




Murray's Most Complete Department Store
If God is your partner,






Chicken - Pizza -Spaghetti
- Steaks -Sandwiches
Jesus Saves"











- Complete Tune-Up I, Repair Service-
709 5 756 753-1751
Radiator 8. Auto Glass Service -
Kentucky f-rial
"It's Finger Lickin'
Try Our DeFocims Reef mod
















VI American Cain-AMCMotors Jeep
liornet•Matedor•Grenslin-Meop-Pocer Wagon
Top Nicety Used Con




66 South 2nd753-2752 or 753-3571
Peoples Bank of Murray, Ky.
Member FDIC
500 Main So. 12th & Story Chestnut St.
753-3231 753-6655 753215
Corvette Lanes
-Bowling At its Best"
1415 Main St. Ph. 753-2202
Play School
sii •,1 4 4 • m. to S p.m. • S Days
1 Worship With Your Children
, 
*Children Are Gods Gift
1606 Ryan Ave., Murray 753-8807
Tire Service
Your Uni-RoyaLTire a
1 /2 Block E. of S. 12D:iciPikwieeer
Pogue Phone 753-14891105 
I
Auto Parts
605 mapRebuilt Engines-Radiaton Repaired




MASSEY-FERGUSON SALES AND SERVICE
Dunn Furniture
,--oxig. , T.V. & Appliance
Whirlpool Sales & Service
wick 1,0, Shopign Cie.,
Honor Thy
Father and MotherQuasar
Industrial Road '.none 753-1319 753-3037
Freed Cotham Co Inc.
Heating, Air Conditioning, Sheet Metal
8th & Chestnut 753-4832
/ .. Murray Cablevision
41a' Phone 753-5005
Pl" Bel-Air Shopping Ceiter














Hutson Chemical Co. Inc.
"For MI Your Fertilizer Needs"






401 Olive - 753-5312
Tabers Body
Shop, Inc.








Free Pickup & Delivery
Open 6:30 a.m. - Close 11:00 p.m.
Sonday Open 11:00 con. • Close 10:00 p.m.






Randy Thornton Service Co.
Air Conditioning-Heating-Commercial Refrigeration
SERVICE THROUGH KNOWLEDGE
802 Chestnut Phone 753-8181
Big John's
"Hoare of GosTrty, Economy
IL Sekmiiims "
Open 7 Day s
7 o.m. to .12 Midnight _
Kentucky Lake
Oil Company
















We use plastic &
wood treatment for
100 So. 13th St. mold fungus 
753-3914
Murray Memorial Gardens
Jerry D. Lents, Demold A. lines.nd Larry Sooner, owners
Mausoleum-Cemetery Lots
Complete Counseling Service
641 North - 753-2654
Ward-Elkins
RCA VICTOR-FRIGIDAIRE-MAYTAG
403 Maple Phone 753-1713
God Is Love ...LLD, CLOSED ON SUNDAY'S
( 6 6 
Hendon's Service Station
PHILLIPS 66 PRODUCTS
No. 4th Street Phone 753-1921
iv
Jesus Saves
.af. Shirley's Florist &
Garden Center
FTD Flowers for All Occasions
House Plants Landscaping 
SOO N. 4th 753-3251 - 753-8944



















Tom Andrews - Your lost
specials Daily, Mitt. thrv Then.
Murray Warehouse Corp., Inc.
GRAIN DIVISION .
Highest C2ish ' Prices for Com ,
Wheat & Soybeans
Holmes Elli r. E. W. Chnland  Sept.
Mime 753-1210
\
West Ky. Rural Telephone
Glen B. Sears, Gen. Manager
Serving Groves, Calloway. Monied!, Carhsle Casein in Ky. end




J.W. WILHA4I - MGR.
•.': HOUSE BOAT RENTALS •.•.-






Fri., Sei., See. - Titers" Stele Special
No. 12t1v Ion 641 - Call in Orders to 753-4414 '












Of The 4th District
My name will appear No. 1







I would like to have the opportunity to meet
with each voter in our district, but if I don't
and you don't know me, I would appreciate it
if you would inquire about me from someone
who does. If elected I will work, THE BEST
POSSIBLE, for AU CITIZENS of the 4th district.
YOUR VOTE AND INFLUENCE WILL BE
GREATLY APPRECIATED.







Up to 4 Persons:
Sept 1- Dec 15 $14
Dec16-Jun14 $18
Jun15-Aug31 $22
So convenient to Disney World. the
Kennedy Space Center, Sea World,
Circus World, Cypress Gardens
Stars Hall of Fame, Busch
Gardens see them all,
Hideaway Inn
8 minutes from Disney
Winter Garden Inn










• Children under 12 free in
same room with parent
•
For reservation ,nf ormatton and contrmahor send check or
money order for $25.00. Limited number of rooms are now
ayaCable so hurry' Cancelled check guarantees your room
man =1•111•111EMMINI•11 ===== •1•11M =me
Ch•Ch 1St ChOIC• Hicl•away Inn_ Winter Gordion Inn _
Nam*
AdcfrOS• _ - -
 Stat• _ _ _ _ Z,0_ _ _
Arr.val Date _ _ _ -
Hideaway/Winter Garden Inns
P.O. Box 1428
Winter Garden, Fla, 32787
PH.(305)656-6695 .3
Carters Orders Third-Ranking
General In Korea To Washington
WASHINGTON (AP) — On
orders from a displeased
President Carter, the third-
ranking U.S. Army general in
Korea is flying here for a face-
to-face White House con-
frontation triggered by his
public criticism of Carter's
plan to withdraw American
ground forces from South
Korea.
At issue is Maj. Gen. John
K. Singlaub's public
statement that adherence to
Carter's plan for withdrawing
U.S. ground forces from South
Korea over a period of four to
five years "will lead to war."
Singlaub was to arrive in
Washington today, but White
House officials said Thursday
they did not know if Carter
would see the general
Saturday or make him cool his
heels until Monday.
The 55-year-old Sinslaub.
chief of staff of the United
Nations Command in Korea,
was believed to be the first
highranitioi officer called
Thome from overseas by a
President since Harry S.
Truman recalled Gen.
Douglas MacArthur from




Thursday to say what the
President has in mind for
Singlaub, another White
House official said, when
asked if the President was
displeased:
"He wasn't happy. Here you
have a general making a
policy statement when he
( Carter) is the commander in
chief."
Another Carter aide
suggested you could gues:s the
President's reaction "toward




LOUISVILLE, Ky. i AP) —
The Kentucky State Fair
Board has written off $9,941 its 
baddebts, including a $595 bill
owed by a Louisville an-
tibusing group.
The Fair Board said the
busing group, Concerned
Parents, Inc., had paid
"several thousand dollars" in
fees for earlier rental of
facilities at the state
fairgrounds before en-
countering the bad debt.
The largest outstanding
debt is a $7,095 bill owed by the
Louisville Home Furnishing
Show Inc.
A lawyer for the board said'
that the decision to write off
the debts was made after
repeated failures to collect the
money through court action.
Big John
Superstar John Wayne is a
cured cancer patient, and this
year, he is honorary chairman
of the American Cancer Soci-
ety's educational and fund-
raising Crusade. Ile says that a
checkup helped save his life -
won't you tight cancer with a
checkup. including cancer tests,
and a check to support the
ACS program of research,
education and service to the
cancer patient?
Delicious food served in a
beautiful dining room with a
beautiful view overlooking
the lake and soft organ
music_that's a perfect dining
experience when you visit
the dining rooms of Kenlake
State Resort Park. A regular
menu is served during the
week.
BUFFET FRIDAY-SATURDAY - 5:30-9 .SUNDAYS 11 NOON-9
Kenlake State Resort Park
HWY 94-E, AURORA
that" by keeping in mind the
fact that Carter once was a
professional Navy officer.
The quick White House
reaction was dramatized by
the speed of his recall. A
Pentagon spokesman said
Singlaub received, through
the chain of command, his
order from Carter by 18 a.m.,
Washington time, Thursday —
the same day the general's
comments were published.
The general boarded a
commercial airliner in Seoul
on Thursday night for the long
flight home.
The Pentagon said it was not
known if Singlaub would
return to his Korean
assignment.
Singlaub reportedly said of
Carter's withdrawal plan,
which was among the
President's oft-repeated
campaign pledges:
"If we withdraw our ground
'forces on the schedule
suggested it will lead to war."
Singlaub's statement was
reported just five days before
two special Carter
representatives were due in
Seoul to begin talks aimed at
implementing the withdrawal.
They are Gen. George Brown,
chairman of the Joint Chiefs of
Staff, and Philip C. Habib,




















_will be a vote for a native Calloway Countian who is honest, sober,
hard-working and dedicated to law and order for our people.
My grandfather was Lee Cohoon. He settled on the east side of
Calloway County 107 years ago in 1870. Members of our family have
been honest, law-abiding, respectable, citizens of Calloway County all
these many years.
When I am elected your sheriff, I will work tirelessly to uphold and en-
force the law of the Commonwealth of Kentucky-and -our nation all
acrsiss the counity,




YOU CAN'T AFFORD TO
MISS THESE SENSATIONAL
SUMMER FABRIC SAVINGS!
200,000 YARD CHAIN-WIDE PURCHASE FROM
AMERICA'S FOREMOST MAKER OF LADIES APPAREL!
REGULAR $199 to $299 YD. FAMOUS BRAND
SUMMER
COTTONS
• All Full Bolts. All 45" wide. All Perma-Press
• 100°0. Cotton and Cotton & Polyester blends
• Printed Cottons. Printed Voiles. Printed Lawns
• All Summer '77 Designer Prints and Colors
• • All from Famous-Name Dress & Sportswear Maker
'• .
• New Boarder Prints. NeViStarl Prints. Stripes.
Calicos Flora's. GeOmetrics. and many others
• Savings of S1.00 to $2.00 on every yard'
FIRST
QUALITY
America's Forms, Dress & Sportswear Manufacturer we
promised we wouir not mention the nationally • known name
in our advertisemerls, needed Warehouse Space for new Fall
Fabrics -and we hoill/tf the entire inventory of Summer




are,Yours Here is an oppor
. 'Exclusive Designer Cottons
action of Regular Retail Price'
- Don't m this Sensational Sommer




You must be Completely Satisfied
with Every Purchase or your
Money Back
WE ARE.NEVER UNDERSOLD!
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9 5 (M Th)
9 6(Friday)
9 5 30 (Saturday)
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Little Hope For Change In
Stagnant Air Mass Offered
FRANKFORT, Ky. API—
The weatherman offers little
hope of inunediate change in
the stagnant air mass that
now has Louisville, Lexington
and the northern Kentucky
suburbs of Cincinnati under an
air pollution alert, a state
Division. of Air Pollution of-
ficial says.
Because of ozone levels that
can be hazardous to health,
officials continued the alert
that has been in effect since
Tuesday for Louisville and
Lexington and extended it
Thursday to Boone, Kenton
and Campbelrcounties.
The alert was- extended
through noon today, bat
forecasters offered little hope
for several days of the "rain,
wind or some change" in the
weather needed to cleanse or
move the polluted air mass,
said Joe Andrews, chief of the
air quality section in the state
Division of Air Pollution.
For most of the week, ozone
levels have been hazardous
for the elerly and people with
heart or respiratory
problems, who have been
urged to stay inside and avoid
unnecessary exertion.
Ozone levels reached 129 in
Lexington, on a scale on which
anything over 100 is con-
sidered unhealthy and cause
for a pollution alert.
Newport in Campbell
County had an ozone level of
123, Owensboro 97, Henderson





The time for the Citizens of Calloway
County to cast their ballots for the elec-
tion of a County Judge Executive is
rapidly approaching. I realize that many
of you do not know me and that is un-
derstandable although for the past
several weeks every effort has been
mac" to contact all the voters.
Whether you live in the City of Murray
or reside in the County, my humble and
solemn request is that you give to me
the same opportunity that you gave to
Robert 0. Miller twenty-four (24) years
ago. He has held office and occupied of-
fice space in the Calloway County Court
House at your expense for almost a
quarter of a century. Certainly no one
can say that you, the citizens of this
County, have not been generous and
any obligation that may have been due
him has been paid in full.
May I also remind you that the funds
received from the Federal and State
Governments are allocated to the Coun-
ty and not to the Judge and for anyone
to believe that only one person can con-
trol further allotments is completely
erroneous. I can and will continue to
assure Calloway County's participation
in these funds and let me assure you
that George Weaks can and wiU work to
that end.
You have the right to know that I am
not financially independent and cannot
underwrite social affairs to which the
voters are invited and my appeal,
therefore, must be direct and without
the "trimmings." I don't have but one
promise, that is to do the job openly,
honestly and be the Judge youll be
proud to know.
Finally, the office of County Judge
Executive, in my opinion, requires the
presence of this official on a full time
basis. Not two days per week or three
days per week. If you elect me, 111 be
available every day in the week.
Don't you agree that twenty-four years
is enough for one individual?
10.
In Louisville, where the
scale is different, an ozone
reading of 204 also was
classifigd as unhealthy.
Some industries have been
ordered to restrict their
emissions, and residents of the
cities are being asked to use
automobiles as little as
possible.
"It looks about the same as
it did yesterday. And the way
the weather is right now,
we're prepared to continue on
with it," Andrews said.
Andrews also said officials
had ironed out com-
munications problems that
delayed notification of
Lexington officials when the
alert first went into effect
Tuesday.
The division issues alerts
through the National Weather
Service and the state
Department of Public
Information. The agency was
unable to reach the proper
Lexington .weather official
Tuesday, and Lexington of-
ficials didn't find out about the
alert until Tuesday night.
The division has since ob-
tained the unlisted phone
number of its weather service
contact in Lexington, and has
asked the public information
office to expedite an-
nouncement of the alerts.
Lexington officials are setting
up a "contact number" for
state officials to call when
there's an alert.
"This being the first alert of
the season things were a little
rusty, perhaps, all the way
through the chain. I think
that's been taken care of,"
Andrews said. "I imagine as
we have these alerts all
through the summer the
system will get polished up."
This season's first air
pollution alert came three
weeks earlier than the first
one last summer, but Andrews
said the current pollution is
"relatively mild.
This is not a serious one,
but we have reached these
levels that are considered
unhealthy," he said: "I
venture to .say we will have
more of these as the summer





(AP) — Authorities haven't
been able to determine why a
Versailles, Ky. woman
plunged to her death Tuesday
from a bridge spanning the
Kentucky River, according to
the Anderson County sheriff's
department.
Funeral services were held
Wednesday for the victim,
Verle Faye Lewis, 54.
41h.
Kentucky Students To
Be 'Out' By June 14
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP)—
Summer vacation for' Ken-
tucky students won't begin
any later than June 14 this
year despite weeks of school
missed because of the severe
winter and flooding.
In fact, the scheduled
closing date for most school
districts is at the least only
five days later than usual, Don
Bale, Supt. of the Bureau of
Instruction, said Thursday in
a telephone interview.
Bitter cold, heavy snows
and a natural gas shortage
combined to force many
schools across the state to
close last winter. Severe
flooding in eastern Kentucky
this spring compounded the
problem.
Some schools were closed as
long as 45 days, Bale said.
But by using every available
means permitted by the state
Board of Education, including
extending the school day,
shortening vacation time,
adding classes on Saturday
and extending the school year,
all school districts will be able
to meet the minimum
required number of class
hours before the June 30
deadline, Bale said.
State law requires schools to
end the school calendar before
that date.
"Ironically, many of the
schools are going to end this
year the same time as usual,"
Bale said, because of the
measures taken to extend
class time during the normal
calendar and because the
state school board lowered the
required number of school
days."
Last March, Gov. Julian
Carroll . signed an executive
order reducing the school
calendar from 175 to 170 days.
State • law permits the
governor to reduce the school
calendar by up to five days in
case , of disaster. Carroll said
the inclement weather and
fuel shortages constituted a
disaster.
The state board then agreed
to reduce the school calendar
by another five "calamity
days" at the request of in-
dividual school districts.
State Supt. of Public
Instruction James Graham
said in an interview he ad-
vised all school districts to
structure the calendar for the
year so there will be some
insurance against missing too
many days.
'We've alerted them to the
possibility of bad weather next
year, and advised them they
should allow a few extra days
for it," Graham said.
How they arrange the
calendar is their option, he
said. "Some may start a week
earlier, while some n.ay
schedule a shorter vacation
time."
Bale said despite the state's
warning to allow a few extra
days, some school districts'
are not. School districts must
submit the 1977-78 calendars
to the state board for approval
before Aug. 1.
"In some instances it ap-
pears they're just going to
gamble," Bale said.
About 70 school districts
already have submitted
calendars for the next school
year, and Bale said the trend
in the county schools appears
.to_shorten Christmas vacation
rather than to start school
earlier than usual.
Most school districts are
planning to start the year
between Aug. 15 and 19,
though Fleming County has
scheduled an Aug. 11 start,
Bale said. -
The independent school
districts, however, don't seem
to be changing their calendars
much from last year, despite
the threat of another severe
winter. Why?
'•Probably because they can




BENTON, Ky. (AP) — An
Army Corps of Engineers
repair worker was killed and
another was injured Thursday
when they were struck by a
steel object while on the lock
icKentucky Dam.
Marshall Countjt. Coroner
Jeff Collier identified the
victim as Willard H. Smith, 48,
of Livingston County.
The injured man, Tom
Spradling of Gilbertsville,
Ky., was listed in satisfactory
condition at Benton Hospital.
VOTE FOR
ROY HARMON
Y' City Council WARD B
I Earnest l', Solicit
Your Vote & Influence
Political Al Paid For By The Candidate
NOW THRU MAY 21
The Royce 648
Mfr's. Suggested List S1IB.97,
Meeting
Rescheduled
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
The Kentucky Commission on
Women has rescheduled its
annual meeting from Wed-
nesday to June 20. The
meeting is scheduled for 1






Your vot• will b• appreciated
Political ad paid for by candidate
Vr-4
mHENLEY
Candidate For Mayor Says:
We Do Not Need A Payroll Tax
The only conceivable excuse for enactment of a payroll tax in Murray
would be the removal of a like amount, dollar for dollar, of other taxes. •
Revenue Sharing funds, coupled with current sources of revenue, have
enabled the city to operate well within the budget This has been ac-
complished, however, because the city council has refused to go along
with some rather wild spending schemes which have been proposed.
Chief among these spending schemes we would include
1. The proposed purchase of 23 Police Cars, including personal use by
city personnel, with the attendant maintenance costs to be paid for by
the city.
2. The proposed construction, in conjunction with State help, of a 4-
lane superhighway through the middle of a residential area.
Both these proposals would have seriously upset the city budget. The
first item would have required the city to immediately borrow over one
hundred thousand dollars for the purchase alone. The maintenance of
- this vehide fleet would then have proven disastrous to future budgets.
Much of the cost of the second item was hidden as "in-kind" costs, or
Labor to be furnished by the city. Anyone who thinks labor does not
cost a bundle has not had to meet a payroll lately.
If the council will continue to hold the line on proposals such as these,
the city can continue to operate within the budget without a tax in-
crease.
I believe that I am qualified to comment on this because I am presen-
tly in charge of the city budget, and the record shows that I have kept it
in the black.
Ad Paid for by Candidate
Now through May 21, get the Royce 648 CB
for only $99.
Rugged Royce quality in a 1(X)",s, s• 11(1 state,
Cl impact 40-channel CB radio. '
Variable squelch control. ( )ffion volume
switch. Push-button PA. Large. extra-clear three
inch speaker.
At these participating dealers:
Easy-to-read. lighted S:RF meter
and channel indicator. External speaker output
and more. N1any of the features you'd expect to
find on a more expensive CB radio.
Go for quality. Get the Royce 648 Cll. Now
I hr( ugh May 21...m11N.. $99.
Ai41 built to take it. RoYce
Political Ad Paid For By T1e Candidate
•
a.11% yiya 1.• • ...ta• • ... a•••-
Chestnut Street
MURRAY HOME it AUTO STORE
Murray, Ky.
•
4.1101,r- 146•BL o• - • tzsrtattervergo.1~- . Ok.L.rs
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To Be Held On Sunday
the Kentucky Little Miss
Pageant - 1977 will be held at
Lovett Auditorium on the
Murray State University
campus on Sunday, May 22, at
2:00 p.m.
Contestants will be judged
by out of state judges based on
a point system judging per-
sonality, poise and charm.
Each contestant will model a
sportswear outfit and a party
dress. Names and sponsors
are as follows:
Paula Michele Bowen, nine
year old daughter. of Larry
and Ruth Bowen of Calvert
City, is sponsored by Bray's
Trucking Co. She attends
Calvert City Elementary and
is in .the 4th grade. She has
blue eyes and brown hair.
Millie Dee Bowman,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Wm.
Douglas Bowman, . Nor-
tonville, is seven years old,
attends Nortonsville
Elementary and is in the
second grade. She is spon-
sored by Crick's Saw Service.
She has blue eyes and blonde
hair.
Tina Cooper, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Cooper, is
eight years old and attends
Southwest Elementary where
she is in the 3rd grade. She is
sponsored by the Peoples
Bank. She has blue eyes and
blonde hair. Tina is from
Murray.
Melissa Jean Dunlap is from
Paducah where she attends
Lone Oak Elementary and is
in the second grade. Melissa is
the daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Gene Dunlap. She is seven
years old, has green eyes and
blonde hair, and is sponsored
by her parents.
Mary Dionne Everett is five
years old, from Hickman, and
the daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Everett, Jr. She at-
tends kindergarten at Fulton
County Elementary and has
green eyes and strawberry
blonde hair. She is sponsored
by Bob Gorton Constryction.
Jenny Carol Farmet, five
year old daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Billy Joe Farmer,
Paducah, is sponsored by
Biggs Supermarket. She at-
tends kindergarten at
Paducah independent Kin-
dergarten and has brown hair
and brown eyes.
Tina laDon Fuller from
Paducah is six years old. She
attends kindergarten at
Broadway Church of Christ.
Her sponsor is T. S & T
Childrens Shop. She has brown
hair. Her parents are Gail and
Barry Fuller.
Deborah Ann Gamblin,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Jess
Gamblin of Earlington, is
seven years old and is in the
second grade at Earlington
Elementary. She has blue
eyes and light brown hair. Her
sponsor is Edwards IGA
-Froodlin4r.
Cammy Dawn Gregory,
from Calvert City, is nine
years old and in the 4th grade










If YOU love tender, juicy,
melt-in-your-mouth Prime Rib,
you're going to flip over our
new Prime Rib Dinner'
A thick slice
- of Prime Rib,
your choice
of baked potato or
french fries, and a thick
slice of Stockade Toast
Offer Good Friday, Saturday, & Sunday
Great Steak... and Prime Rib,







parents are Mr. and Mrs. Jim
Gregory. Canuny. is sponsored
by Smith Brothers Inc. and
her parents. She has blue eyes
and dark blonde hair.
Hope Deanne Hargrove,
from Murray, is five years old
and the daughter of Clayton
and Susan Hargrove. She
attends pre-school at Jack and
Jill. She has blue eyes and
light brown hair. Her sponsor
is Lynn Grove Feed and Seed -
Co. .
Sonya Jo Harris from
Mayfield, is the six year old
daughter of Gerald and Lynda
Harris. She has blue eyes and
light brown . hair and her
sponsor is Lawson's Flowers.
Tammy Jean Hill, five
years old, is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Gene
Hill, Paducah. She has blue
eyes and blonde hair and is
sponsored by Park Lounge.
Candice Rachelle Howard,
daughter of Carl and Jill
Howard of .Murray, is six
years oldavid has brown hair
and brown eyes. She is
sponsored by Carl's Corner.
Tracey Jean Hurst, eight
years old, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Kenneth R. Buckley of
Falmouth, attends -kouthern
Elementary and is ili the
second grade. She has dark
brown eyes and medium
brown hair. She is sponsored
by her parents.
Tabethia Ann Johnson,
daughter of Don and Donna
Johnson, is seven years old
and attends second grade at
East Calloway Elementary.
She has brown hair and brown




from St. Charles, is the
daughter of Louie and
Euvenal Lantrip, is eight
years old and attends second
grade at St. Charles. Her
sporiSor is North City Ford Co.
Her hair is dark 'brown and
her yes are also dark brown.
M rcy Dawn Marine,
daughter of Don and Carol
Marine of Murray, is eight




She has blue eyes and blonde
hair. Her sponsor is The Youth
Shop.
Jennifer Ann Peyton, seven
year Old daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Bob Peyton of Dawson
Springs, is in the second grade
at Dawson Springs Grade
School. She has blue eyes and
blonde hair and is sponsored
by Pioneer Plastics, Inc.
Melissa Kaye Rash, seven
year old daughter of Danny
and Kaye Rash, attends
second grade at Fulton County
Elementary. She has blue
eyes and blonde hair. Missy is
sponsored by The Citizens
Bank, Hickman. She is from
Hickman.
Suzanne Lee Smith,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. J.
Michael Ladd, Hopkinsville, is
seven years old and attends
second grade at St's Peter &
Paul. She has dark brown eyes
and brown hair. Her sponsor is
1 add's Auto Sales, Oak Grove.
Michelle Spann, 612 year old
daughter of Ann and Robert
Spann, _Murray, attends first
grade at Robertson
Elementary. She has light
brown eyes and brown hair.
She is sponsored by Ear-
thmovers.
Buffy Ellen Stokes, nine
; years old from Murray, at-
tends 4th grade at South West
Elementary. Buffy's parents
are Mr. and Mrs. Bert
Coleman and her sponsor is
Sandy Coleman Twirling
Academy. Her eyes are blue
and her hair is blonde.
Christy Ann Watson,
Murray, is five years old and
attends day care school at
Jack and Jill. Her parents are
Mr. and Mrs. Ronnie Watson.
She has dark brown eyes and
auburn hair. Her sponsor is
The Bamboo Garden.
Stephanie Kay White, Hick-
man, is eight years old and the
daughter of Rev. and Mrs.
Dan White. She attends second
grade at Hickman Elemen-
tary. She has hazel eyes and
blonde hair. Her sponsor is
Hickman Federal Savings &
Loan Association.
The Mistress of Ceremonies
for the afternoon will be Miss
Jane Wagar, Miss Murray
State - 1976 and Mistress of
Ceremonies for the 1976 Little
Miss Murray Calloway County
Pageant last July. She attends
Murray State' University.
Miss Renae Gibson, Ken-
tucky Little Miss - 1976 will be
present to make her final
presentation as Kentucky
Little Miss. She will be
crowning the Kentucky Little
Miss - 1977. Renae is from
Mayfield and her parents are
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Gibson.
Tickets will be on sale at the
door. Only general admission
tickets will be sold and there
will be no advance ticket
sales. The pageant is being
sponsored by Tau Phi lambda
Sorority, Woodmen of the
World, Murray.
DREAM TIME
WASHINGTON ( AP )1-Sleep
isn't essential to rest, says Na-
tional Geographic, but dream-
ing is. Tired muscles can be re-
freshed by rest in which sleep
is not essential, and scientists
now think it is dreaming that
provides the mind with some
time off.
Since the brain apparently
functions like a super-comput-
er, says Geographic, and a
computer must spend some
time -off line" so that correc-
tions, updating and new pro-
grams can be fed in, hence the
brain also needs a time when it
sorts out and absorbs new data.
Dream researchers say that
everybody dreams, and that
people who say they don't are
deep sleepers who simply do
not remember their dreams
when they wake.
Dreaming may be the chief
reason for sleep. Dr. Ernest
Hartman, dream expert from
Boston State Hospital, feels
that the amount of leep people
need is determined by how
much dreaming they require
Practical persons like Thom-
as Edison or Winston Churchill
needed little sleep, but deep
thinkers like Albert Einstein
slept as much as 12 hours a
night. For such people, he
points out, dreams may be a
way of working out trouble,
some problems.
MISS YOUR PAPER?
Sehscrbers eke have sot
received their henedeliverwl
copy el lbs Norm lodger
Times by 5:30 pm. lasteery
Friday et by 3:30 p.n. ON Sate.
days ere urged to cal 153-1116
between 5:30 p.a. sad 6
fkeeday-friday, er 130 p.m -
and I Saturdays, P. laws
delivery ef Hee 'swapper Callt
west be *cad by 6 p.a. week
days Sr 4 pia. Setwarys re
geareatee delivery.
Kentucky Little Miss 1976, Renae Gibson, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Gibson, Mayfield, will turn over her crown Sunday, May 22, to the new Ken-
tucky Little Miss 1977 at the pageant to begin at 2:00 p. m. at Lovett
Auditorium, Murray State University. Miss Gibson represented the state of
Kentucky at the National Little Miss Pageant last June in Roanoke, Va., after
being crowned here. She is a first grade student at Longfellow Elementary
School, an active member of the Sunday School at Unity Baptist Church, en-
joys piano, riding horses, and working on the farm with her grandfather. Spon-
sor of the pageant is the Tau Phi Lambda Sorority of the Woodmen of the
World and all prbceeds will be used for service projects in the community.
Tickets will be on sale at the door from L30 p. m, until the pageant begins
with prices being $3.00 for adults and $1.00 for students. All tickets are
general admission and no advance tickets will be sold. The public is invited to
attend, a spokesman said.
REGULAR SHAMPOO
FOR BEARDS
NEW YORK I AP) — "If you
fancy a beard, make sure it's
shampooed with a mild sham-
poo in soft water every other
day," says Shirley Lord, a
beauty authority, in a new book
dealing with the effects of wa-
ter on skin and hair.
According to the book, wash-
ing the beard every day, even
twice a day under the shower,





All Accessories: Hitches, Awnings,
Air Conditioners, Water Hose, Sewer
Hose, Regulators, Jacks
"5% Over Cost"
With Purchase of Jayco R.V. This Special Good Fri..
Sat., Sun, Mon. May 20th thru 23rd.













Political Ad Paid for by the candidate
8 A.M. to 8 P.M.
Noon To 8 p.m.
Pop Ups 11' to 18'
Travel Trailers 14' to 18'
5th Wheel Trailers 15' to 35'
YOUNGBLOOD'S
RECREATIONAL VEHICLE CENTER
Highway'45 N 1/4 Mile N. of Purchase Pkwy.
Mayfield, Ky. 42066 (502) 247-8591
Owned $ Operated by Jerry 8. Roger Youngblood
See For Your Self Why People Are Saying
JAYCO Best Built R.Vs in 19771
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Schedules For The Week Of May 21-May 27
TV GUIDE FOR SATURDAY
WNGE-2
6: 30- Chieren's Gospel
7:00- Tone & Jerry








3:00- Were of Sports
4:00-Prosiness
5:00 -Weed of Spirts
5:30- Newseratch
6:00- ktosic NO Americo
7:00 - Blaney 's Beauties
7:30-Fish














8:30 - Three Stooges
9: 30 - Res Numbard
10: 30 - Wouidneeert Baptist
11:30- News Ceefereace
12:00-luau & Answers










11:00 -*eel of the City
11:30-Now Life Now
12:00-News
WSIL-3 WSM-4 I 
WTVF-S WPSD-6

















7:00 - Itimusky's booties
7:30 - Fish


















4:00 - Fauseily Affair




















12:30- Cei it Meanie
1:00-Pa City







7:00- Miry Tyler Moore
7:30-50k Newhart






TV GUIDE FOR SUNDAY
WSIL-3 I WSM-4
50--Fanou Digest




9:00 -Dimeasions I. Faith
10:30-Anisnes, Animals 9:30_ fforood of ynni
11:00- Woes & Answers 10:00-Community Worship
11:30-Don Tema 10:30- Mesh
12:00-Jr. Almost MOW, 11:00_ Ebony spootno,
12:30-Directions 11:30-Meet the Press
1:00-HI. 12:00- Cass Kid
1:30-Filne 12:30- Virginian
2:00-Wild Kingdom 2:00- Helen Tennis













































10:311-Big ken, Little John





















10: 00 -Mom* Lives



































7:00-Mary Tyler Moore *
7:30-lob Werhart
8:00-All in the Family
8:30-Ake
9:00 - Carol Ifereett
10:00- Hews
10:30- Guesmoke





4:00 - Cheistopier Cleseep
6:30-Mows
7:00-No..., Dineenseens
7:30- Nereid of Truth
8:00- Way Out Games
8:30 - Space Nuts
9:00-lit Sept. Church
10:00 - Camera Three
10:30-Face the Weise
11:00-This is the Life
11:30-Lamp Unto My Foot























11:00 - News Caster 2
11:30- AN My Child.
12:00 -Ryan's Hoye
12:30 - Feneily Feed
1:00-520,000 Pyramid
1:30 - 0.11 Life to Live
2:00-Gen'l Nesp.
2:15 - General Hospital
3:00-E49e of Meet
3:30-Indy Bunch
4:00 - Big Valley













2:15 - Gen. Hospital
3:00-Edge of Might
3:30-Lassie
400 M - He MGM Thee.
4:00 - Wally' Workshop
4:30 F -Owertot







7: 24 -Scene Today
7:30- Today
B: IS - Scene Today
8:30 - Today
9:00- Distal



























12:20PM - Moon Mows
12:30-World Turns
1:30-Guiding Light








6:25 - Anise Smith
6:54- Pester Spooks
7:00 - Today Show
9:00 -Sanford 8, Son
9:30-Romper It00111
9:55-Calendar
10:00 - Owe of Forting
10:30-Shoot forth. Stun
11:00- Menne that Tone
11:30-Lovers & Friends
12:00-Mows











6:30 - Breakfest Show
7:00 - News
8:00 -Captain Kangaroo














4:30 - Andy Griffith
5:00- Tel the Truth
5:30-News
6:00- Mows








6: IS - Nan
6: 30 - News
Day
WSM-4





















6:30 - Muppet Show




11:00 -Sts. of S. F.





10:30 -Sts. of San Frio
12:45 - News
TV GUIDE FOR TUESDAY
WNGE-2
6: 30- Tremor* Nat
7:00- Nappy Guys
7:30-levenie & Shaky









7: 30 - LaT40" A Siliri•T
8:00-Rich Met Poor Man
10:00-News
10:30-Movie










6:30- Tell The Tnrth
7:00 - km
7:30-Off Campers
8:00- kr A •S' II ,







































































































6:..e- Tel Ths Troth 4:30-Porter Wagoner
7:00-Walton, 7:00-Movie
8:00-Novell Flere-4) ' 10:00-News


















12 :00 - Twang*
900 - (Ismail Jones
10:00 - News
1030 - Maim
'totals" 9:00- assign 12010:30- Mery























5:30 - Cactus nese
Mows6: IS - Ne
6:30 - Rims







7:00 -Smuf ford & Son
7:30- Chico & tHe Mao
6:00 - Mows




































7 p. m. Options "Riding In My
Car" Mostly in light
touches, this show is all
about our love affair with
the automobile.
Saturday, May 21
Noon Soundtrack Host Chuck
Fleck takes a look at the
original "King Kong" and
the most recent remake.
1 p. m. Chicago Lyric Opera
Verdi's "Rigoletto" is
-performed
6:30 p. m. The Goon Show
The 1,000 Pound Penny"
Sunday, May 22
12-30 p. m. International
Concert Hall The Spanish
Radio and Television
Symphony Orchestra
under the direction of
Enrique Garcia Asensio
performs a concert given
in the Teatro Real of
Madrid as a tribute to




Francis Poulenc's Trio for










formances by Bill Monroe
and his Bluegrass Boys,
the Lewis Family, Bill
Clifton, Ted Lundy, Bob
Paisley and the Southern
Mountain Boys, Cliff
Waldron, plus many more.
Monday, May 23
p. m. Options in Education
The second program of a
two-part series on the topic
of educational research
. covers the annual meeting
of the American
Educational Research
Association, held in April.
The program also
examines the frequent
charge that research and
evaluation funds are
designated to lend
credibility to a popular
program, or to destroy an
unpopular one.
Tuesday, May 24





p. m. Options "Blacks in
Magazines, Music and
Film" The first part of this




remainder of the program
consists of an interview
with Poet and Songwriter
Gil Scott Heron.
Thursday, May 26
7-:30 p. m. Murray Common
Council Live coverage of
the Council's regular
meeting.
One of tte most underrated
rock bands in the country until
now is the fabulous Atlanta
Rhythm Section whose home
base is in Atlanta. ABS has
had to release six albums
before_the,y, made it to the top.
However, each suecessive
release has brought them to
the top. It took "A Rock And
Roll Alternative" Lp to put the
six member group over the top
and into stardom.
How did ABS get their great
start toward eventual suc-
cess? In the late 60's,
keyboard player Dean
Daughtry and drummer
Robert Nix were members of
the Candymen, a significant
early southern progressive
rock group and for a time, the
backup band for Roy Orbison.
Meanwhile, guitarists _Barry
Bailey and J. R. Cobb, along
with bassist Paul Goddard,
were playing licks for hire at
Lowery Studios. This huge
Atlanta-based recordings and
publishing conglomerate is
responsible for scores of hits.
It was manager- producer-
songwriter Buddy Buie that
was one of the key people who
helped to form the Atlanta
Rhythm Section. Stated Buie
in retrospect, "I knew we had
better players on our hands
than did most other bands in
America." By the second
album, the group's lineup was
intact; vocalist Ronnie
Hammond was added to round
out the roster, where it is
today.
A two record 1.p that was
released about two months
ago gives us a picture of ABS
during their earlier recording
days with Decca ecords.
Featured in the album are
such tough sounding songs as
"Back Up Against the Wall"
and "Conversation." The
sountite from country
rock such as "Cold Turkey,
Tenn." to mellow vocals in
"Will I Live On?" This two
record set may become a
great collectors item.
Around 1974, the group
signed with Polydor records
and the way was paved for the
top. The charts were a little
rough on the group for the next
two albums but they did have
a catchy single entitled
"Doraville." Then came "Red
Tape" in which the result was
some 270 live concerts in 1976.
Now at the present, the
group is sitting in the top 20 on
the charts with their latest Lp
"A Rock and Roll Alter-
native" with a hot single. "So
Into You" in the top ten. Fame
at last has struck the un-
derrated Atlanta Base group.
The new Lp has some great
cuts such as "Sky High" in




NEW YORK (AP) — NBC's
Grandstand, the network's
catch-all sports news show,
. appears headed for can-
cellation.
Network sources admit the
show is in trouble and may be
dropped in another week or so.
The problem, as with just
about all shows that are
dumped, is low ratings, but
it's not entirely Grandstand's
fault. .
NBC's pro football and
college basketball packages
were both disappointments
last season and Grandstand,
which served as pre-game,
halftime and post-game shows
for both, also suffered.
"Obviously if you've got
something strong in front or
behind you, it -Makes a dif-
ference," says Don Ellis,
executive producer of
Grandstand. "If we're in front
of a great football game we're
going to get a bigger
audience."
Ellis says he hasn't been
notified that the show is gone
but concedes that the NBC
hierarchy had been
reevaluating a lot of things
lately.
Baseball season ends on a
Sunday this year and it looks
like the league playoffs will
begin the following Tuesday
night. NBC had been hoping
Commissiciner Bowie Kuhn
would not start them until the
weekend so the network would
Hammonds vocals are superb.
"Georgia Rhythm" is another
of my favorites and is most
definitely the state-of-the-art
for the Atlanta Rhythm
Section. "Everybody Gotta
Go" is a cute cut on the serious
subject of death while "Neon
Nites" has a great mixture of
country and Jazz.
Then there is that great hit
single "So Into You." This cut
"is descriptive of that special
trance only a new-found love
can bring," and Hammond
puts that across beautifully in
his vocals.
ABS has truly hit stardom
this time and with it another
superstar for the South.




announced that "Playin' Up A
Storm," Lp by The Gregg
Allman Band will be released
Friday, May 13th. Also, Sea
Level will have their first
single, "Shake A Leg" as well
as new singles by Percy
Sledge and Roger Cook.
Documentary To Be
Broadcast On Monday
work with the adult mentally
retarded being done at Serra
Residential Center, a facility
of the National Benevolent
Association in Fremont,
California, will be broadcast
by Channel 3-TV on May 22,
1977, at 12:30 p. m. (noon) on
DIRECTIONS, an ABC-TV
series.
The Rev. David Roos of. the
Murray, First Christian
church stated today that the
National Benevolent
Association, the Division of
Stark And Simon
To Collaborate
LOS ANGELES ( AP) — The
association of producer Ray
Stark and playwright Neil
Simon will continue with
Simon's next play, "Chapter
Two."
Stark will produce the film
version, marking the sixth
collaboration with Simon.
Their films include "The
Sunshine Boys," "Murder by
Death" and "The Sunshine
Girl." "Chapter Two" con-
cerns a widower's romance
with a divorcee. It will tryout
at the Ahmanson Theater in
Los Angeles, with an opening
scheduled for New York Dec.
1.
be sure to have some games
for Saturday and Sunday
afternoon.
That's the way it was last
season, but Kuhn came under
fire from purists who said TV
was dictating to baseball and
the weather was worse the
longer you waited and so on.
So this time they'll start as
early as possible.
Regardless of when the
playoffs end, the World Series,
it appears, will start the
following Tuesday night. That
means there will be Series
games on only one weekend
instead of two like last year.
And that won't make ABC,
which gets the Series this
year, too happy.
NBC's telecast of the
Norton-Bobick affair last
week came out No. 1 in its
time period but didn't do as
well as the network had hoped
it would.
The show drew a 19.7 rating
— meaning 19.7 per cent of
televisions in the U.S. were
tidied to NBC — and a 34
share, meaning 34 per cent of
the sets in use were tuned in.
That compared with a 17.3
rating and 30 share for CBS
which aired a John Wayne
Mbyte and 17.1 and 30 share
for ABC with repeats of
Baretta and Charlie's Angels.
The NBC rating dropped off
considerably over the final 15
minutes of the show, after
Norton had kayoed Bobick
just 58 seconds into the fight.
An ABC-TV documentary on ,0Social and Health Services of
. then, 'Christian Church
(Disciples of Christ), has
gained national recognition
for its modern caring
programs in work with
children, older persons and
militally retarded, and is one
of the many social and health






Department of News and
Public Affairs, has produced,
directed and written more
than 125 public affairs
documentary films. They
include award winning films
for such television series as
WHITE PAPER and SHOW
OF THE WEEK for NBC;
THE SEARCH, CONQUEST
and OMNIBUS for CBS; NET
JOURNAL, AMEWICAN
JOURNEY and INTERTEL
for PBS, and DIRECTIONS
for ABC.
Did You Know 
Kentucky Educational Tele-
vision went on the air, Sep-
tember 23, 1968, solely for
in-school programming then
expanded to adult and eve-
ning programming on Janu-
ary 6, 1969?
Overweight?
Quiet Diet Revolution Has
Reached Calloway County...
But is creating • loud noise in communities recently
troduced to NattirSBm. Bob Dunn of Holland Drugs lost 9
lbs. Pharmacist John Casey of Memphis lost 21 lbs. in
only one month. Judy H. McDaniel of Paducah lost 15 tbs.
and Marilyn Ratliff of Memphis lost 35 lbs. in only 7
weeks. They are living proof that flatwShat really sorks,
if you are sincere about losing weight.
Since September, kterally thousands of Kentuckians
have been introduced to NatyrSim. According to Wordlaw
Steele, representative for NaturSlim in West Kentucky
and Tennessee, the program has had such a tremendous
response for several reasons: 01000/. natural no drugs,
shots or artificial ingredients of any kind.
*No exercises
•No meetings
•No hanger pangs or starvation diets
the NaturSlim powder blinded with milk or juice, provides
two nutritious, satisfying meals a day. The third meal of
the day is almost unrestricted and can consist of many of








If NaturSkm is not yet available in your MneaighYlielbodrhiloYo.d,
pharmacist 
call













All The Newest Releases First!
Check with us on our new shipment, in today. of
new releases not yet on "Billboard-
The Largest Selection of Tapes and Albums in this area.
TV Service Center











































































































of sale dated May 11,
1977 directed to me
and issued from the
Office of the Clerk of
the United States
District Court for the
Western District of
Kentucky, Paducah
Division, in the ac-
1. Legal Notice
tion of United States
of America, Plaintiff
vs Robert G. Smith,
et al, Defendant,
Civil Action 76-0101-
P( A) on June 28, 1977
at the hour of 11:00




Kentucky, I will sell




THE COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY,
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT:
WANDA FAYE WILSON, PETITIONER, VERSUS
MAURICE GALE WILSON, RESPONDENT.
NOTICE OF SALE
By virtue of a decree and order of sale of the
Calloway Circuit Court rendered at the April 27th Term
thereof 1977, in the above cause, for the Division of
Property and its cost therein I shall proceed to offer for
sale at the Court House door in the City of Murray,
Kentucky, to the highest bidder, at public auction on
the 23rd day of May 1977, at 1:00 O'clock P.M., or
thereabout, upon a credit of six months, the following
described property, to-wit:
A 12.87 acre tract of land lying and being in Calloway
County,Kentucky and being more particularly
described as follows:
Beginning at a poiint in the Southeast corner of the
Glenn Starks property; said point being marked with
an iron pin set in the right of way of Highway 641 and
approximately .4 of a mile from the intersection of
Highway 464 and Highway 641; thence S. 10 degrees 08
Minutes W and with the right of way of Highway 641 a
distnace of 331.6 feet to a point; thence S. 86 degrees 16
minutes W a distance of 1096.7 feet to a point marked
with an iron pin set in the proposed right of way and ac-
cess control line for relocation of Highway 641 (see
deed to Commonwealth of Kentucky); thence N. 4
degrees 54 minutes W. and with said proposed rightof
way a distance of 572.4 feet to an iron pin; thence N. 85
degrees 31 minutes E a distance of 758 feet to 'a point
said point being the northwest corner of Glenn Starks;
thence S. 4 degrees 53 minutes E. and with Starks West
line a distance of 258.1 feet to a point; thence N. 86
degrees 33 minutes E. a distance of 423.6 feet to a point,
said point being the point of beginning.
Being a part of the same property conveyed to this
Grantor by Neal Starks and-wife, Kathleen Starks by
deed dated February 7, 1973 of record in Cabinet
Drawer 4, Book 152, Card 3002 in the Calloway County
Court Clerk's Office.
-AISO-
In compliance with the above dated Court Order I
will sell to the highest and best bidder, on the above
said date, and at the above said time, FOR CASH the
following described personal property, to wit:
Five (5) items of antique furniture consisting of the
following:
1. bedroom suite (bed, dresser & chest)
2. hall tree
3. Chiffoner (or chifferobe )
4. fireplace set (two chairs and sofa)
5. round oak table
IN REGARDS TO THE REAL ESTATE
For the purchase price, the purchaser must execute
bond, with approved securities, bearing legal interest
from the day of sale, until paid, and having the force
and effect of a judgment. Bidders will be prepared to





THE 'COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY,
CALLO WAY CIRCUIT COURT:
MID STATES HOMES, INC., Plaintiff, VERSUS LIN-
DA CHATMAN and FAMILY FINANCE Defendant.
NOTICE OF SALE
By virtue of a judgement and order of sale of the
Calloway Circuit Court rendered at the May 2nd Term
thereof 1977, in the above cause, for the sum of Five
Thousand Two Hundred Eigbiy Five and no/100
($5,285.00) Dollars, and its cost therein I shall proceed
to offer for sale at the Court House door in the City of
Murray, Kentucky, to the highest bidder, at public auc-
tion on the 23rd day of May, 1977, at 1:00 O'clock P.M.,
or thereabout, FOR CASH, the following described
property, to-wit:
Lots 56 and 57, Unit II of Kentucky Lake Develop-
ment Corporation Subdivision as shown by plat of same
which is recorded in Plat Book 3 at Page 21 in the office
of Clerk of the Calloway County Court,
For source of title see Deed Book 138, Page 64 AND
Deed Book 141, Page 19 in the office of the Clerk of the
Calloway County Court.





Do you really know what
when business
go up or dcrwn?
.421. IC 3E" 30 Ich
1 Legal Notice
Estate: Property






A tract of land
lying and being in
Calloway County,
Kentucky, in Sec-
tions 8 and 9, Town-
ship 2, Range 3 East
and being more par-
ticularly described
as beginning at a
point in the north




corner of the Billy
Carroll property;
thence in a northerly
direction and along
the Billy Carroll
property for a distan-
ce of 330 feet to a
stake; thence in an
easterly direction
and parallel with the
aid Murray-Mayfield
Road for a distance
of 113 feet to a stake
in the Clovis Bamell
property; thence in a
southeasterly direct-
ion and along the
Clovis Bazzell
property line for a
distance of ap-
proximately 350 feet
to a point in the north
right of way of the
old Murray-Mayfield
Road; thence in a
westerly direction
and along the north-
right of way of the
old Murray-Mayfield
Road for a distance
of approximately 147
feet to the point of
beginning and con-









ry, Sr., et ux, dated
the 16th day of Oc-
tober, 1973, and of
record on Microfilm
in Book 153, Cabinet
1, Drawer 5, Card 83,
in the office of the




sold to satisfy the
following lien
$22,350.42, plus ac-





the daily rate of





will be sold to the
highest and best bid-
der at the place and
time above men-
tioned for cash or
upon credit of 30
days, with 15% of
said purchase price
being in cash on the
date of sale and a
bond for the balance
of said purchase
price shall be
executed by the pur-
chaser with ap-
proved surety, made





real estate is given
the right to pay in full
the amount of the
purchase bond and
the interest that has
accrued thereon
from the date of
execution to the date
of confirmation of
the sale. The real
estate shall be sold
free and clear of any




and any state, county
or school ad valorem
taxes .which may be
due and payable at
the time of sale and
alt subsequent years.
The rights of all par-
ties shall attach to
the proceeds of the
sale of the real
property in the same,
manner and rwith the
Same effect as they
attach to the proper-
ty prior to the sale.
Gilbert I. Orsoot
Stow Marsha few
Is Western District of Cow

































may be obtained at
City Clerks Office,
City Hall Building
and must be retur-
ned not later than
May 28, 1977.




Matthew 24:13, 14. "But
he that shall endure unto
the end, the same shall
be saved. And this
gospel of the kingdom
shall be preached in all.
the world for a witness
unto all nations and then
shall the end come." For
further information






















Sinking Spring Baptist Churck
Bus Driver For May,
Jerry Windsor, 753-
7944.




Aid Sales. Free service
on all makes. Open 9-1
daily, Monday-Friday.
Beltone of Benton, 1200
Poplar St., Benton, Ky.
Phone 527-8463.
$100 REWARD for in-
formation leading to
arrest and conviction of
hit and run driver in-
volved in wreck Friday
night, May 13 at in-
tersection of 121 South
and-Locust Grove Road.
Car is believed to be late
60 to early 70 model
Couger. Light colored
with some primer spots.




looking for a lady
companion between the
ages of 62 to 65 years.






South 16th Street. 753-
























bring us yours for extra
copies. Made from any
size into any size
_ Wallets low as 24 cents, 8
x 10 $2.40. Fast service.
Artcraft, 118 South 12th,
753-0035. Free parking
lot, use our rear en-
trance.
5 Lost And Found
LOST BLACK and gray
frames. Glasses cut
hexagon. Call 435-4302.










tion has an opening for
an -experienced
chemical Operator. Must
have minimum Of‘. 2





Corp. Route 2, Box 54
Murray, Ky. 42071.-
WANTED A SALES
person to sell Jim
Walter Homes in the
Murray area. This is
your opportunity to
make good money as a
sales person. If in-





















business v ith a good
income. '• NI risk. For
appointment call 753-
3763.
- FEMALE. Hitching Post
Gift Shdp. At Aurora.
Call 4741266
SOMEONE WANTED to





a.m. to 4 P m Call 753-






















with a general main-
tenance of our equip-
ment. Some general
knowledge of Mechanics
helpful, but not ab-
solutely necessary.
Must be industrious and
willing to learn. Contact
Walt Parkins, Paschall






For the eleventh cdn-
secutive year, Elec-
trolux is offering sum-




$1,000, $750 and $500
special awards for
selling a fixed 'volume
of business. Student -
participation has con-
tinually increased.
Last year the sales
volume of students in
the summer program
totaled over 2 million
dollars. Interested
students may call 443-
6460 in Paducah, Ky.




starting salary $600 per
month. Send complete
resume to P. 0. Box 32T,
Murray; Ky.:
ASSISTANT MANAGER






must be married and
have experience in food
service. Send fall
resume and picture to:




woman to keep 3
children in my home, 8
a.m. to 12 noon. Monday
through Friday, $24.00






sales - sales presen-
tation kit and tools - no
over night travel - ex-
cellent commission
potential, income over
$20,000 - proven building
designs (Bonanza
Buildings). Will be in-
terviewing May 26 and
27. Send resume to J. C.
Cates Construction
Company, Route 1, West
Paducah, Ky. 42086 or
























14. Want To Buy
WOULD LIKE to buy
registered wire haired
Fox Terrier puppy. Call
753-5669.
FEATHERBEDS
PAYING top price. Call
753-7462 after 5 a.m.
14 Want To Buy
WANTED - Complete
twm bed. Call 7534764.
WANTED - One to 3 acres
of land East to Southeast
of Murray. Call 75t3-6939
after 5 p.m.
COINS AMERICAN snd
foreign. Also old gold
and sterling. Call 753-
9232.
15 Articles For Sale
TOBACCO AND tomato
sticks. 13 cents each.
Call 489-2126 or 435-4263.
AVAILABLE NOW.
Urethane foam. MI
sizes, all densities. Cut
to your specs. West Ky.
Cabinet Co., 1203 Story
Avenue. 753-6767.
REMOVE CARPET
paths and spots; fluff
beaten down nap with
"Bitie tustre. -Rene
shampooer, Big K, Bel
Aire Shopping Center.
COPPERTONE Hotpoint
washer. All cycles. $75.
Call 753-2967 after 5 p.
tn.
BALER TWINE, 9,000 ft.
per bale. Premium
quality guaranteed.
$10.99 per bale. Wallin
Hardware, Paris.
USED AIR conditioner.




first quality ,Latex Satin
Sheen, regular $8.25,
sate $6.00 per gallon.
Hanna semi-gloss
enamel regular,„ $10,




sale. All deluxe models
with 10 position ther-
mostat and, variable




















cleaner, and rug. Call









DESK WITH chair, $30.
Early American couch,
$50. Male end tables, $55
set. Couch and chair,
$50. Chrome dinette set,
$35. Macrame plant
hanger, $3.50 and up.







and service. Call Tony
Montgomery, 753-6760
day or night.
• KIRBY VACUUM, 500
Maple Street. Rebuilt
vacuums, starting at
$45.00. We rebuild your
vacuum for $29.95. Call
753-0359, Mike Hutchens.
FOR SALE - Shingles
$13.50 sq. roll roofing
86.50 ea., 15 lb: felt $5.00.
4 x 8 particle board - Le"
at $1.40, an" at $2.00, '1"
at. $2.50, Sh" at $2.85.
Plywood 3•4" at $9.00. 2 x
4's at .80 ea. Paneling 4 x
8 sheets over 80 selec-
tions starting at $2.75 ea.
Wood Spindles at .05 per
inch. Paint. Styofoam
insulation - '2" and .I" 4 --
x 8 sheets. Doors
starting at $5.00 ea.
Bathroom vanities and
v.all board. Tomato
stakes at .06 cents per ft.
New shipment of safes
from $25.00 and up. Used
office desks starting at
$25.00, used office chairs
starting at $5.00. Steel
pipe several sizes at .15
cents lb. Closet cedar 4 x
8 sheets $3.75 to $6.00.
Ross & Tuck Salvage
Mdse. Inc.,P.O. Box 88,
Martin, Tn. 3823i,
Phone: 901-587-2420,
Open on Sat. Until 3:00,
5 H.P. RIDING mower.
Reconditioned this
• spring. $125. Call 753-
.4180
REBUILT LAWN
mowers. $25 and up K
and H Repair, 94 East
IF YOU think home fires
always happen to other





GRASS HOG cuts grass






6 times. Call 753-2967
after 5 p. m.
WILL SELL or buy used
or ne%f4rrp machinerytia
on  In 80 East. Fall
437-4801.
ELECTRIC WAGON, 6-
ton. Two row tobacco
setter, 2 row. cultivator,
6 row sprayer 110 gallon
tank and pump. Three
12" JD plows, three 14"
JD , plows. 10 bushel
seeder-fertilizer. 300 IH
tractor. ,Many other
items. to see call 753-
8090 between 6 a.m. and
2 p.m. or 3 miles south
on Murray Paris Road.
FOR SALE-Hay elevator
and gasoline motor. Call
753-4848.
ONE ROW HOLLAND
tobacco setter in good
condition. Call 753-2987.
FOR ALL YOUR fencing
needs. Call AAA Fence
Supply Co., 1-444-6865,
Paducah, Ky.
1965 430 CASE diesel
tractor, 3 point
` hydraulic" leveler on
tractor, bushog, scraper
box, landscaping blade,
like new plow and Heavy
Duty 6' disc. Two axle
tilt trailer. Will separate
some equipment. Call
• 436-2538.
I 3 5 MASSEY
FERGUSON, $3450.
New 'Holland baler, $950,
pickup disc, $200. Three
14" plow fair con-
dition a $175. Rose,
Concord Highway at Old





tires, also 7 ft. mower
and 2 bottom plow to be
sold with tractor. One 2




good condition with a
new canvas, $600. Phone
753-5245.
35 FERGUSON Deluxe
tractor with plows and
disc. Bushog One ton





345-2633 for Farm Fan
Dryers. Dealer for
Baughman Grain Bins.
also your Read bin and











Call 753-2967 after 4 p
In
SUPER SLICK, tow
profile new 197 Apollo ••1
jet boats. Call 527-1436
days or 527-8814 nights
located at Edwards
Motor Co.. 306 E. 4th.
Benton, Ky
1970 20' TRI-HULL 'Mark
Twain, with tandem
trailer. 215 h_p. Mere
Cruiser with heavy duty
outdrive. Boat, motor "




River Queen, 75 Mer-
cury 50 h.p outboard,,
used 2 months, sleeps 6.
Evinrude. Asking $5500.
Must _sell.. Kenlake
Marina Slip 72 Call 753-
8056.
Commercial, 800 lb
slate bed, delivered and
set up viith all equip-
ment. From '$650_00.






15'2 FT. Pro Craft bass
boat. 85 Mercury, power
trim, trolling motor.
depth finder, tape deck
and custom trailer. Call
436-2718 after 5 p.m.
liz H.P. Johnson for sail
boat, practically. new.
Fieffriy -"diftY trolTing*




organs. Rent to pur-
chase plan. Lonardo
Piano Company, across
from Post Office, Paris,
Tennessee.
BALDWIN 9 FT. concert
grand piano used. Have





























with glass ,rtovir,• and
mesh draviri






rock. der irati it ror k




made a n y sianl fir ,:ili-
ttque beds or dinner,




1-136-Srruth 3r(i, 1 'a(111(
Phone 1.443-732:1
or





console in your home for
only $10.00 a month. J
and B Music-Magnavox,
753-7575.
12" COLOR T.V. Call 753--
8712 after 5:30.
CB WALKIE TALKIE set
with adapter. Three
channel. One never
used. $75 Call 753-0062.
.25:: COLOR console
Nlagnavox TV. Like
new. For balance due or
low monthly payment. J
and B Music-Magnavox,
753-7575.
27. Mobile Home Sales
1974 LAFAYETTE 2
bedroom, 12 x 65. With
washer and dryer. See
at Riviera Cts, or call
753-3280.
1973 12 x 72
TOWNHOUSE, 2
cdrooms, 1 bath, living
room, den with 'bar,
kitchen, all large rooms.




home with 2 lots. 21
miles South of Murray.
Near Ky. Lake. Call 436-
2504.
12 x 60, 1974 Buckaneer
mobile home. Call 435-
4594 after 4:30 p.m.
FIGHT ACRES,  12 x..70 3
bedroom mobile home,
electric heat and central
air. 28 x 32 heated
workAop. New 4" deep
well. Water pipe to an 8
acres. All within 2 years
old. Beautiful location.
Call after 6 p.m. 901-247-
5457, Puryear, Tenn.
77 Mobile Home Sales
12 x 60 EXTRA nice. Call
753-1988.
29 Mobile Home Rentals
NICE TWO BEDROOM,
one or 2 people only
small court. Call 753-
8126 after 5 p.m.
TWO BEDROOM trailer,
all house furniture. $45
month. East of Almo.
Call 753-6791.
12 x 65 MOBILE110ME, 2
bedroom, living room,
bath and kitchen. Call
753-4418.
MOBILE HOMES and
mobile home spaces for
rent, at Riviera Courts.
Call 753-3290.




_COUPLE WANTS to rent
house in country.
Willing to do repairs.
Call 753-1495.
COUPLE WANTS to rent
2 bedroom house or
apartment. In or around
- Murray. Call 753-2732.























Veryattractive home featuring 3 large bedrooms,
paneled den and kitchen, ceramic bath, electric
heat_trees and shrubs-in the 20's. Call LORETTA JOBS





Three bedroom, split level type log home located
on Cypress Cove Road about five miles southeast
of New Concord. Large rooms, TV antenna, deep
well and fireplace. One acre of land. Call Tim
Graves on this one.
Kentucky Lake
Front Property
Wooded lake front lots on main part of lake near
Chandler Park (Hamlin, Ky). Good road access
from Ky. 1918 (Kirby Jennings Trail). Fine
building sites for your lake front home. These
lots are restricted to homes. only - no mobile
homes, trailers or any temporary dwellings.




This lake cabin can be bought for only $11,500.
This is located near Cypress Creek. This two
bedroom cabin has a fireplace, electric, septic
system and water supply tank. All this is on .8 of
an acre that joins T.V.A. property. Call Bob
Rodgers on this property.
Tennessee
Two lots in Cabana Estates Development. The
property is located in a restricted building-site





Rob Rodgirs Tim Graves
753-1116 436-2321









32 Apartments For Rent
DUPLEX APARTMENT
2'2 miles east of Murray






before 9 p.m. Available
May 17.
FURNISHED APART-







Central gas heat. Water
furnished. $100 month.
No pets. Also 1 bedroom
apartment furnished,
1606 Miller. Water
















34 Houses For Rent
FOUR BEDROOM, 2
, bath, brick. 3.5 miles
from Murray on 94E,
$200 per month. Call 492-
8598.
SMALL UNFURNISHED
house in country. Near
New Concord. Hot and











house. $135 month. No
children. Call 753-1602 or
753-8175, Mrs. George
Hart.
36 For Rent Or Lease
FOR RENT OR LEASE,
retail store building on
south side court square
Mayfield, 2500 sq. ft.
Call Dal Boyd, 1-247-
2833.
FOR LEASE - tour










Service age. Call 753-
3336 after 5.
EIGHT HEREFORD
cows and calves. $250 a
pair or best offer. Call






Poodle pups. White 1










good hunting stock. Call
498-8704 after 5 p.m.
GERMAN SHEPHERD
puppies. AKC. Black-
silver. From $75-up. Jim









End of Season Specia1.









Leaving Ky., swing set,
sand box, mattresses,
deep freeze, tires, toys,
canned , goods. Lots
more - very reasonable.
May 20,8 till 8, May 21,8
till 12. 409 N. 10th St.
SIX PARTY Carport sale.
Friday and Saturday









May 21, 8 a.rn, fo 4 p.m.
GARAGE SALE,
Saturday, May 21. 8




ladies, and girls. some
mens clothing. Good
variety.
YARD SALE, "2 mile
north of Stella on 121.
Thursday, Friday and
Saturday. 9-5. Clothing
of all sizes, odds and
ends.
YARD SALE, 1415 West
Poplar Street. Friday
20th, noon to 5, Saturday
21st, 8-5.
YARD SALE - Saturday,




YARD SALE, 3 miles
North of Murray on 641.






Saturday 9 to 5. Dishes,
furniture, appliances,
extra large clothes. 506
South 6th.
YARD SALE, Saturday
21. Corner 12th and
Olive.
GIGANTIC RUMMAGE
Sale, 1500 sq. ft. Bargain







Sale. 9-4 Friday and
Satui•day, 201 South
15th. Plants, flower pots,





Income property. . . 2
story frame house near
university, 2 apart-
ments, central gas heat,







utility room, 2 full baths,
fully carpeted, central
heat and air, fireplace,
built-in cook top, dish-
washer, self cleaning
oven, and more. Near
Paris Landing. Call 901-
686-1671 or nights 502-
753-9514.
REA,'(../RS
South 12th at Sycamore
TELEPHONE 753.1061
1976 Eldorado Convertible, low mileage, new car
trade in.
1975 Eldorado Coupe, low mileage, new car trade
in.
1975 Mercury Monarch, extra nice, new car trade
in.
1974 Oldsmobile toronado, all extras and real
nice.
1975 Chevrolet Van. all equipment.
1970 Chevrolet, double power and air.
1965 Chevrolet, 6 cylinder, automatic, special
$75.00.








Olds • Pontlec • Csermsc
'Sausfor.1 Customers Are Ow
COrk!,19.
113-1 1406 We i• Main - 153-5315
Reduced To A Bargain Price
•
A lovely 3 bedroom home on 11/2 acres in Lynn
Grove, with built-in range, dishwasher, new car-
peting, new interior painting and wallpapering,
and a beautiful fireplace with a marble base.
Property also includes a fenced area with pond
and stable for one or two horses. Priced to sell at









lake and Blood River. 35
nicely wooded acres on
Kirby Jennings Trail
near Blood River. This
property is located just
north of Hamlin, Ky.
Priced at only $13,126.00.
John C. Neubauer,
Realtor, 506 Main St.,
Murray. 753-0101 or call
Bob Rodgers at 753-7116.
FINE, WELL built brick
home on Sycamore at
7th. This four bedroom
home is on a huge lot (75
x 435). This home has a
full basement, porch,




Realtor, 505 Main St.,
753-0101 or call Brice
Ratterree, 753-5921.
DEXTER - A nice 3
bedroom brick veneer
on corner lot near
churches and grocery
store, large dining
room, electric heat, 2 air
conditioners. This is a
well-constructed home
at only $25,000. Call or




deluxe home, with 21/2
baths, dining room, den
with fireplace and







Located in a peaceful
country setting on Ford
Road, just a short
distance SW of Murray
city limits. Has many
features that accent the
thoughtfulness of the
design and lay-out. Call








2 blocks from Kentucky
Lake, on a shaded lot.
Must see to appreciate.
Owner lives out of state









located 5 minutes from
Murray. Extra large lot
goes with house. Lot is
perfect for horses or
garden area. Owners
are moving and anxious
to sell. Excellent op-
portunity for fine buy on
a quality home. Phone
Kopperud Realty 753-









A PLACE TO SWIM. You
would open the doors to
comfortable, private
casual living with your
own 20 x 40 fenced
swimming pool and 3
bedroom flame located
close to shopping cen-
ters. This is the first
time offered and price is
in the low 30's. Don't
miss out on this one!
Phone KOPPERUD
REALTY, 753-1222, for
an appointment to see
this fine home.
WALDROP REAL ESTATE




LIVING in East Y
Manor. A white brick 3
bedroom ranch home on
large lot. Has electric
baseboard heat, carpet,




basketball court. A nice








2 Milos S. E. on Highway 121
NEW LISTINGS
Grocery store and restaurant on Highway 121 South, 4 miles from Murray.
This store is doing a very good business also good gas business plus rented
apartment above store. This place has plenty of room for expansion. Priced
to sell at only $30,000.
Beautiful Mobile home near lake with 60x10 wrought iron canopy porch, also
concrete storm shelter and metal storage building. Call for details.
Builders, Developers, Investors - We have 20.9 acres choice residential
property on Oaks Country Club Road. It is ½ wooded and 2,3 open land. This
property is platted into 34 fine lots. Approved for development but due to
owners living in another state we can offer you an opportunity that has a
high potential. Price -$42,000.00. See this today.
On Highway 121 N. W. 758 ft. frontage, 400 ft. deep. This is ideal commercial
property, would be fine for large implement business or apartment
buildings. Also, will sell 6 lots 100 ft. x 400 ft. on 121 Highway; one fine corner
lot 158 ft. x 200/t. at John Robertson intersection and 2 lpts 100 ft. x 160 ft.
each on John Robertson Road next to Murray Calloway Country Club. This is
choice property and-owner will consider some financing. Call us or come by
to see us.
70 Acres of good farm land. 60 acres or more in cultivation, with good tobac-
co barn, stable and two other small buildings. This is a very good farm and in
high state of cultivation. Approximately 4 miles from Murray Vancleave and
Bethel Church Road.
East Y Manor -3 bedroom brick, like new, 2 baths with central electric heat
and air. Beatuiful fireplace in family room. Lots of closets and storage room.
Large lot with woods on back boundary line. Country living almost in town,
city water. Also new outbuilding with electricity.
Twenty acre farm located near Hico just off highway 94 east on Palestine
Road. Good steel post fence and pond ideal for cattle. Priced at $14,000.
House on lake, nice 2 bedroom cottage in Panorama Shores, fireplace in den,
beautiful view of lake. Price 422,500.
LOTS
Nice 100' x 120' residential lots on Panorama Drive in Panorama Shores.
Price $2,000.
We have a large number of fine lots left in Fairview Acres, Lynnwood
Estates and Meadow Green Acres, and one lot in Bayou Vista.-Price only
$1000.00.
125 x 240 located near Sinking Spring Church on South Pleasant Grove Road.
Only $2,500 each.
LAKE LOTS
3 Attractive wood lots, overlooking Kentucky Lake in Green Valley Estates,
located less than 200' from the boat launching facilities, beautiful building
sites.
HAZEL
Nice building lots in Hazel, Ky. New subdivision on Maple St. Water and
sewage. Lot size 110 x 140. Price $2,500.
Beautiful building lots on John Robertson Road. Tract is 284 ft. x 284 ft. in one
of county's best sections.
TO BUY SEE US











Watch your wife's eyes
light up when she sees
this 9 room brick home on
Unity Church Road 1,2
mile north of hwy. 80,
near Jonathan Creek. The
cheerful kitchen has built-
in stove, dishwasher &
disposal. This 2,200.s. f.
house is carpeted
throughout, has 3
bedrooms, 2 baths, family
room, utility, & lots of
closets. Situated on 61/2
acres. This also has
double garage & out-
buildings, and is fenced.
Make Money Here -
Here's your opportunity
to let renters make your
mortgage payments for
you and have some left
over. This choice piece of
property on Ridge Road
near Ky. Dam has a 2
bedroom frame home, 6
trailers & 3 extra trailer
hook-ups, on 1/2 acre lot.
This is priced right at
;40,000.00 & won't last
long.
Choice Lot - 175' frontage
on South Main in Benton.
If you've waited for an
exceptional value this is
it! Call us right now. A 2
bedroom house with
glassed in sunporch,
cnetral heat & air, needs
some work but you can
afford to for only
$12,000.00. Call Bill.
22 Acres near Kentucky
Lake on major highway,
has good building site and
on city water. Call
Charles.
Time for a change? Stop
paying rent and take time
to enjoy your own home.
Well cared for 2 bedroom
frame home located on 1
acre near Aurora on Hwy.
80. Has 12' x 24' metal
workshop and 6' x 12'
storage building. All for
only $15,000.00. Call Bill.
Special! 61/2 acres, 3
bedrooms, living room,
dining room, kitchen,
family room, 2 baths,
bedrooms have hardwood •
floors, carpet in living
room, dining room and.-
hallway. Has 36' x 40'
barn which is wired for
110, 16' x 22' patio, black
wood fence around house,
paved drive. Rest of the
property is enclosed with
woven wire fence.
$61,000.00. Call Bill.
Four for the price of one -
46 acre farm, 1½ year old
brick home, good older
home, & new metal 24' x
40' shop with monorail.
New house is modern
ranch with 3 bedrooms, 2
baths, built-in kitchen,
large utility, living room
with wood burning
fireplace, carpeting,
central heat & air, car-
port. Older house is a 3
bedroom farm house in
goad condition with
plumbing, with a
minimum of expense it
could be made modern.
Approx. 15 acres of good
creek bottom row crop
land, 10 acres wooded,
rest in pasture. 30 acres
fenced. All for $55,000.00.
Call Volney.
LYON COUNTY
Get back to the good life
on this 74 acre farm in
Lyon County. 35 Acres
tillabl creek bottom, 39






homes, 12' x 65' and 10' x
52. Excellent well, water
will never be a problem
here. Priced at $55,500.00.
Call Danna to look at this
one.
LIVINGSTON CO.
263 Acres, 11/2 mile from
Smithland on Thine Road.
Income producing Silica
Rock Quarry, approx. 100
acres tillable, mostly
fenced. Owner will
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100 Acres approx. 1/2
tillable. Good productive
land. Remaining acreage
in good timber, Has
tobacco base. Call
Charles.
80 Acres approx. 40 acres
now in wheat, has good




65 Acres, 20 to 30 acres
ready for row crops, 10 to
20 acres can be put into
cultivation with a
minimum of expense. The
remaining acreage is in
marketable native
timber. Call Charles.
12 Acre farm with
completely furnished
double-wide mobile





Well built brick & siding
home this is an extra nice
3 bedroom home with
plenty of shade, large
back yard with iiew chain
link fence and garden.
Central heat & air. A
bargain at $18,500.00. Call
Charles.
87 Acres in Calloway
County located 2 miles
from Ky. Lake. Has 1-2,
mile road frontage. Farm
limed, fertilized & seeded
last year, fenced with
barbed wire. Approx. 40
acres tillable, 18 acres
marketable hardwood,
8,000 Scotch Pines set for
Christmas trees. Has
year round flowing creek
& deep well, 26' x 32' barn
or shop 81 log stock barn.
130 Acres farm aprox. 8
miles south west of
Murray. Real nice 2
bedroom, 1 bath, farm
house. Deep well & lots of
water, stock barn &
tobacco barn. 70 acres
row crop, all creek bot-
tom. Owner will finance
below bank rates with 25
per cent down.
Almo - 2 bedroom older
home in good condition.
Has garage & other
buildings. $9,750.
New Listing this well kept
3 bedroom brick home is
now available within the
'city limits of Murray on
Old Benton Road. Has 5





Lake sloping shaded lot,
110' on water, protected
bay. Has septic system,
city water Se paved circle
drive. In good subdivision
with paved streets. Call
Volney or Darrell.
Lake Access - Sherwood
Shores 2 shaded lots with
house place already
cleared. Has city water.
We have other lake front
& lake access lots &
homes in a wide range of
prices.
30 Scence acres for
developers located on
Highway 408 partially
within Benton city limits
at Purchase Parkway.
$65,000.
33 Acre farm located 10
miles so. west of Benton,
on the Virgil Smith Road.
Has many good building
sites, tobacco barn, sove
timber. $17,900.
20 Acres adjoining the
above 33 acres. These can
be sold as a package. This
has about 6 acres tillable,
rest could be easily
converted to pasture.










Votary kin., mgr. 527-9675
43. Real Estate


















bedroom, 11/2 bath home
at 1312 Kirkwood Drive.
. A pretty den with
fireplace that opens on-
to a redwood deck. An










Ky. Lake near Hamlin.
For information call
Robert A. Morris 436-
2473.
45 Farms For Sale
NEW BRICK .home,
energy efficient.
Wooded 3 acres, 12
minutes North Of
Murray, 641. Call 527-
1087.
96 ACRE FARM for sale.
Call 753-1988.
46 Homes For Sale
SEVEN ROOM house, 4
acres land, by owner.
$30,000. Lynn Grove, 435-
4240. Leaving area.
HOUSE IN COUNTRY
nearly finished, 900 sq.
ft. on 3 wooded acres.
Large garden, well
septit tank, all utilities.
61/2 miles SE of Murray.
$10,000. Call 436-2173,
BY OWNER - Custom
designed quality built
home. Formal living





brick wall), den with
fireplace, large
bathroom with 10 ft of
cabinet space. Master
bedroom (14 x 16) with
full bath, 14' closet,
velvet drapes. Two
smaller bedrooms, each
12 x 14 with 12' closets.
Extra large utility room
with outside entrance.
Could be used as 4th
bedroom or office.
Single car garage, all
paneled, large patio, 90
x 160 lot size, central
heat and air, lots of
extras. Call 753-2290.
THREE BEDROOM
frame on a large lot. 7.5
miles East of Murray on
Irvin Cobb Road. Call
436-5434.
46 Homes For Sale
CRAPPIE HOLLOW -
double lot on 200 and
Lakeway Shores plus
mobile home. Excellent





THE PRICE is right on
this clean, neat, 3
bedroom house with
carport. Can be seen
anytime by calling 753-
3903.
BY OWNER -3 bedroom
brick, fully shag car-
peted, baseboard heat,
freshly painted, large
lot. Paved drive, Call
now to see, 753-7835.
EXCEPTIONALLY
NICE house for starter
or retirement. Enjoy
country living, 2 miles
from towsk in this 2
bedroom brick with
large yard, big kitchen,
spacious living dining
room with fireplace.
Central heat and air.
Call 753-5208 or 753-4140.
TWO BEDROOM
FRAME, outside of
town. With ' ap-
proximately 11/2 acres.
Call 753-6969 after 5 p.m.
THREE BEDROOM
brick needs some wdrk.
Immediate possession,
$4200 down. Assume
FHA loan. Call 753-78659




home. Two and one half
baths, three large
picture windows, two
and a half car paneled
garage. Central heat
and air conditioning.
Located on Main Street,
Puryear. For sale by
owner. 247-5257.
WELL KEPT 4 bedroom
brick home, 5 minutes
from town on 21/2 acres
with 18 x 22 barn. Nice
shade and garden. Call
753-7620 after 5 p.m.
NEW TWO BEDROOM
brick on lot next to Old






MUST SELL - by owner.
Nice 3 bedroom cottage,




Reduced to $14,500. Call
762-4288 or 753-6274 after
5 p.m.
BY OWNER - brick, 3
bedroom, large living
room, kitchen-den,
utility, 1 bath, deck, gas










Purdom and Thurman Real Estate
HOME OWNERSHIP - A CASH RESOURCE
Sometime in everyone's
lifetime, for luxury or
necessity, there may be a
requirement for a large
amount of cash. Today's
homeowner is probably the
best prepared individual to
cope with this "need for
money" problem. His equity
in his home is a ready source
of cash.
Let's assume he bought his
house about ten years ago
for $20,000 and has now
oirsedidete his mortgage to
$10,000. Since home values
rise, his house is now worth
535,000 which gives him an
equity of about $25,000. On
a conventional mortgage
basis, a bank may loan him
80% of value, or $28,000.
thus, after paying off his
existing $10,000 loan, he
would come out with
$18,000 cash, or nearly what
he paid for his home 10
years ago.
I'm not suggesting that
everyone run out and
refinance their homes. I do
point out, however, that
another excellent reason for




about their real estate needs
is our specialty. Drop by Pur-
dom & Thurman on the
court square or call Pat
Mobley 753-4451 or 753--
8958. We're here to helF0
47 Prioie:ycle,
SUMMER FUN ALE.
1976 360 Yamaha, 1974
XL 175 Honda, 1973 SL
125 Honda, 1974 XR 75.
Call 753-4641 between 7
and 5.
1974 KAWASAKI 450 MX.





for a small bike. Knobby
tires front and rear. '
Asking $250.00. Call 354-
8222 after 4 p. m.
1975 750 HONDA
motorcycle. 3500 miles.
Windjammer and lots of
extras. Will sell or trade
for compact car or truck
of equal value. Call 753:.
5267 before 5 p.m. 753-
8721 after 5 p.m.
1972 TRIUMPH 750. $85Q.
Call 436-2635.
1972 HONDA CB 350, $450.
Call 753-1966 Wards.
1973 YAMAHA 100 MX.
Forward mounted
shocks. Top end rebuilt.
• New rear bearing. Seals
dampers and tire.
Preston Petty fenders
and tank. Call 436-2742.
1976 HONDA CB 360 T.
Like new. Can be seen at
Kentucky Lake Oil
Company. Call 753-1323.
1973 YAMAHA 750. New
tire and mufflers. $600.
Call 436-2305 after 5 p.m.
1974 YAMAHA 100 MX.
Excellent condition.








TWO GENERAL tires, 10
x 15 Scramblers. Nearly
new. Call 753-3336 after
5.
POWER LIFT and gate
for truck one ton and up.
Presently installed on 2
ton .truck. Used very
little - less than year old.
Cost $2800. $1800 we
install on your vehicle,
$1650 you take off of our
truck and install on
yours. Call 753-4953.
49 Used Cars & Trucks
1969 BUICK lk Sabre, 4




Air and power. Red with
gray interior. Radials,
Big block engine with
headers. Good gas
mileage. Call 354-8222
after 4 p. m.
1967 CHEVROLET step
van, 30,000 actual miles.
Excellent condition.
$2200. Call 436-5412.
1963 CHEVY sliaft bed
ton truck. Call 753-6901
before 3:30.
1974 FORD van, E-200,
27,000 miles. Call 753-
2967 after 5 p. m.
49 Used Cars & Trucks
1974 PINTO SQUIRE
wagon. Call 753-6848





Call 753-8721 after 5 p.m.
e1967 CHEVROLET 1/2 tonpickup. Automatictransmission-, priced to
sell. Call 753-5267 after 5
p.10.
49 Used Cars & Trucks
1974 AMC jeep pickup. 360




F-600 DUMP truck and 3







wheel, and all power .
$750.00. Call 1-354-6217.
1974 MAZDAIVX 4 station
wagon, excellept..son-
dition, 4 speed, radial
tires, must sell. $1850.
Call 965-2818 or 965-4263.
1976 BUICK SKYLARK -4
dor, V-8 automatic
transinission. Console
shift. . Air, AM-FM.
Power windows and
loCks, bucket seats,
color dark gold, white
interior. Very good
condition. Call 753-2501.
1975 VOLVO 164, sunroof,
22,000 miles. $5,700.
Paducah, 554-3342.









power and air. Power
windows, AM with 8-
track tape Has good
tires. An extra nice
wagon.. $1200.00. Call 1-
354-6217
MINT CONDITION. 1954
Nash Farina, 4 door with
46,000 original miles.





and air Needs 'value





1970 LE MANS Sport




console in fl or. Has less
than 56,01ti miles, must
see and drive to ap-
preciate this car. Call
after 4 911 p.m. Thur-
sday And I' iday, can be
seen all day on Satur-
day. Call' 753-5934.
1969 FORD TORINO, GT.
Four sr-NJ 350 clev,
cragers. iAtra good
condition call after 4
p.m. 489-2416.
1971 PINTO low gas
.00d fishing
car. $3oi Only in-
terested rties. Call
753-6345
9 7 3 T A S S
SUPREME, Good
canditior Power
steering, brakes and air.
Maroon with White, top.
Ca: 753-4015.
After 4:00 'all 753-6103.
1968 C.AM ‘RO heeds
work. Cali 767-2512 bet-
ween Sand - p.m.
1973 GRAND PRIX
Poiftiac. Fu lik equipped,
good condition. Call 753-
3292.





500. Good condition, $500
or best offer. Call 492-










needs minor work. Best
offer. Call 753-0650, after
330 pro.
1976 GRAND PRIX SI
Extra nice, low mileage.
Call 753-4706.





$1395. Good 1974 Vega
automatic, with -air.
$1295. Call 489-2595.
NICE 1973 Montego GT,
factory air, power




SALES located 4 miles
East of Murray, ,on
Highway 94 toward Ken-
Lake. Authorized Fan
and Star Craft dealer.
Clean used campers.
Open 7 days per week.
Call 753-0605.
CAR TOP TENT camper.
$60. Call 436-2401
POP UP CAMPER sleeps





trailer, sink, stove and




contained. $650. Call 436-
2516.
CONVERTED Chevrolet
school bus, sleeps 5, 3
burner cook . top, com-
pact refrigerator,
couch, closet and kit-
chen cabinets. Has 2
speed rear axle and 283
V-8 engine. Price $1200.
Call 492-8149 after 5 p.m.
50 Campers
32" CAMPER topper for
long wheel base pickup
truck. $150. Call 753-
8368.








Lem mower old soma wile
repair. ItotroAt Irmo mowers,
$25.00 arid op. Riding
soners, $100 sad isp.
•
ELECTRICAL WIRING










rocked. Sand and lime





plate and window glass.






TRICAN prompt ' ef-
ficient service. NO job











work needs call John






Doug Taylor at 753-2310
for free estimates.
INSULATION BLOWN in
by Sears save on these
high heat and cooling
bills. Call Doug Taylor
at 753-2310 .for free
esti4nates.
FENCE SALES AT
SEARS now. Call Doug
Taylor at 753-2310 for











WILL BABYSIT in my
home for infants 1 year
or under. Call 767-2555.
KIRBY Carpet Care
Steam clean one room at
8 cents per sq. ft. and we
will clean the hallway
free, IIrpit 4 x 10. A 10' x
10' room would -only be





















FOR A FREE estimate
on all stump remoVal,





















struction Co., Route 2,
Box 409A. Paducah, Ky.







house siding & trim. Call
Jack Glover, 753-1873
after 5 or weekends.
LYONS BROTHERS
Custom Dozer work. No
job too big or too small.
Call Jimmy and L. W.









L & M Blacktopping, seal
coating and repairs. For
estimates call 753-1537.
WILL MOW yards. Call
753-9210 after 4, or 753-
4732.
NEED TREES cut, or
light hauling. Call 753-
4707.
LICENSE 'ELEC-
















Beagle, males, 9 months
old. Call 753-7249 after 4
p.m.




*HOSPITAL SUPPLIES FOR RENT AND SAIL






WILL HAUL LIME or
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Appreciated
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$423.00 op, floored, ready to us. Also proofs, soy bread as
low as $300.00. IrS rip 5. 24 x 40 standard, but ail price
any site moded. fry the host for his.
CUSTOM BUILT NOTABLE BUILDINGS 75145114




Located on quiet residential street-quality built
home with 2 baths, formal dining room, living
room with marble fireplace, large 2 car garage
and lovely tree shaded yard: Priced in the 30's.









Pecan reg $3195 00 $1 09500
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Parents Should Protect ,
Children From Measles
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Parents in Kentucky should
waste no time in protecting
their children against an,
epidemic of measles that has
struck the state, a health
official has warned.
If they can't find their
child's record of im-
munization they should have




"I want .to put it in the
strongest possible terms. It is
imperative that every parent
ii that. We are having an
...inclernic of measles right
now,s`gr. Hernandez said.
-MeaNs is a dangerous
illness." heNsaid. "It could
very definitely' damage the
child. It could hurt him
badly."
Hernandez said 489 caS'isef
measles have been reported in
Kentucky this month, com-
pared to 97 during the same
period last year.
" Many children have never
had mealles .vaccine, Her-
danclez said, and many
thought to have been immune
are turning out not to be.
"A lot of these kids have not
been immunized,", he said.
We don't have the thousands
and thousands of cases we had
10 years ago. The problem is
they parents) have just
forgotten."
Many children vaccinated
before they were 15 months
old apparently are not
protected, he said. "Some of
these kids are 11 of 12 years of
age now and they are not
immune."
And there is growing
evidence that children who
received vaccines containing
gamma globulin also are not
immune, he said.
Most of the Kentucky cases





reason," he Said. "the viris
has been introduced in those
areas, and we have found that
we have a heck of a lot of
unprotected children. I don't
discount this happening
elsewhere in the state."
Hernandez said the digeaq#
is "what used to be called the
bad measles or seven-day
measles or red measles."
There are many possible
complications of the disease,
he said. "One of the scariest is
the possibility of brain
damage, which occurs in
about one in 1,000 cases."
National estimates, in the
wake of a year and a half of
measles outbreaks, are that
some 15 per cent of children
vaccinated agaiast the disease
since 1963 should be vac-
cinated again.
Hernandez said Kentucky's
local health departments are
well supplied with measles
vaccine and have been




has scheduled a mass measles
immunization clinic Monday
at Valley Elementary School
in southwestern Jefferson
County. Hernandez said
vaccine from the health
departments is free.
"What every parent should
dt) immediately, if not sooner,
is to look at the immunization
record of the child," Her-
nandez said. "If there is any
doubt they should go to see
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MAR-KEL LIGHTING'S
FACTORY OUTLET STORE
ACROSS FROM THE PARIS POST OFFICE
PARIS, TENNESSEE
department and get the child
immunized.
"We have a problem,"
Hernandez said. "Today, in
1977, one case of measles is
one too many. We have an
effective vaccine and we have
removed the financial
barriers."
He said that through April
the state was having fewer
cases of measles than last
year, "so we were kind of
hopeful that maybe we
weren't going_ to have the
same problems they were
having in other areas. May is




fever, redness of eyes, runny
nose, possibly coughing and,
on the third day of the illness,
a rash.
"I hope that every parent in
the state will recognize that it
is their responsibility to
ascertain whether their child
is adequately immunized and





PAINTSVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
About two dozen residents of
the Daniels Creek section of
Johnson County have staged a
protest against dusty cbn
ditions along Kentucky 3
caused by heavy coal truck
traffic.
The protesters gathered at
the intersection of Kentucky 3
and Kentucky 1107 Thursday
to watch for truck traffic.
On Tuesday, a delegation of
disgruntled residents met with
county officials.
Local officials, in
cooperation with two local
coal companies, have devised
a plan to halt truck traffic
until Monday. Meanwhile,
water trucks will sprinkle the
road to keep down dust and the
l'ounty highway department
plans to spread oil on the road
over the weekend.
Joe Prather Says
He'll Run In 1979
ELIZABETHTOWN, Ky.
AP) — State Sen. Joe
Prather, D-Vine Grove, says
he will run for lieutenant
governor in 1979.
"I'm only 37," Prather said.
"Lieutenant governor is a
normal step. I'm currently
president pro Tern (of the
. Senate), and the next step is
lieutenant governor, who
presides over the Senate."
Prather did not rule out a
future bid for governor,
saying that the job of
lieutenant governor is a
"normal step" on the road to
the governor's mansion.
Middleton Installed
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Dorothy Middleton of
Louisville has been installed




Mrs. Middleton is controller
and credit manager for
Consolidated Printing Ser--
























Choice of 2 Rigs., Ref Rolls,
Ilyttor I Coffee or leo Tea
Dishwashing Lipoid Mats gentle on
your hands 48-fluid ounces
PACKAGED
•COOKIES
Lemon iced Jelly Center Fudge
Chip arid more From Kitchen
Fresh 7 oz 8 oz (n et wt
MINRIMINO'0A15AINZEOROSTMaggr;:".A; 
Orange Slices. , Spice Drops or
Gum Drops from Kitchen Fresh
All net wt 2-lbs
Therapeutic Alpha Ken' bath
for dry skin care 211 oz trial so
Medicated shampoo Helps con-, ,
trot dandruff and itchy scalp Net
wt 2-02 trial size
,-ti•:11PRXMMEteg%Mtg2anirr:%'fe000:'Y.•...::;;._S_10;
Mix, store and serve in the
same container. 12-piece
set includes 3-o1. bowl. 1 -
p1. bowl, two 1/2-pt. bowls,
1 1/2-pt bowl, 1 -qt. bowl and
6 snap-on lids. All are top
rack dishwasher safe. Sev-






Choicer of 2 Rigs.,
Not Rolls, Butter






The poley of Rose's SiloI Y
advertised Meet Si stock. M tor scone ,a1-
woe:kW on Me aduenlesd rnar-
crenclee Is not Si slosk Mosel eel
Owe • coin dal* on request Met can
Os used to ploonsee the otercfoncle•
01 Ihe isle Mot eaten the nterdiendle•
Is remedie, c• corecombl• not-
cheviot ad re allured al • corn.
pent* reduced prior I Si the honest
Into-don of nose's to becli-up our
poky of "Selleleclon Guenoleed
Freeze and serve In the
same container . . .
12-PC. MIXING BOWL SET
77
POWDER CAR WASH or PASTE WAX
Pamper your car with Turtle
Waxe Products. Wash it
first with 8-oz (net wt
Powdered Car Wash to give
a clean surface, then was
with 6-oz. (net wt.) Super
Hard Shell Car Wax. It seals
and leaves an extra bright
shine. You'll be glad you
used Turtle Wax'
25 feet of plasbc coxed wire
flower border White only
row so./
....................
